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The theme of Girl on the Via Flaminia can best be sUJiliJled up by saying 
that we leave a mark on the things we touch. Eric Bently; in 
The Dramatic Event says that the conflict is rr •• between conqueror_, and 
conquered, American and European, the theme, I suppose, being the failure, 
of Americans to understand. n I think that he is right to some a"dent, 
but that the overall theme must be a bit more universal!.:, and his idea 
only holds up in the event that when any two people, or peoples come in 
contact something does happen to them. This is more universal in scope, 
and I think more correct for the play. If it were simply a story of 
American and :EUropean the interest for here and now might wan. The play 
suggests that there is a need for llhu:manization11 ; for an understanding of 
situation, and of people. There is the plea on the part 'of Lisa that she 
pe thought of as a girl back home. She is like some girl back home, and 
she wants to be treated that way. The war does not excuse the personal "'· 
actions of people. 
We have an idea in the play that one can rt really muddle through. 
Robert tries to do that, and while it is a valid solution to some problems, 
it can 1t be done on a personal level. If it is tried the personal level 
disintegrates, and .we have enemies ••• It is what lve must expect. 
The actors relationship to the locale of action in this play is 
extremely important. It is the locale that makes Robert think that he can 
act in the way he does. After all it is war ••• What does it matter? The 
point o.f the play being that it does matter. The locale creates the 
urgency of situation. It is because of the war that the couple are found 
out. It is the war that creates all the minor furies that the characters 
feel. Adele says: 11Madonna, they bomb each other, they destroy cities-
but a girl in bed is. a crime.u This is the war, and it makes for the 
tenseness in the play. Without the war there i'lould be no Hobert ••• the 
visiting American, and no .Lisa ••• the girl fo reed into a situation, and 
·none of the other characters of the play. Without the war 1-re could not 
have an almost sympathetic audiance to the Hobert that walks into the 
house in the .first act. It is that S;Y.illpathy that worries Mr. Hayes. 
Act 1-1 beat 1 -- Introduces·types and locale '4 • 
.American: Show what a hero he is. 
English: Show what a martyr he is. 
Adele: Keep them in there place. 
J.vl:i.mi: Entice the;·.Afnerican ••• Find out about this kind of man ••• 
Nina: Make them jealous ••• Show attractiveness. 
beat 2 p. ll - Solution to some problems 
.American: Ge:b a girl. 
Adele: Get rid of .American. 
beat 3 p.l3 - Intro. of Lisa-info of house 
Adele: Make Lisa feel wanted, com$ortable, at ease ••• (use women tal& •• i.e.u 
War is so tough ••• we "~~>Iomen must work ••• ah well. •• n) 
Lisa: Find out what things are about ••• ~Vhat will it be like ••• 
Nina: Show off knowledge of place. Make l!.isa see hovl nice it will be. 
beat 4 p.l5 -The real Lisa 
Nina: :IY1ake Lisa accept situation. 
Lisa: Find reason for going through with it ••• 
beat 5 p.l9 -- The real A dele--Ugo 
Ugo: Convince people how good it vras.-x- What a nice old fellow I am. 
Adele: Show that she is the boss ••• but friendly ••• explain relationship 
"Ylith husband. 
Lisa: Get facts. 
beat 6 p. 20 - Intro. problems 
Robert: Start off well. Show· I'm a nice guy. 
I 
.Antonio: Sho11>r how tough I am, 'What a martyr I ani •• (assert rebellious spirit.) 
Robert: Get to Lisa. 
beat 7 p.24 - Statement of conflict at 
personal level 
Lisa: Prove to fubert I don 1t want this, or h:im. 
A ct II-1 beat 1 p.32 - Intro to Act II 
Lisa: Find out about family 
Antonio: Show Lisa what a big heart he has. 
Adele: Make I1isa feel welcome by letting her in on family. 
beat 2 p. 35 - ~ituation= 
nolog: Get sympathy by proving cruelty of the world. 
beat 3 p. 36 - .Hobert does try 
Robert: Prove to Lisa that he likes her • 
.Lisa: Convince h:L"11 that it's no go with her ••• She doesn 1t trust him. 
beat 4 p.42 - Hold over for beat 5 
Ugo: Prove to Robert uselessness of worrying over war. 
Robert: Find: out about inter-house relationships. 
beat 5 p. 44 - ~ex 
Robert: Get Lisa. 
Lisa: Take Robert. 
Act II-2 beat 1 p. 45 -- Intro • .for time of action which 
carries through beat 6 
English: Make close friends •• (hets drQUk.). 
1timi: Amuse the English. 
beat 2 p.46 
Ugo: Keep someone to talk to vlhile doiling dishes. 
beat 3 p. 46 
Robert: Find out about Lisa .... Where is sllue~ what happened. 
beat 4 p.47 - Statement of Lisa 
Lisa: Make Robert feel bad. 
beat 5 p. 4/5 - Statem.ent o:f Antonio 
Antonio: Make Conquistodore suffer. 
Robert: Prove he's not really bad. 
5. 5 
Act II-2 (cont 1d) beat 6 p. 48 
Adele: Keep order. 
beat 6 p.5r --Get situ~tion to head different 
points of view. 
o. 
Robert: G~t to Lisa. Make her see I do care~ so she 1ll want me. Make 
her accept me. 
Lisa: Enrage Robert so he 1ll go. 
bea 
beat 7 p.56 - What was-might have been 
.Antonio: Show Lisa I am hurt~ but a good guy. 
Lisa: Escape from Robert. 
beat 8 p.57 
All sl].ow they liked the show ••• get o.k. from each other. 
beat 9 p.58 - The kicker 
Carliliiniere: Get Justice 
American: Get revenge. 
English Find out what 1 s happening. 
Adele: TI"'J to stay out of trouble • 
.Hobert: Leave me alone. 
Lisa.::. Go through the motions. 
beat 10 p.63-- After effects 
Adele:- Sho1v what :must be done to make order. 
Hobert_: Try_ to get help for Lisa. 
Lisa: Try to get small. .escape •• (*). 
Ugo:_ Aid Mama. 
Antonio: Hurt Lisa. 
Act III beat 1 p.69 - t;alm af-ber the sto:rm 
.Hobert: Get reassurance. 
Ugo: Show Robert he loves .Lisa. 
beat 2 p. 71 -- l•ull circle 
Nina: Get re-accepted. 
Antonio : Hurt Nina. 
Ugo : Find out what happened. 
M:irlrl.: Help Lisa. 
Lisa: Avoid contact. 
beat 3 p. 72 - What happens now 
beat 4 p. 73 - A break-one more blow-This 
forever is Antonio right? 
Antonio: Hurt Lisa ••• make her pay. 
Lisa: Avoid co ntact. 
beat 5 p. 75 
All: HeLp Lisa. 
beat 6 p. 76 
Lisa: Hurt them with the facts. 
beat 7 p.77 - It is happening to Robert 
Lisa: }fake Robert go away. 
Robert: Hake love to .Lisa ••• 1-iake her forget. 
beat 8 p. 81 
Adele: Establish good relations. 
Robert: Show everything is O .. K. 
Ugo: Show off as the grand old man. 
English: Join in fun. Get in on things. 
I• 
A ct I I I (cont'd) beat 9 p . 83 -- Hobert loses. 
Hobert: Get Lisa b ack •••• 
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9. 
I came upon "Girl on the Via l•laminia" quite by accident one day JO. 
While b rcnvs i ng through a library, looki ng for a scene that I could do for 
an actir~ cla s s . I tried to p resent the scen e ~~thout ever blocki ng i t , 
and 1·d t hout set t i ng the uay _ f elt any scene had to go. 1t 1·,t>rked in 
rehearsal and performance, in almost every 1<1ay t h at it 1-ras approached. 
~By app ro a ch I refer to the kind o f emotional involvement needed in each 
s cene. In Act 2-ii for example it is quite pos sible t hat in t he b eat in 
1vhich Robert tells his vieHs of 1•/hat he u ants he remains completely 
uninvolved, merel y parroting some philo sophy that he has "1'/0rked out long 
ago, o r h e ce.n be t rying to drive home a po i nt quite v enomou sly. While 
these ti•/0 appro aches may seem to contradict ea ch other, t h ey do v.'Ork 
s impl y l eav ing us Hith t ·wo different sorts of B.obert each of l'Jhich is 
accept able. J I felt that the play 1-.ould g ive me a chance to see w'nat I 
could do 1-r.i.th an actor in the kind of play t hat 1 •'iOuld, some day, be 
l'lorking on. 
'ih en thinking of a play f or room 210 1 felt that it vJOuld be best to 
us e a on e set sho.-r, and a show that could be done vJith a r elatively small 
cas t. Unce I had a play t h at 1'/0uld fit these requirements I was interested 
i n seeing 1·/hat v.'Ould hap]'len 1:-r.i.t h my actors, as I had a fev1 ideas that I 
wanted to try. :.:lome o f t hese ideas 1 had seen vJOrked by \;iilliam Ball 
when he 1'/c.s doing his graduate v.ork at C:arnegie Tech , and s ome were simply 
ideas t hat I had been pl?ying vdth for some t ime myself. I l'lanted to pre-
block the play, but not use the plocking until such t:irn.e as it could be 
employed t o point up a beat in t he line of the play. I i'lanted to tr-.r 
s ome improvis ational v.t>rk 1-r.i.th t he cast, and 1 lvanted to see hovl closely 
I could v10rk I•Jithin a framelro:rl:: uh i ch ..L felt ua s g eared to let the actor 
·,or''';:...., -'-::..============================jj===== 
make mistakes. I certainly >-.ranted my actors to make mistakes in rehe!3-rsals 
as I feel that this is the only way one can be free enough to make the 
kind of experiments -which lead to a thorough understanding of character. 
The :improvisations 111hich I had anticipated 1<rere in many cases never used, 
partially because they were anticipating problems which just didn 1t arise, 
and partially bec.ause of the somel'lhat chaotic rehearsal scheduling which 
was brought <!-bout by some unforseen, but slightly damaging events. (Various 
losses to the major) 1 ·think that in many cases the difficulties proved 
to be somevmat of an advantage. It certainly gave me an enormous amount 
of t:ime i.11 which to e....~er:iment, and a chance to what effect time and cast 
changes could bring about. I shall discuss this further in my hinds:ights. 
DuriYl_g my initial planning I had anticipated letting :my actors 1valR 
through the play vdthout blocking, and then talking about and :improvising 
on the general beat of each scene. I wanted to run, and did get a chance 
to run paralEel situation scenes, unrestricted outcome scenes, and a few 
ss.oenes to point up the essence 9f particular beats. ltle >vere able to run 
scenes with actors back to back to get the feeling for the need for com-
munication, and I wanted to run some emotional recall scenes. Nany of the 
ideas I found myself using were s:imply standard ntricksu. (For example 
we tried running Hylo through the opening scene after he had 1rfuirled h:im-
self around, thus becoming dizzy. This was done to help h:im achieve the 
feeling of being drunk.) So many of the ideas were simply things that 
one learns vib.ile working with different people. It seems that directors 
n gambitsn are almost like Commedia del Arte actors who wo:r-J.n: a lazzi from 
a word cue ••• n who 1 s on first ? 11 ) The work with the actors was to see how 
far 11method11 had to be used. i'le talked about relationships and then tried 
to work them in :improvisations. Then we tried to do the action in the play. 
The ideas I had as to what the play meant changed many, many t:i.mes 
in the three months of work on the play. I finally Y.round up believing 
that most of 1-ihat I had said at one time or another .was quite right, to 
some extent, but the essence of the play t1l'J?..l:l,ed out to be very much what 
I had first read in 11 The Dramatic Eventn, by Eric Bently. 11The play is 
about the conquered, and tells 1.-fuat we do when we arrive. n It deals with 
the 1tUgly 1\mericann. It does show what happens l'.fhen two cultures are in 
·conflict, and how the war effects the conquerors and the conquered. The 
play is weak in that the character of Lisa never seems to grow. Then too, 
if Lisa is as shrewish as she is written one !WD11.ders just 1.ffiy .liObert 
stays, especially with girls like Nina around. l;1any of the minor charac-
ters are quite rrrell drawn, as they app·ear to serve as cliches. .Hr. Hayes 
seems to be able to deal V>Tith cliches, and vignettes with a great deal 
··::more tact than with real characters.. The play suffers from this. It also 
suffers in that it was taken from the novel of the same name, 1-ihich had 
a nar1~ative to ease it over the humps. The play is taken aJJnost directly 
from the dialogue of the book, and missed, quite frequently, the one or 
t1-ro words of narrative vfuich serves to point up the significance of one 
scene or the next. (Unfortunately nn1eh of the narrative is completely 
uuntheatrical. P..:n actress. cannot cry and laugh at the same t:i.me. If she 
could the end o:f Act 2-ii viOuld be much more poignant. It is in the book. 
While the play has some. obvious faults it still appealed to me, and 
still offered what I felt to be a challe'nge, and so I was 11off and running 11 
One of the most important events that relates to 11Girl on the Via 
Flaminia11 is the war, and the occupation of allied Troops in Italy. 
(Especially in the early part of 1944 up to the late i'lfi_nter, when the 
play takes place.) I shall try to give a brief historical outline of 
Italian affairs from the end of the first world -vrar up to the t:ime in .:: 
which our play takes place. 
After Vlorld War One Italy gained rome ne-vr lands. tihe was nevertheless 
in a poor position, as she didn 1t get enough land to suit her economic 
needs. In 1919, and 1920 strikes were very numerous, and the socialist 
reg:ime was forced to take the blame. In 1919 Mussolini fonned the fascist 
party, and used the strikes to his o1m poiliitical advantage, gaining 
:!.important political seats in the Italian government. By 1922 the Duce 
plainly intimated that he >vould use force if necessary to win any election, 
and thus get his goals. In 1924 Mussolini 1s newly fonned electoral 
college, and his out and out physical threats to liberal opposing party, 
gave n Duce full poser. l1ussolini fonned a corporate state after his 
election, and preceded to ron things the waw he wanted under the coat of 
terror which he had so ably built. By 1925 the opposing parties had 
vanished entirely having either been extennin9-t,ed, or incorporated. 
l:ly 1936 Mussolini felt that he had things under control, despite 
the economic deficit of over 300 million dollars_, and he fonned an 
alliance with Gennany. Thus the axis powers came to be. In the same 
year Italy siezed Ethiopia, and in 1937 captured .Albania. In 1940, after 
Hitler had moved into !''ranee_, Italy joined him in his conquest and 
deployed troops to Greece in order to have one seperate plum. German 
assistance however was required, and the shame faced Nussolini had to beg 
===*==========================================================================~-~·====== 
Hitler for aid. (Had 1'-fussolini not been so eager to show his dominance 
at this time Hitler 1<Jt>uld have attacked Gibraltar, which might have 
changed the course of the war. In his collected memoirs Mussolini has a 
letter from Hitler to this effect.) In 1941 Yuggelavia was over rQn with 
axis forces, and Italy took over the control of Grotia. During this same 
year Italy and Japan formed an anti-col!liiU.l.nist pact in the hopes that they 
cou~ld stop or take over Hu.ssia. In 1940 (August-)- Italy attacked and got 
British Somaliland and then preceded to advance seventy miles into Egypt.. 
After three months of quiet Britain ma,de a counter attack, and scored 
heavily against Italy, wiping out the last shred of Italian resistance 
by Hovember of 1941. The battle which ensueddtook on a see-saw look, as 
the Italians re-countered~ 'l'hus it v-ras that the Casablanca conference too 
place bet~t>reen Roosevelt and Churchill. It 1-ras decided that the allies 
1<Jt>uld attack Italian and Gennan forces in Africa, and a push -would be 
made up through Africa to Italy. The British forces attacked on the east, 
and the Americans on the west, fighting across the northern part of 
Africa. Rommel and his troops were forced into the coffin corner of 
Tunisia. Mussolini fled in terror from the capitol in Italy, and the 
reg:ime of Bodilio came into effect. This marks the start of the liber-
ation. However, the news of l:lod:i.g1io 1s appointment was given out to fast., 
and the ll"ennans started a slow move .up the Italian peninsula as they 
realized that they could not hope for aid from Italy. (The Italian 
wanted, but did not get, fifteen divisions for protection from German 
retaliation in exchange for their unconditional surrender.) The battles 
that were fought up Italy are certainly memorable for thilir harshness. 
<~Just the names ·of places like Salerano, Anzio, Cassino, and Hologna are 
==~======================================================~~~-==== 
terrifying, but by 1944 we had freed Home. l'inally the Italians were: 
nnisanned, subjected to foreign o-ccupation, and saddled with ·t-.he greatest 
sort of economic and political problems. 11 l.l Prior to I>lUssolini's death 
in exile he wrote in his journal some words that were the key to the post-
war conditions, and the conditions of the occupation. He simply said that: 
nThe tragic truth is this: Italy has been destroyed. u2 • In 1945 Mussolini 
was hung by the heels and his body 1'ias mutilated; thus ending the fascist 
party. 
During the era after the surrender of Italy from the year 1943 to 
1947 .American aid totaled ~1,689,000,000.00. tiowever the trouble in 
Italy was really only beginning once they had surrendered due to the 
sloppy handling of the occupation. "They (the Allies) have govem:ed even 
at the highest levels w~th inexperienced men of limited political and 
administrative vision. 113. The allies were: n •••• deficient in numbers, 
training, and political understanding.n4• Mistakes were made frequently 
and they were large ones. For example there was no board set up f'or 
labor. No one could get cleared long enough to get the newly libe~ated 
Italian a job. There ·wasn't any ncentral11 for this kind of' action. In 
1945 the highest number of off'icers working for any one H centralu (housing 
and food) was ten men. And these ten men were the largest number that 
worked any on~ central during the entire occupation. Prices 1-rere 65% 
l• Hayes, C arlton; Contemporary Elrope Since lS?O Macmillan r 53 
2. Mussolini r s Memoirs: trans. Francis Lobb, Widdenf eld & Nicolson Ltd. 1 
3 • .PRublic Administration Revievr: The Failure of· the .AM} in Italy, 
Maurice F. Nenfled, Spring 146 
4. ibid 
higher during the post-war era, and this 65% figure is the number given 
by the Italian price control connnission which was fo:rmed in 1946, and 
which was the figure for the preceding year. What the percentile wt>uld 
have been in the winter of 1944 no one can even guess. A great deal of 
trouble came from the fact that the A.M.G. (Allied Jl.filitary Government) 
assumed its chief function was to be a center for communication and to 
establish and maintain orderh The actual reconstruction w-as held up in 
foods because or inferior seeds, lack of machinery, shortage of fertilizers 
and various plat diseases. Textiles had no way of getting raw materials 
L. 
if there had been any to get_, and there wasn't any to be had, because there 
was no way to get raw materials. In general havoc reigned_, both for the 
Italians, and for the allied troops in Italy. The Italians were tied by 
the allied rule, which was poorly handled, and the allied :forces were 
hampered by the lack of man-power for themselves, and by a military 
government which was hastily set up to say the least. 
The effect that the11 liberationu had on the Italian people is hard to 
show in any kind of factual portrait. We know what happened, and from -::. 
some reports we can tell how they reacted to the occupation, and we can 
conjecture about 1vhat it might have b~en like. We can be sure that any 
kind of occupation met with some disapproval after the initial joy of 
welcome. The Gennans had occupied the land, and then the Americans came 
in. Certainly there was joy at seeirl_g the Americans, and knowing that 
with there entrance there ~>JOuld be an end to the fighting, but it mst 
have soon become apparent that the new thing that 1vtmld have to be fought 
was bureaucracy, and a lack of appreciation for a different set oi· values. 
ASide f'mm this· the Italians knew that they would have trouble <dth a land 
that was torn by war, and which had a difficult time giving up anything 
that mjght be put to~ any functional use. Thd.s it is that with the occup-
ation a great number of girls took to the streets to support families and 
themselves. The men were relegated to accepting food, c:lgarettes, and 
shelter from the women. Pride was walked upon as if it were non-existant. 
Jobs were not to be had, and money W€l,s of little worth due to the shaky 
position of the gove:rDillent:.. The black market did a thriving business. 
Rationing was in effect. Almost all the things that make life comfortable 
were not to be had, and simple necessities became a luxury. The attitudes 
of Nina and Lisa, and even of Antonio show What the young Italians felt 
like. Ugo and Adele have lived through this occupation, or after a war 
period, and so they are not so upset by it all, but .for the young, the 
young with ideals, it must have he en a very trying period. 
For the allied soldier the period of the occupation was ~ally 
taxing, although not as crucial. I suppo!3e that some sort of psycological 
case might be made for .liD!.ericans feeling badly about having things so easy 
but I rather think that major trouble to the soldier vras lack of accom-
odations. Being in a place 'Where you were not particularly wanted, and 
knowing that you couldn 1t possibly do the job you were supposed to do. 
There is another thing that must have upset both sides. To the -!illJ.ericans 
the plight of the Italians must have been rather sordid, and terrible, 
while the Italians must have seen that the Americans were powerful, and 
rather sickened at the kind oi· poverty that they were seeing. This could 
not have led to very happy feelings on either side. However, it was 
essential that both groups of people live with one another. The adjustmen • 
is a difficult one, and does not always happen with a mininrum of .friction. 
The backround of the .American, Robert, is almost not "VJOrth mentioning, 
as his influences are common knowledge. The job of personal ideas must 
come from the actor, and they are pertinent only so far as he wishes to 
use them. How intellegent he is, and what sort of things he lived with 
are knoV>m, and are in easy reach of any actor. 
The effect of the situat-ion on the playwright is an interesting one 
to think about. J:.lr. Hayes has set his play, or the theme of his play 
in a particular time. The situation that he has chosen is one that we 
may assume is familiar to him. (This play came from one of two books of 
his set in the same time, and locale, and dealing w-ith what is basically 
the same situation.) I suppose that this situation appealed to him in the 
same way that war, and what it does appeals to many young writers. It 
certainly lets us see two groups of people placed in a situation which 
has all the elements of conflict that are necessary to dr~a. It furnishes 
a morale, and lets romance, and idealism run rampart. It is probably 
what attracted me to the play: A chance to be moral and romantic, yet 
seem terribly perceptive to human suffering. ~Vhat more could a poor man 
want? 
lB. 
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RE\TIEI.VS 
Girl on the Via Flaminia came out about the same time as such plays 
as Pajama Game, All Summ.er Long, The Boy Friend, The Golden Apple, The 
Tender Trap, The Confidential Clerk, The Caine Mutiny, The Immoralist, 
Ondine, Anastasia, and The Flowering Peach, to name just a few. It was 
oviously a varied season. I would like to insert a brief glimpse at "What 
the critics had to say about the play. As I was primarily interested in 
what I could use from the review, I have simply given the headline, and 
then some information "Which I thought might be useful to my o'~>'m produ.ctio • 
Hawki..11s, World Telegram: 11Looks like another Hit.n He felt that 
the theme equaled JTI was lonely, she was hungry. 11 , butnthings between 
sensitive people are never that simple11 • 
Richard ~Vatts, Post: Mr. Watts pref ered the production to the play 
and found it n ••• curiously lacking in emotional appeaJ..n. trThe girl was 
unappealing ••• constai:J.tly sulky, and ungracious ••• ill manneredll. Mr. Watts~' 
felt that Robert put up >'lith Lisa rather well. 
Brooks Atkinson, N.Y. Times: nupto>vn the Play Loses Nothingl1 
(Mr. Atkinson suggests in his review· that the bedroom was placed upstairs. 
I vfonder if the set was like the set for ttDeath of a Salesman11 .) n ••• Like 
the ballad of the sad cafe •••• ~st an improvisation ••• One of the most 
thoughtful and disarming plays of the season. 11 
Walter Kerr, N.Y. Herald Tribune:; Raved, and said nothi.ng. 
John McClain, Journal American: 11 .A1.>brilliant Performance. 11 
Mr. HcClain mentions the Cockney as being a philosophical cockney.(?) 
rtFirst Rate!n 
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SPEECH 
I felt that the speech of the actors must be easily understood, and 
11 theatrical11 • I did not try to achieve what would be considered good 
.American speech from any of the Americans in the play, but tried to let 
speech have some faults and feeling for locale. I knew I most certainly 
would have troubles 1dth some of the accents. The play ha:s eight Italian 
accents, one cockney accent, and possibility of one Brooklyn accent. I 
was aware that in casting I v~ould have to keep this in mind, and I would 
have to steal my cast so as to avoid both the all too comon Boston, and 
New York dialects from intruding upon perfo.rmance. l':Or the most part I 
thought that it would be important that the usual transpositions of vowel 
sounds in Italian be known. Then we ctmld try to put them in for the 
accent. The Italian that I wanted was not a true Italian, but something 
that is more 11 continental 11 • I hoped that this "WOuld be achieved by 
getting a really broad Italian, aJJnost TJLife Wi-l:.h Luigi11 , and then cutting 
it down to a more palatable, and pleasing sound. 
22. 
SCENERY 
I must confess that there were many approaches tO:wards scenery that 
went through my mind prior to the acceptance of a proscenium styled show. 
1 had thought of doing the show in the round_, but realized that should I 
do the play ~his way I would lose half of my audience as each scene and 
act unfolded. Since the play requires two rooms to be on stage s:imulta-
niously there would be no way in which half the audience 1r1ould not have 
to look through an entire room to view some part of each act. This ruled 
out round staging. I then thought of placing one of the rooms, :Probably 
the living room, on the floor of 210 and putting the bedroom on the stage. 
(I had immediately realized that it would be impossible to put both rooms 
in the existing proscenium.) This arrangement was not 'very satisfactory 
either because it i!TOuld necessatate the audiance being .three times removed 
from the action that took place on the existing stage. The audiance ·would 
have to look through the fourth wall of the living room_, through its 
opposing wall_, and then through the 1-'lall of the bedroom. While all of 
these walls are imaginary, they still establish an aesthetic distance, 
which ·would be hard to take. It would make no difference 1rfuich set was 
l':fuere, the distance is too great, and the only logical set for the existing 
proscenium opening is the bedroom, l•ihich 1i.JOuld lose all the intimacy that 
it needs. A proscenium stage was needed which could have a great deal of 
width. 
Since :Lt w~ necessary to deliniate very carefully between the bedroom] 
and the living room height s:eemed to be the best way to achieve results. I 
vJOuld also add_, in that it would make for a feeling of al.iD.ofness in one 
of the rooms. I felt that the bedroom needed this, and thus the split 
23. 
level proscenium came to be used. I wanted the scenery to set a kind of 
mood, and to tell some of the story. (i.e. the ravagleS of war, the kind 
of place that the couple is forced to stay at, and the kind of flavor of 
time and place.) I felt that there should be a certain amount of war 
torn look to the set, and a kind of slightly gauche hand in dicerating 
should be in evidence. (It must after all, reflect the taste of its 
designer, Adele.) The living room should be warmer in tone than the 
bedroom~ I think that this will make for nice contrast, and idll emphasize 
the conflict. Since 'the play is about the conquered, 1-re see a warmth for 
the Italians, and a coolness in the room sought after by the .American. 
This brings :into ,play, in concrete visual terms, the two wo•rlds with 
which the play deals. 
J 
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The costumes for 11Girl on the Via Flaminiau should be realistic. I 
feel that many of them could be pulled from the actors wardrobe. The 
Italians should be dressed in a style that 1'>fas popular in 1936 or there-
about s. The men will have wide lapels on their jackets, wide cu.flfs on 
the pants, and shoes that are for the most part non-descript. The women 
should be wearing clothes that are as utilitarian as possible. 
Lisa: Simple -white blouse, and navy skirt, caridgan swea-ter, sensible 
shoes, raincoat (double breasted) slip for tag of Act 2-:-i. 
Nina: Loud crass dress designed to show· off the body, i.e. black sheath, 
fur coat, heels, much jewlery, loud kimona for Act l. · 
Adele: Padding, (~<Jb.ich she should have for rehearsals) print dress in 
minor key grey is o .k. or black dress. In either case the dress 
should be sensible, comfortable shoes. 
Nmi: School girl type of dresses, dark jumper, sensible shoes. 
Ugo: Navy suit jacket, brown pants, navy vest, black shoes, old loud 
tie, shirt sleeves worn most of the t:ime. 
Antonio: Turtle neck sweater, black, or navy. Old black or grey trousers, 
old navy jacket, or suit jacket, scarf, military boots. 
Holog : Raincoat, and wire glasses • 
Carab: Dark coat, and hat • 
.trobert and American: Rain coat gove:r:nment issue. .J:;isenhower jackets, 
trousers, dress shoes, government issue, Fifth Army 
GHQ insignias. lOccupation insignias are on coats 
and hats which are not v-;o rn. ) 
Eng: English Field Issue, minus beret, raincoat, Mont~omery 1 s Eighth Army 
LJGHTD\G 
The lighting for rtQ.irl on the Via Flaminian had to serve quite a 
i'evr f'un·ctions. I felt that it was in lighting that 1-re would be able to 
get some of' the flow of movement. It would have to be used for a mood, 
and to quite literally spotlight whatever area ~ras important at the moment. 
I wanted to be able to start at the entrance from the kitchen, and follow 
in pools of light any character that might walk from that area up and into 
the bedroom, fading in and out all the while. (We eventuall:y did this 
most notably, and I feel effectively with AntonioTs cross in Act 2-ii 
for the apology scene.) 
I also w·anted the lights to carry through the intention of the set 
so far as color was concerned. 
27. 
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Statement of Intent: Lighting 
MY intention was to provide lighting that would not be distracting from 
the action of the play and would only distract for the purposes of the play 
in one place which I shall indicate. The lighting was intended to provide 
a mood for the play, but only on a subliminal level, as well as to differen-
tiate substahtially between the two rooms of the house. The quality which I 
sought for the dining room was of a heavy warmth, as if the gaiety of the 
action was being forced through the suppressive surroundings. The purpose-
of the two, different coloured tone lights was simply to diffeeentiate be-
tween those scenes played at dusk and those played later in the evening. 
The lighting for this area should have given a quality of closeness to the 
family circle, but, because of the extreme warmth of the walls, as well as 
the low level at which the instruments were mounted, I fear that the aud-
ience became too aware of the size of the set, thus destroying this idea. 
The size of the set also forced me to c&ncentrate much of my attention on 
creating a smooth light over the whole area, thus destroying any effect of 
the light emanating from a central scource rather than from somewhere out 
in space. This was also forced by the number of scenes played close to the 
walls. Had this set been smaller, I could have concentrated my warm light 
across the center, and toned the outer area and the walls with cool lights. 
In fact, this would have eliminated the necessity for the central tone 
lights, thus giving more character to the set and the actors on it. 
The bedroom must be capable of creating two effects, that of warmth, 
and that of a cold, harshness. This was acheived by simply varying the in-
tebsity of the light in this room. The two area instruments carried this 
area adequately, but, because of a scene played upstage, I added another 
instrument in the right torm position. Because of the height of the plat-
form and the low level at which the instruments had to be mounted, unneces-
sarily strong shadows were created on the upstage wall. Because'of the won-
derful quality given the walls of this room by the designer through the use 
of clour, it was unnecessary to gel the instruments with anp:thing stronger 
than a Roscow # 2. These walls gave an effect of varying their colour and 
quality with the intensity of the light, from warmth to harshness. 
The two special effects of the nroduction, the door special and the 
Lisa special, were perhaps not entire~y in keeping with the style of the pla 
but I feel that they were justified by the other effects of the lighting in 
moving back and forth from one room to the other. The door special, though 
necessitated by a structural limitation of the set, was effective as a con-
vention, and, in some cases as a special effect, though the actors failed 
to take full advanta<;];ge of the light on occasion, and the co:ho:m:r 1-ras perhaps 
too bright. Something a little closer to the colours of the dining room 
would have been more effective and less jarring. 
The 11 Lisa 11 special failed to work largely because of the stagreng and 
partly because of the play itself. There was no.particular emphasis given 
to what Lisa was doing in the bedroom, and the script didn't give much help 
either. There was too much movement in the dining room, and it was focussed 
in the wrong direction. This simply proves that though you may think you 
are hitting the audience in the face with something, they may turn their 
backs and you 1 ll miss. 
It was originally thought that we would have a moonlight special in the 
bedroom for the end of II i, but the spill of the backing light was just as 
effective and less artificial, so the special was dropped. 
Aside from the problems and variations noted above, I feel that the 
lighting reflected my intentions and the intentions .of the director as well 
.; 
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as possible unde r the circumstances. Given a more f lexib le fa cility for 
mounting and operating the instruments, it could have been better. It is 
possible to do a play \vithout sets, but it is neYer possible to have t oo 
much available light. 
Richard E. Van Deusen 
Lighting Designer 
March 25, 1960 
PROPERTY PLOT 
DINING R001·1 
Sideboard: 
empty aluminma tray 
round tray \vi th four cups and saucers 
t1-ro cups and saucers 
four teaspoons on saucers 
full sugar bo·sl, and s poon 
i:TOoden tray \vi th six gl asses 
Table: 
solitare game laid out 
small wine bottle em~ ty 
glass empty 
nevrpaper 
file (nails ) 
cigarettes 
matches 
t full glass of wine 
i empty ash-tray 
1 full asl1-tray 
Phone Table: 
pad and pencil 
ash-tray 
Italian ne-vrs papers 
Radio: 
Madonna 
Coa t r ack: 
G. I •. s overcoat 
scarf over coat 
English raincoat, hat and scar f 
BEDROOH ~ 
Bed: 
Bed is made 
Open straw su~tcase 
magazi ne 
Tru.."l'J.k: 
l1S 
/ --
/ !-. :
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Act One Preset 
Screen:_ 
Nina's cDat on hanger 
dress and belt 
one empty hanger 
Washstand:-
baisin with pitcher ffilled with water 
Desk: 
brown suitcase nearby 
cosmetics 
candle 
ashtray 
matches 
vase 
waste basket nearby 
DINING ROOM 
sideboard:: 
S:rRIKE LIST FOR ACT ONE 
B:rNING ROOM 
all cups and saucers re-set 
-in sideboard 
cards 
cigaretted case 
all wine glasses re-set on 
-sideboard 
empty all ashtryas 
BEDROOM 
fruitcake 
knife 
candle from taoor to table 
A..c t Two scene One 
same as Act One with full wine bottle 
Table: 
1 plate 
~ cup.of coffee 
poetry book 
35. 
Co:a track:. 
Antonio 1 s jacket and scarf 
BEDROOM 
Bed: 
unmade 
trunk: 
suticase unlatched 
screen:. 
army towel over center fold 
Desk: 
full vermouth bottle and two glasses 
unwapped bar of soap 
coffee can 
milk can 
chocolate bars 
packages of soup 
DINING ROOM 
Table: 
~. glass of wine 
full glass of wine 
small wine bottle 
Hall tree: 
STRIKE: LIST FOR ACT TWO S:CENEt 
DINING ROOM 
Pre~set Espresso pot offstage 
for act two scene 2 
BEDROOM 
Wet stockings 
soap 
raincoat and purse 
army jacket 
Act Two s:e:enet'two 
Couch; 
magazine 
DINING ROOM 
table: 
STRIKE LIST FOR ACT TWO SCENE 2 
DINING ROOM 
enerything on table but ashtray 
BEDROOM 
raincoat and purse 
army hat and scarf 
bul:tet 
Act Three 
l plate 
paring k.nif e 
aPPle basket with ~ small appels 
ashtray 
matches 
Sideboard; 
kitchen knife (menacing) 
h~1:.~,. bottle of wine 
BEDROOM 
Make bed 
QUimt across foot 
empt¥ basin, and set pitcher 
TABLES 
Off right: 
Black sutt case ~dth towel and brush 
Lisa 1 s purse with two cards (yellow and white ) 
comb·in purse 
Musette bag with: fruitcake, paring knife, choclate bar, 
and a package of soup •. 
Alarm clock, ( pre-set ) 
Cigarettes and box matches ( American and Italian) 
Full cognac bottle with cork 
Full Vermouth bottle with cork 
""_;)ft} 
~r r 
'51 • . 
Net shopping ba~ ( \IJ'i th fake packages ) 
fake carton of cigaret t es ( fi l led with straw ) 
Italian ne-vrpaper 
1 bullet 
prop money 
black stodlcinE; s 
Off Left 
--
filled wine bottles 
2 dust clothes 
Alurainmm ... ~ tray -vri th 7 glasses and dish tO\'lel 
Italian newspaper 
&1glish cigarettes ru1d boxmatches 
chocolate bar 
small metal tray \vith full coffee pot 
............ 
DIRECTORS DAILY Iro FOR GIRL ON THE VIA FLAMINIA 
Prior to the first rehearsal there was a Ghristmas vacation, during 
which tme the cast had been given scripts to study. Readings had gone 
poorly at first, as I had not been given a stage manager until the second 
day of readings, and had not been able to get very good notes on those who 
had read. I also found that for the mast part only fresbm.an girls seemed 
to be interested in reading for the play. After a hurried, and frantic 
conference with some of the faculty, arrangements were made to have casting 
needs read in acting classes. After the announcements were read thirty 
people showed up, and ltd.th some special readings that I was ahle to carry 
out 11 on the '~>ring 11 as it were, a cast list was posted. 
Jan. 4, 3 :30-!l'oday we spent time merely reading through the script. 
Carole, who is playing Nina is unable to be here f:or the third act, as 
she is needed for Uncle Vanya rehearsals. I explained to the cast that 
we will not be bothered by childish problems of lateness. They wDl arrive 
on time. I expect to do 110ddn or nstrange11 things with the cast, and 
they must try to just go along with it. The readings went well. Most ci':f 
the cast was not tr-y-ing for anything but meaning. Bologinini had come in 
with his part phrased, and some kind of idea as to how he wished to it. 
He is allw:rong, having taken too much that sounds like a Jewish dialect 
and intonation. I told him to not look at the script for awhile, and to 
spend time listening to Italian radio stations. I asked him to try to 
remember the characterization used for 11Life With Luigin, and then tone 
that down. Adele is t:roubled with the same problem. vie thus read lines 
trying to be as Jewish as possible, and then tried to read them. as Italian 
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as possible~ This seemed to help some1vhat. 
Jan. 4-~ 7:30--We continue readings, and have no problans~ We spent 
some time after-wards going over Italian pronounciations with Vince Manno, 
whose word we have decided to take as law. (I had previously checked the 
pronounciation of all words, and it was the same a.S. Vince's. I think he 
will like being in charge of the Italian sess±ons, and will relieve me of 
the chore.) Readings broke at nine. The Italian session broke at 9:30, 
after the cast had been given the no:rmail.:. substitutions and phonetic 
placement of Italian vowels. l•le also went over any long speeches which 
might appear in the script. (i.e. Adel 1s phone conversation to Maria for 
the American soldier in Act one.) 
Jan. 5, 3 :30-Nina is not there, and so I make a note to see 
Mr. Kazanoff tomorrow so that he can explain to Ted Hadjipantazis that I 
must have Illina for part of the week. I have taJl<ed to him, and while he 
is wjlling to promise me the moon~ he doesn tt come through. I am. now· 
starting to work act by act~ on a vague floor plan. I want the cast to 
get an idea of the room they are working in rather than a feeling of 
work on a stage. VIe stop to underscore ho1•r the scenes will go~ -what the 
underlying meaning is. I want to see the beginning of ·an-::idea of what 
objectives are, what the audience is to -leann from each unit of the play.. 
This almost can be worked on in l'"rench scenes; Mylo seems to be able to 
accept this idea somewhat, but has some trouble adjusting to the new 
character that we must build. Instead of making the .A.merican a swarthy 
kind of :@rooklynese truck driver he must become a young punk soldier. We 
must strive not for a nsgt. Bilkon character, but an insensitive, juvenile 
delinquent. f'lylo is not sure of what to do, and seeks refuge in nacting 11 • 
I must st9p this. I suggeste'a that he look at pictures, and check on 
ferrets in a zoo, visit south side of Boston, etc., and it begins to take 
some shape. Trouble arises with Steve, who persists in acting. He 
indicates rather than trying for the truth of the situation, or character. 
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Jan. 5, 7:30--stai:ted working vd .. th Robert and .Lisa in act one. Their 
concepts of character are good, and they are capable of learning lines as 
they work. I tried to do the first scene with Robert playing a "hard guyn, 
and Lisa very rrsoftn • :pecided to switch this around, and see what happem. 
lfJork scene "'vith both character sitting in chairs back to back. This helps 
the actors work tovrard communication, and points out the advantages of 
being able to see one another. This works, and the scene goes well. I 
was forced to tentatively block the bedroom scene. I didn't want to do 
this, but it was too tough to play in the relatively small space of the 
bedroom, and I f.e:ht that the blocking of this scene will give the actors 
an added insight to the characters, and situation. (i.e. bed is the f~rst 
thing that hits there eyes on entering. Lisa sits, and is frightened as 
Robert then sits on the bed too.) We backed up to Ugo 1 s scene, and went 
through it four or five times. This frustrates Steve, and he takes his 
frustration out on Antonio, which is right for the play. (It may;· even be 
wrong for the finall production, but anger is at least honest, and that 
is a tremendous improvement. It is also very good, as the rest of the 
cast is quite impressed. This is needed at the moment.) 
Jan. 6, 3:30-Forced to miss rehearsal due to afternoon class which 
runs from 4-6. 
Jan. 6, 7:30-Worked Act 2-i in the same manner as Act 1. I found 
that Bologinini was difficult to handle. rte is too young, and wants to 
rrnact11 • This is a problem that I will have with almost all the cast. They 
are not used to easing into a part. by work on situations. They all want 
me to block, and get to some kind of truth once they have lines and block-
ing. I feel that this is not so gdod~ as too much is set by that time. 
Joel has no idea of objective pursual. I asked him to work on character~ 
as this may lead to an awareness of the situations, and a :means to follow 
his objectives. I still have trouble vdth the actors_, who are not sure 
of what is expected of tl:Bm. They feel odd just walking and talking, bu,:h 
are game to try. We finally ·go through Act 2-i without a stop to see if 
anything makes sense. Little does as the actors are tired~ and so am I. 
Jan. 7:~ 3 :30--Today we got an assistant stage manager, who starts to 
take notes. This is done rather well_, but it eventually becomes impossible 
for her to cont:L""lue with notes_, and so I take up the job in the evenings. 
\rlorked ict 3 in the usual way, skipping Act 2-ii asbwe have Uarole for 
this afternoon. She is at a loss as to what we are. doing:~ and there are 
m.umblings prior to every entrance. The cast feels slightly superior as 
they have caught on IID.lch more than she has. We work her scenes and try 
to get :bo8D.i3BJ:lioi olfie-them. She seems to understand_, a.ncil: gives a little 
indication:~ but not really very IID.lch. I hope that she will get to some 
kin<;!. of honesty outside of rehearsals. 
Jan. 7 :~ 7 :30--Vlorked Act 2-ii. This was rather difficult because of 
the large number of people involved in various units of the scene. ~'lfe 
skipped the Carabiniere scene_, as ive haven 1t got a Carabiniere. Worked 
in pieces, as I was still trying to vJOrk for the essence of a scene. The 
evening was climaxed With special woric with Jane at the end of the scene. 
vie tried many improvisations to get her to understand the meaning of 
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comforting Lisa. We tried the scene through as an improvisation., and 
Lisa simply ran away from Adele out to tbt3, riv~r. Jane had been scolding 
Lisa instead of comfort~. She establishes order by bullying, and that 
is not in Adele 1s manner for these circumstances. She -would realize that 
they would lose Lisa with shouting. She trys scene again, in an improvi-
sation_, and this time really comforts Lisa. She learns •mat it is to 
comfort someone, and incidentally how to really follow an objective. This 
is good for her, and cast. We :run scene as per book, and it works. Break 
for the weekend. 
Jan. ll, 3 :30-Wo'rk on Act l. The cast really has the hang of things 
now, and enjoys working in a loose manner. The scene with Robert and Lisa 
is partially blocked. We try working the scene with different approaches. 
(i.e. Lisa is angry, then not angry.. Robert 1 s attitude changes accordinglyj.) 
We work for strength in the scene. We may find that Lisa is too mean for 
too long, but this can be changed. I begin to see how flexible my leads 
are, and find how far they can go. All things are still being indicated. 
(I mean that an honest approach is indicated ••• not that my actors are 
indicating. I .work with other scenes using Hobert and Lisa trying to find 
different values in each scene. (i.e. how far in opposing, and lateral 
planes scenes can go while still staying in the boundries of correctness.) 
This is done so that the actors 'Will feel free to obey impulses, and so 
as to examine, by doing, various aspects of the scenes. 
Jan. 11, 7:30- Block Act 1 stopping for minor adjustments which 
were unrealized in pre-blocking scheme. l''l.ade various adjustments for 
individual actors. This blocking brought about an a•fareness of new values, 
which had to be discussed with the cast. I found a general slowness which 
~~===================================================9~····==== 
is quite natural, but Which I feel is agrivated by the :fact that the cast 
now likes working on their feet vd.th not set place to go. Vie blocked all 
of Act lJ and then re-did it for the cast and the book. 
Jan. l2J 3 :30-Blocked Act 2-iJ and Act 3. This is easy to do, as 
much of the blocking remains from previous worlc Y.d.th Lisa and Robert scenes 
which needed blocking for run-thwoughs. The cast is not too happy with this 
ldnd of work. I am afraid I may have spoiled them with earlier rehearsals. 
Now they don 1t want to set many thing;s that must be set due to w-eek of 
finals and mid-tenn vacation. I must finish blocldng, and have a complete 
set of re-runs, or I will find that all the previous work is for nothing. 
I am beginning to be afTaid of mainstage tryouts. 
· Jan 12, 7:30--Block Act 2-ii. This is a mess. We finally got through 
it, but I am not happy with the blocking, and realize that it -..d.ll be very 
difficult to set, as so many relationships are interwoven. lM:imi-family, 
Strangers-family, ens emble-Carabiniere, Antonio-Adele, Antonio-American-
Robert-Lisa. Lisa's attitude toward earlier Antonio scene as regards to 
American-Robert, etc.) We finished blocking the act but ••••• 
Jan. 13, 3 :30-No rehearsal class. 
Jan l3J 7:30--Go through Act l again. Bunning for actors and book. 
Everytliing is pretty well set. (Nina doesn 1t show· up, and I had hoped that 
she ·would.) Ted 1s show is getting in the way. 'rhe cast is slightly hazy 
as to what is supposed to happen, and who goes where, when, but we do get 
through the act. The book, 1'1hich should have been in fairly good shape 
is not, and Lynn is not here to make co·rrections, as she has a T.V. show 
which she must do tonight, and ·which will detain her tomorrow. 
Jan. ll.:., 3:30-ReQrun Act 2-ii. O.K. No really long notes that could 
be given. It is unfortunate that Lynn is not with us, but the blocking 
holds, and new values are discovered, which will be used. Block Carole 
into Act l, and Act 3. 
Jan. 14, 7:30~ore w·ork with Carole, and re-do f.l.ct 3. The blocking 
seems to be fairly good, and some of the actors are beginning to be able 
to build internals in the scene. This is very good as we are really still 
in a .formative stage in terms of blocking • 
.ffan. 15, 3:30-Start to work on .Act 2-ii but I am bogged down as the 
book is not accurate, and no one seems to remember, or to have marked down 
·blocking. I am .forced to re-block parts, as my o1m notes are sketchy. I 
am still not pleased with the blocking in this scene, and can only get 
half way through before I have to break for dinner. 
Jan. 15, 7:30-l''inish work on Act 2--ii, and find that it is very 
rough. I re-do the act, and it is still bad. I try to make last effort 
at having rehearsals during week of finals, o.r week of vacation, but .find 
that it is impossible. We arrange for a t"t'lt> hour rehearsal on Saturday 
Horning. 
Jan. 16, lO:OOam..-Re--do Act 2-ii with three actors who managed to 
show up. Some things accomplished, but it is .fright:Elning to leave the 
play in this state. Forced to break by 12, as Dick is off to a T.V. show 
.for Mr. Vlatts. 
Feb. 1, No rehearsal due to major casting ••• May lose cast. 
Feb. 2, No rehearsal due to major casting. 
Feb. 3, 3:00---Vro.st re-cast Ugo and Antonio. Will work with Dick in 
catch as catch can fashion. Thought I might be able to use Bob Jepson, 
but he refused the part. Ran a slight rehearsal in the afternoon .for Nina 
scenes, and then broke early as there wasn't really Nery much that I could 
do or rehearse. Spent some time that day reading Louis Ponderosa and 
Ted Hadjipantazis for Antonio, and Dick Cryer for the Carabiniers. Louis 
can be understood, Ted has better feeling for the part. I spoke to 
Mr. Kazanoff in Hr. Nicholson's office and decided to gamble with Ted. 
Made a last try for Ralph Brown as Ugo. (Fezil Beg unavailable ••• no one 
else left.) Reached Ted, and he will arrive for evening rehearsal. Got 
to Ralph's apartment, and he consented to do Ugo. 
Feb. 3, 7:30-Work through scenes primarily for Ralph, as he is 
direct~ a play during the a.f'ternoons, and we will be losi11g him after 
a week, for both afternoon and evening rehearsals. V'Je went through all 
of his scenes, first walking them freely, and then blocking, finishing off 
with a run through of each individual scme. I was able to 'WOrk some of 
the scenes with Antonio in the same way that I worked with Ralph. I con-
vinced Mylo that· he was desperately needed to walk through all the Robert 
scenes. It is impossible to use Ken, as he is busy in so many other ways 
and is really quite incapable of acting. At the moment I have doubts as 
to his capabilities in general. He keeps getting in the way rather than 
helping. Nust make a note to talk to him. It is imperative that he set 
up for us before rehearsals. vfe are losing a half hour on each end of the 
working clock. 
Feb. 4, 3:30-Rehearsals start a half hour late due to setting up 
difficulties. Ken thought that Barbara would be there, and she thought 
Ken would be there. Lynn has been sick for the past two days, and so 
though I am fortunate in the number of helpers I have been assigned I am 
somewhat wary of their capacity to be of some help. I spent time working 
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the Antonio-Lisa scenes in Act 2-ii. We decided to W)rk for legibility 
of speech for now_, along· with simple blocking. I gave Louise a few 
communications ga1D.es to play 1-vhile working. This won tt help her very IIII1ch 
but can rt hurt, and will give her something to play with while she waits 
for: the rest of the cast to catch up. ~~orked Adele-Antonio-Lisa scene in 
the same way. As we go along we still find new thirJ:8s that must be brought 
out. (i.e. inter-play of Antonio-Adele during reading of poems in Act 2-i. 
Lisa business eas;V;:to catch as she is getting hooked by Antonio. Adele 
is not too happy about this.) 
Feb. 4, 7:30-More of the same as the evening of the third. Worked 
on .Act 2-ii. Reblocked from scratch, and am finaJ_ly happy. Getting the 
act in shape was easy this time, as Antonio and Ugo are new, and we can 
experwent once again as per first rehearsals. The difference is that we 
now have some .frame of reference as to what lies within the frame of 
correctness. ~Je no•'r know 1tlhere people must end up, and what relationship 
mnst be established. lPle tried the act through again_, and l:Ll.ced it. (It 
must be noted that the method .for re-blocking Antonio and Ugo has been to 
have the rest o.f the cast follow their blocking and Jset the new comers 
shift for themselves. .!:'·or the most part this works ont qnite well, and 
we .ean see where some o.f the blocking is still o.k. In some cases differ-
ent app::ro.aches bring different values to the block:Lng. After running each 
scene twice, 1<Te really block, and then we re-do the scene to look the 
business, and blocking. Ken looks ecstatic, as we are going over these 
things so many times that we must surely get an up-to-date book.) 
Feb. 5, 3:30-Working on the bid scene in Act 3 between Antonio and 
Lisa. It is important that we spend almost all our time on this, as we 
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have to run it through for meaning, blocking, etc. Since this is the tlima 
for Antonio it must be discussed and worked in terms of the preceding actio '· 
We must resist the temptaion to make Antonio all bad. I want this scene 
to be played in a cat and mouse fashion, and Ted finds it diffi.cult to see 
this. Discussion of what might have happened during the night helps clear 
this point up, and explains much of wha;b makes Antonio behave in the way 
he does. Ted tries the scene again, and it is quite good;' Playing this 
way is hard on Louise who can never experiment for herself. Thank God 
for the extension. 
Feb. 5, 7 :30-Finished off all the scenes with Ugo and Antonio. Vle 
ran than, and tried to work on relationships, but this is very difficult 
because the actors are still carrying scripts, and Mylo is walking Dick's 
part. Much has to be taken for granted. I keep finding myself saying: 
nwe'll have to wait for no scripts .. n or, nit's played differently with 
Dick~ For now assume that the blocking will work. 11 etc. I hope that I 
am right. I wanted to worl<: with Dick at night after his rehearsal for 
nnetective Storyn, but it isn rt feasable as Louise hasn 1t been cleared 
for late rehearsal, and I 1m not really sure that I can get 210 at the 
theatre. 
l''eb. S, 3:30-I am kept in New York getting army physical, case is 
released at 4. 
1reb. S, 7:30-I am detained on the road. I called Ken, and he can 1t 
be at rehearsal due to National guard meetings. Barbara will take the 
rehearsal running Act l, Act 2-i, and Act 2-ii if she can get to it. I 
may be able to make rehearsal. I arrive at-:30 as they are leaving. 
Nothing that I can do, and so I take Louise over to the theatre for rehea~ 
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sals with Dick. We can rt have the rehearsal, as 1..Ye don 1t have some kind 
of building permit. 
I 
.I.<·eb4 9_, 3:30-Got the building permit from ;Mr. Kazanoff, and 
Mr. Nicholson. We found out that Dick had the afternoon free, and so we 
worked the Roberl-Lisa Scene in Act l, and the b~ scene in Act 2-ii prior 
to Antonio 1s entrance. It goes fairly well, but Dick doesn't know his :;_ 
lines, and there have to be some changes in blocking which we do. This 
takes the nature of a refresher course 16or Robert and Lisa. The book is 
inaccurate, they have forgotten much that had been set, and I am seething • 
.J:i'eb. 9, 7:30-\York Act l, stopping for corrections in relationships 
between people. The .Antonio-Nina relationship needs some clearing up. 
We do slight improvisational work, but it doesnrt really work, as the cast 
is at different levels. We must wait for Ted to get off book. ~Ve tried 
the scenes with Nina in Act 3. Problems -vdth Ugo are the same as those· 
v.'ith Ted. Get over to theatre, and rehearse with Dick for an hour. 
\vorked on Act 2-ii with Robert-Lisa. Things are in good shape for situa-
tion comprehension, but Dick doesn 1t lmow his lines. ne is able to com-
municate., and get some slight indication of a proper intensity leveL I 
want him to get off book. l''or the moment all we can do is go through scenes 
in order to get him back into the play. 
Feb. 10, 3:30-Bologinini is really terrible. We tried tp do an 
improvisation_, and found that he has no idea of communication, objectives, 
off-stage beat, given circumstances_, etc. All he wants to do is nactrt. 
We tried an improvisation for corn:munication. We did an improvisation on 
the off-stage action. He finally seemed to.tch on some, but I am afraid 
that he is just trying to· second gu.ess some mystic mumbo jumbo that I seem. 
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:impressed with, and he will go right back to tJ actingn once he sees the 
effect that I want. He has no confidence in taking from the moment., and 
and I havenrt got time to teach him. I wanted to work with .Antonio in 
Act 2-i, but he is with the Greek Consulate., and we can 1t have him. He 
too is having anny trouble. Lost Barbara, to 11Summer and Smoken, and am 
using .Bona Adler as assistant stage manager. I hope we can have her • 
.tteb. 10, 7:30-\•fent over Ugols scene$ in Act 2-i, and 1'1ent over all 
of Act 2-ii which went fairly well so far as the blocking is concerned. 
However it is hard to know <·mat is happening as the room is too small, and 
Mylo is walking Robert. ive stopped after every fe"\v beats, and did some 
improvisations, or discussed new relationsips that I .felt had to be brought 
out at this time. (Often the cast would come up with something new, and 
we vrould simply back track to make sure it is set, imd to make sure we 
knew what the new bit was.) Mylo seems to be fine in Act 2-rii, and yet 
he still can 1t get Act.l. I just don't understant thi$. 
Yeb. ll, · 3:3Q..;._We went through Act 3 woi'king the scenes with Nina, 
who is rehearsing her own show· for Directing Class. (This means her 
attendqnce is spotty, however, she is co-operating very nicely, and we 
are able to work around each other.) Most of the afternoon is spent 
refining the end of Act 3 through the Lisa-Antonio scene. Dick was 
supposed to arrive this afternoon, but he became involved with some kind 
of television show. 
l'eb. ll, 7:30-We went through all the Antonio scenes as he will not 
be with us this .t<riday as he has some sort of problems with the Greek 
Consulate which must be dealt with imm.~iately if he is to be free this 
coming week. ne has a finn grasp of the situations, and s0 I am not too 
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worried, I am, however, worried as l have to slight some of the work with 
:JUgoj which really shouldn't be done. 'l'he p:roblem is that too many of Ugo's 
scenes involve Dick, and there is just nothing that can be done about that. 
~vent over to the theatre for a late rehearsal with Louise and Dick, but 
he didn't show up, as he was still involved with his T.V. show. 
Feb. 12, 3 :30-no rehearsal, as I have no men. Dick is rehearsing, 
Ted is at the Greek Consulate, and Bud is in Mel:rose directing. 
ieb. l2, 7:30-\•le worked on all of Act 2-i, and Act 2-ii, which went 
pretty well. lien tried to read Antonio, but it was just impossible. Hona 
is sick. I can 1t tell about the relationsljips in any of the Antonio scenes 
as l have to do the part if the cast is to get anything from going over 
the act. I think that the blocking IDrks, and emotion is there. It seems 
to be on a level ~dth the rest of the play now, but that level is simply 
an mdicaid:.an. I must, must get my cast off book (.Ugo, Antonio, and Robert 
and I must, must get crews so as to be able to get p:rops. At the moment 
props would be useless, due to the carrying of scripts, but my cast will 
- -
be off book soon. After rehearsal we go over to the theatre for further 
work -vrith Dick. We did the t10bert-Ugo scene at the beginning of Act 3. 
Went very nicely. ~\lent on and did the scenes between Lisa and Robert in 
Act 3. Dick playing like a radio leading man, but he has the idea, and 
is kept back by book. (In the beginning of this scene Lisa really let go, 
and scared Dick with her intensity. This is nice though, as he has learned 
that he better get with it, or she 1ll just swamp him. I told her to hold 
back and let Dick get back to concentrating on his blocking. 'l'oo :much of 
this kind of thing is happening to .Louise, and it scares me. Working irt. 
the lounge is not really very good due to the size of the room, and the 
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chairs in the room, but it is all we have, and we are glad to have something. 
We also set Act 2-i, and I think that everything is there but techlrieal 
things. I must get rid of scripts, and I must start working wi:th props 
and pieces. Dick suggests that Robert may be drunk through0ut Act 2-i, 
and we decide to play it that way. We tried it ana it worked. Bud has 
understood what I wanted when I asked him to slow down for age and solid-
arity .. 
Feb. 13, No rehearsal as Dick is in Detective Story, Ted is working, 
and Bud is in Melrose directing. 
Feb., l4j 7 :30..:...Complete run-through. Re-block .Antonio in Act 2-ii 
and Act 3. We were running to get over-all smoothness, and a feeling for 
the play as an entirety. Time for the play was horrible. ~Te ran an hour 
over what I want the sho1>.r to xun, but the cast is still partially on scripts, 
and this is the first time we rehearsed in this room (210). The many 
interuptions, for lights,· and reblocking was counted off the running time, 
but this stop and go proceedure slowed down the feeling ~or the play, as 
the actors took time to readjust. ~1/'e found certain scenes that needed 
work, and saw how the play is constructed. 
Feb. 15, 3:30-Props arrived, and we were able to use many of them. 
\'le v.rorked on, and arrived at worki.J.Jg objectives for Lisa-Antonio in the 
bedroom scene in Act 2-ii. We now have it set so that .Antonio is honestly 
aw&ogizing to Lisa. This is a Lisa Whom he can now accept. Lisa must 
try to hide her position. 'VJe then worked on the Lisa-Adele-Antonio scene 
in the beginning of Act ~-i, and tried various improvisations. (i..e. no 
words spoken, inner monologue. This added some life to the scene, but it 
is still not right. vle then broke early as there was not enough time for 
the work with Antonio. Also I hope he will get a chance to-set his lines. 
Ugo and Robert will be unavailable for the restl offthe week. 
Feb. l5, 7 :30-From now on all e:v;ening rehearsals are carried on at 
the theatre in room 210. Rehearsal started early as Mr. Schnieder was in 
New York and after a s!I).all run-through we would get Dick and Steve, who 
is playing the Carabiniere~ We worked on Act 2-ii doing the scene betv;een 
Antonio, and Lisa. The "I'JOrk of the afternoon is solidified. We still try 
a little improvisation vrork (back to back for communication, and discover 
the absolute need for seeing one another. This w·orks well) We leave at 
8:00 to go up to 210, and start working Act 2-ii through. lol!e block Steve 
"Who is to be Carabiniere, and run through the act. Tlris is a difficult 
time, as Dick has to learn the attitudes, and objectives of the other 
people in the scene:;,. and has not had a chance to VI'Ork on the scene since 
the nei'l blocking,. and since his finals, and vacation, It plays relatively 
well, but I must get a chance to work with Steve and Dick on this act. 
Doing this will require full cast. Re-blocked. some of the scene so that 
Adele is in new relationship. Now as she becomes involved with the action 
of the Carabiniere scene she rem~s close to Ugo. This points up the 
family unit_, and shows just 1.fuat Adele 1s relationship is like in regards 
to her husband.. Bud arrived quite late due to his show,. and we showed 
h:im. the new blocking,. with 1mich he was pleased. (Actually we were lucky 
that he could show up at all.) Release most of cast, and 1110rk on Act 3 
with Dick and Louise. We ran mostly for lines, and to cry and stop Dick 
from being so nruch the lleading man11 • 
Feb. 16, 3:30-Worked the Nina-Lisa scene, and after much talking,. 
and individual beat rJOrk with Carole the scene seems to go well, but I am 
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not really very happy. It still isn't right. We worked the Antonio scenes 
in Act 1 with Nina and family, and it went well. Released qast, and went 
over the Antonio-Lisa scene in Act 3, and Ted finally has it. He is now 
trying to make Lisa suffer, and he is cruel. Scene is really set. 
Feb. 16, 7:30--Work and re-1-rork Act· 1 for that part of the cast which 
could make it to rehearsals. Special work >dth Ni11.a-Lisa_, and then we did 
Act 2-i with Lisa, Antonio and Adele. Mr. Kazanoff is there, and he gives 
me some ideas that are quite good. One of his ideas is something that we 
had been trying to work for, but could not verbalize, and he helped. He 
also pointed up a fault in the opening of Act 2-i.. I am not happy with 
the suggest solution. I w"ill have to try to work something out for myself. 
Checked about getting larger room in the Admiral building, but it >dll just 
be too much of a bother. I will also have to move all the props back to 
the theatre now that we are able to work in 210. Must try to get a floor 
plan from Carole to tape floor of 210. Must track do1m Dick and get his 
floor plan. Must arrange to get a prop crew ••• We 1ve had three leave us 
already. 
Feb. 17; 3:30--Tried to work the Lisa-Nina scene.. I wanted the girls 
to get the point of what the action was. I wanted Nina to be saying: liDonli: 
be so stupid, just go on and make the best of the situation. n and Lisa: 
nBut I can't go to bed with an American, a man I don't love. 11 • There was 
an indication that they had both caught on, and the scene began to play, 
but I am afraid that Louise may be ill, and so we broke early. Unfortun- · 
ately .Antonio waited around, and we didn 1t get t.o him. I always feel '; 
terrible wnen this happens, but have decided to take Alan Schniederts 
advice. ·There is no nice way of repeating the advice, but· one might 
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simply say that the gist of it is: HYours is a problem. It is both 
unfortunate, and unavoidable. Heartfelt consolations go with you." 
Feb. 17, 7:30-I now have to re-block the Nina-Lisa scene. The 
objectives are there, but the blocking wonTt work, and the scene goes 
badly as Louise is ill. I am not really sure hmr the new blocking must 
go. I will have to re-block at home. Worked Act 2-i, and it is beginning 
to come, but it is not really there yet. I finally have a working atti-
tude for Adele, whom we have decided lll~es. to be the center of attention. 
This works for her, but Antonio, and Lisa are still unresolved. Cast 
finally fuec:i"VJes. -a:£ti:J::i!J:1a b..it more work, and we run Act l with Robert and .L· 
Lisa, who are now both off book. The scene goes fairly well, but I am 
really v~rried about Louise. 
Feb. 18, 3 :30-Work through the Nina-Lisa scene in new blocking 
Which we set. Try to work Act 2-i and get it aJmost set. We will have 
to really run it to see if it works. An<bonio is not getting very much 
from Louise due to her illness. 
Feb. 18, 7 :30-We quickly run through the Nina-Lisa scene and it 
seems to go well. Act 2-i is set, and goes along well, but I am not reallYt 
.., 
happy with it. It is good ~B<?ugh to go on but I want something more from 
the scene, and I don 1t kno1-r what that is. Started working again on Act 2-j. 
and Dick arrived about the time of the Carabiniere entrance. Louise 
appears to be quite ill. At the end of the scene she was in tears. 
Adele stopped, and Louise told her to go on, that her tears were from 
the scene. Something is not so good here. After the scene Adele goes 
into the kitchen, and I am afraid that we are beginning to have personalitYJ 
conflicts. I must give a lecture on how this cannot go on. 
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l•'eb. l9_, No rehearsal. .Louise in bed to recuperate. Good rest for 
all. 
Feb. 20_, 1:00-We now have Ugo with us until the end of the show. 
Dick is with us for the first t-vro hours of rehearsal. I started todays 
rehearsal off with a pointed lecture on professionalism in the theatre, 
and how personalities have no place in rehearsals. I hope it will do 
some good. It better! Dick was :finally off book_, and it :finally went 
fairly well. We are running things :for Dick in Act 2-ii_, as he must get 
on to the scene. We stopped after Robert r s scene_, as Ted was not there. 
Carabiniere was called, and should be at rehearsal soon_, at which time 
we will double back, and do the Carabiniere scene through to the end of 
the act. In the meantime we start Act 3, and run it through to Nina r s 
return. Then we go back, and finish Act 2-ii, as the Carabiniere is here. 
We re-blocked bits of the ending, and found ourselves chased, as Dective 
Story had to use 210. We went up to 300 and ran act one. Nina-Lisa scene 
is quite good now, and the opening worked. ~Ve re-did act one from Lisa 1 s 
entrance, as Louise was out of adjustment, and it is set_, works well, and 
we have had the first good rehearsal in a long time, and the first positive 
results. 
l''eb. 21, 7:30--Rm acts as much as possible. tve have a difficult 
time due to Detective Story rehearsal, and the fact that we don tt have a 
Robert. Find that Louise is much better, and we work on setting bits that 
aaze good) in those scenes which can be rehearsed. Working for Ugo and 
Antonio. 
l'eb. 22, 10~00am.--\1Vork all the Lisa-Roberl scenes. I find that there 
is little that can be set for interpretive values. I feel that the most 
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good can come ±'rom simple working together. Act orie goes well~ but for 
the first part only. Act 2-iiis in exceptionally fine fonn~ while Act 2:i.i 
is rather poor. I think this is du~ to an unfamiliarity with lines. 
Act 3 is terrible~ but this is definitely due to lines~ and a lack of 
rehearsal attendance. I feel there is a lack of knowledge as to why 
Robert cares for Lisa on the part of Dick. This is caused by Lisa's attack 
which is very strong. Louise is quite right, but it is too over-powering 
for Dick, who doesn 1t even really know lines. 
Feb. 22, 1:00-Lisa-Antonio scenes all fine except for Act 2-ii, 
which needs work both in the bedroom, and in the living room scene in 
the opening. It is terribly ham to work, as Robert is not there at any 
time when Ted is. So much of the scenes i.mpetu~:I'J.mu.st come from .Robert, 
and the apology later on is as a result of the earlier action. Since 
that impetus is lack~:ng it stands to reason that the apology scene ca.i:lnot 
go very well. 
Feb. 22, 7:30-Act one done twice. Having seen the act go so well, 
they have forgotten all that was done and are now sluffing through. I 
don 1t like tbat in rehearsal, and demand that they do the whole act again. 
They do, and it goes well. New things found, and they are angry at them-
selves. I gave a slight lecture on how much better it felt to do the job 
correctly. Looks of chagrin •••• 0kippcl Act 2-i, as it is mostly Robert, 
and Lisa~ and Bologinini is snowed in in Pennsylvania somewhere~ which 
doesn rt leave very much to rehearse. Act 2-ii is 0 .K. as far as we can 
go. 'l'he three actors workEd as well as could be expected. Tried for 
smoothness in Antonio-Lisa (Act 3) scene. IDnotional contact is there, but 
control is lacking, and we must set it. We must get as close as is humanly 
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possible to the exact way in which Antonio handles Lisa, otherwise we 
may lose an actress. 
Feb. 23, 3:30-Antonio-Lisa scene in Act 2-ii. Antonio has reread 
the scieme at home, and found new values. This works. This may be the 1'lay 
a good number of people should be w:::>rking, and I must let them know. 
Antonio decides to make a point of leaving the bullet which is consi.Sim.:ht, 
and seems to help h:im with the scene. Run all of Act 2-ii, and found that 
Adele needs much work at the end of the scene. The sense of urgency is 
missing, due to earlier :improvisation on comforting of Lisa. She must 
now be urgent in tenns of Robert. Get h:im to get those documents. He may 
not realize the urgency of the situation. Jane really can 1t work opposite 
Mylo. I don't really accept that as fully as Jane would like, but we can 
let it pass for no1'f. She understands, and has given me some indication. 
\'le will wait to get Dick, to see if it is the troth. 
Feb. 23, 7:30-Dective Story Dress • .-No rehearsal. ~1y set is 
supposed to/go up now, and it isn't. Platfonns for the bedroom were used 
in Detective Story, and so not even the shell of Girl went up. Very, very 
i 
disturbed. Conferedces, conferences. 
Feb. 24, No rehearsals., Louise in infinnary. Dick at rehearsals, 
Ken at National Guard. No rehearsals •••• all day and all night. 
Feb. 25, 3:30!-i--Lisa out of the infinnary. She says she feels some-
vlhat better. Run all the scenes for 'Bobert-Lisa. Act one from Robert's 
entrance. Not too good, as Dick is very involved in too many things 
today, and Lisa is not really feeling very well. Ken isn't here, as he 
arranging for some thing or another. 
Feb. 25, 7~30-R.l.n A ct 1, Act 2-i, and Act 3 all without Hobert. 
Broke at about 9:30 for a slight production conference in which I get 
nothing but a whole set of new deadlines. Ken still not at rehearsal 
as he is busy with sound and arranging something. 
Feb. 26, 3 :30--Ran Act 2-ii with Dick. fun Act 3 with Dick. There 
is nothing we can really work in these scenes, as the most important thing 
at this t:ime is to get everyone use to working 1d.th each other. I feel 
that the cast must get to the point where they can know each others 
potential, and how different bits will effect each member of the cast. 
I am, in essence, trying to get a feeling somewhat similar to Commedia 
del Arte. Slight stops were made during this rehearsal to clear up bits 
of blocking. 
Feb. 26, 7:30-The shell of the set was finally put up. Ken isn:tt 
here. Hr. Kazanoff was 'able to watch a run through on the set. The cast 
likes the set, but there is a great deal of dressing that will have to be 
done, and I don't think that they appreciate this. Nr. Kazanoff was able 
again to give us some hints that were most agreeable. We pounced on all 
his suggestions. (i.e. Englishman exit in Act 1 changed to new relation-
ship with Mimi.) Most of the value to this rehearsal is in adjusting to 
the set. 
Feb. 27, 10:00-Ran through the Robert-Lisa scenes in Act l and 
Act 2-i, trying to get smoothness in the playing of the scenes. I find 
that there is a slowness which will have to be picked up. We talked 
about the interpretative values, and decided that Robert must be a 
shallower person than has been played until now. The newness of this 
idea created some new things, which are good, but for the most part 
slowed the scenes even more. 
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Feb. 27, 12:30-Ran play in reverse oroer (Act 3_, Act 2-ii, Act 2-i, 
Act l) due to various absences_, and necessary latenesses. vle are still 
vlOrking without Ken, and have no Antonio. We use this rehearsal to set 
props, and the action with the props. There are a few difficulties with 
time. (i.e. getting the table cleared in t:im.e for an entrance, finding a 
a place to finish a forgotten cigarette, etc.) 
Feb. 27, No evening rehearsal due to absence. Dick at show, Antonio 
at work, Carole_, and Lisa not f\eeling well, Lisa exhausted from eight hours 
of rehearsal. 
Feb. 2S, 7:30--Hun full play in correct oroer. No Antonio due to 
job. Ken not present. I found that the end of Act 2-ii needed re-blocking. 
It is just very awkward. I now have Robert going to Lisa. After awhile 
Bobert simply doesn 1t know what to do for her. It makes h:im. look very 
much weaker, and is better both visually and physically. 
Feb. 29, 3:30--H.eview Antoiri.o scenes in Act 2-ii and Act 3. This 
scene s:imply requires (at this stage) working over_, and remembering values 
that have already been discussed, and achieved. We are s:im.ply getting 
back to the scene, and away from the bits.. (Gestalt)) Re-blocked Ugo in 
scene one so as to make it "WOrk for h:im.. The blocking that we had used 
was good for Steve, but it doesn 1t seem to l'lOrk for Bud. We now have 
most of the long speech going to the American, which is in character, 
and works. 
Feb. 29, 7:30-This is the first ron through on stage with the entire 
cast. It is five days before the critique perfonnance. Incredible! (Ken 
at Annory) Play is up at times, and down at other t:im.es. The value here 
is in going through the full play, with a full cast. Dick however, is 
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still having trouble with lines. 
]!larch l, 3 :30--Technical rehearsal for act one. Ken is on sound., 
which is not completely here. That makes it thl,'ee days late beyond the 
tiD weeks extension. The Lights -wt:>rl<: and seem to be 0 .K. The door special 
Will work I think. We are running through the acts, doing all the lines., 
and all the business so that the cast will know what they are doing., and 
so that the crews can leatn i!Jhat action precedes each cue; They will also 
get an idea in regards to time. 
March l, 7:30-Technical of Act 2-i and Act 2-ii. k'fork over recorded 
sound in Act l. Forced to go over some cues quite often, as we are setting 
both cues, and level. 
1Y1arch 2, 3:30-Technical of Act 3, and break~ We have an early call 
back for Technical dress. I would like some sort of costume parade, so 
we can see what work has to be done. 
March 2., 7:00-~ve unfortunately start later than the call. Costumes 
all right for the most part. We do make some changes which are inherently 
wrong. (insignias, etc.) The :run-through is down, which I had expected 
as this is the first time through with all the elements going. (Lights, 
sound, costumes.) There are some really bad problems ·which set the actors 
off in regards to costumes. But the adjustments were made. They now have 
learned not to really hook coats on the coat rack. There are many technic il 
problems. I am amazed that we are still having trouble with levels. This 
was set, and there should be no problan. 
March 3, 3:30-Due to technical mistakes last night the cast went 
through the show to clear up all technical errors. Ken told them where, 
in dialogue, to start, and we ran through from ~e to cue. Stop and go 
6J.. 
all the way in this. .A:fter each cue was done 1'1Te simply started .from the 
lead in to the nex technical cue. I 1llUSt have the actors remember where 
I 
and when they open and shut the door. If they foul up this pantomine bit~ 
the light ere\¥ is a cue off in one direction or the other. Ken is very 
happy about the rehearsal, and I am too. 
Mar. 3, 7:30-~nce again we are late starting, but it is not really 
too,:.-,t.oo bad. The Dress runs pretty well, but we have to change a few 
things. I find that M:imits scene in the opening of Act 3 is much better 
-.;vb.en played for 11 Comfort Lisa!~ rather than ncheer her upn. This makes 
Meryl happy. Most of my notes are about little pieces that are muddy. 
A great deal of technical works still have to be cleared up, and I am stilJ! 
not happy about all the action. We may be losing things. I gave Ken a 
list of pick-ups on the set. J:t'ive or six thiP_gs none of which are ter-
ribly important still remain to be done. The rugs on the floor are workin.§ 
well. They cut do1m some of the bounce from the wood floor, but they must 
be taped. I must have the couch braced, or it will go through the set. 
(Most of the notes are in this vein.) 
Mar. 4-The Critique performance is called off due to the worst snow 
fall in the history <if Boston. Even the gods are against us. I called 
some small rehearsal for Dick and Louise. I wanted to work on the first 
scene in Act l. I just canrt seem to find what is missing. We are begin-
ning to let Robert be nmeanern, but this is not the complete answer. 
Mar. 5, 1:30-Critique performance. The cast and crew does a good 
job, and I must confess that I am slightly surprised. I imagine that the 
tension, and nervous energy helped us. Some really excellant things come 
out of the critique, and there are some things which I just don 1t agree 
-- - - - -~-~ - - -
with. I am going to make some changes in act one, hold the fight l.Antonio-
Robert) longer, and try some new things 1dth Lisa1 s final exit. 
I 
Har. 6, l :00--.tte-blocked Roberts entrance, and I think it is for the 
better. He is now over-board on being nice until the Pulcinits leave. At 
this point we see him as a rather typical soldier, who in his dealings 
with Lisa has a rather steriotyped set of ideas. He feels he made a 
bargain, and simply wants to carry out the tenns of the deal. This 
:i.mm.ediately puts Lisa on the defensive, and it -works nru.ch better for the 
play. I re-b.locked the fight sc:ene, and tried a few new things in the 
Nina-Lisa scene. Carole seemed to catch on rather quickly. iJ./e worked 
for a w'nile on the opening, and Mylo decided he 1d try to make the whole 
opening 11 a bitrt. Quite naturally that works. (Months of' ta.lk:ing, and 
planni.rlg, and scheming. Trying to find an underlY-ing objective. Trying 
to get to the spine of the character ••..• 11Let 1 s just try the whole scene 
as" a bitn -works.) 
March 6, 7:30-fun a last dress rehearsal. I told Lisa to play the 
bedroom scene differently. I want to try to let some place in the play 
have a pleasant quality. I would like to set just one place in the play 
where the audience can see why it is that Robert stays vdth Lisa. I would 
like to have one change take place in Lisats basically antagonistic char-
acter. It doesn 1t work though. It simply becomes a conversation scene, 
and somehow doesn 1t fit in with the rest of the play. Most o1· the scenes 
are wrong, or right, in terms of degrees now, which is very nice, as it 
means that there is a show. Lisa cannot be all nice in Act. 2-i, but she 
doesn 1t have to be as intense. We are now dealing with the conflict of 
given circumstances versus objective. The objectives are still there, 
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but the intensity with -which each one is pursued may vary, with the strengt1~ 
of the given circumstances. I found that Mr. Sovey was upset about my 
suing costumes for this rehearsal. l had no, idea that I wasn 1t supposed 
to use them. There is nothing I can tell him however, as I still appear 
to have used the costumes with no thought to the workil.Jgs of the school. 
J!inal notes given in ~'laltons 1 Cafeteria, as there is no more t:ime in 
building. 
March 7, 8:30-Evening performance runs very well. Notes from Sunday: s 
dress hold over, but I rrn.lst still change l.Jisa 1 s last exit. 
March 8, 4;30-The afternoon performance is down, but it is quite hot 
and the last time through. I am most happy that it is the end. I am also 
happy, because we had Lisa exit faster in Act 3, and that worked. 
Stage Mang.gers Check List 
Before t Hr. 
6heck costumes in dressing rooms, 
check all lights for focus, and burntc; out lamps 
check all props for loss or breakage 
check sound and phone system 
check rugs and set condition 
have set cleaned 
run light sight cues (if time permits ) 
A.t t Hr.-
Check with RoBa to see if cast and cres are all present 
check with props on set up 
have Rona check cat on dressing problems 
have program girl at door 
set up on pre~show lights ( house and specltals ) 
preset opEning lights and sound 
open house 
notify cast of time 
At 15 Min. 
Make sure all first act cast are back stage 
recheck lights sound and props 
A_t 5f min. 
- - --- -~- -- -- ~ -~--- ~ --
I. 
eheck to see if house :j.s'most:Sy ;in. 
cheek to see if all ba.ekst§:ge lights. ar~ ciff ' " 
I 
give warning to sound and lights 
A;t 2.' min •. 
Give ready to lights and sound 
check with backstage· 
flick ~orridor lights 
.tt.t l Min •. 
~a.rt house fade down 
close house doors 
A.t 3Q~:se~.­
house black 
call places 
get clearaliee from backstage 
Curtain. 
Intermissions 
..... . '~ ' ~ . 
.;.· • .r 
. ·' 
·I· 
I 
i 
'I 
' 
'·• 
eheck with pro~s, and get immediate se~ up 
have Rena cheek with actors on oo~t.UJ'i!il~ fooanges. 
: •. 
check se·t and rugs.. I 
5mi.J:l ... 
....... :-
' 
.Y \. 
.. ~. -
.. 
•. 
·.~ :; : ~?:l.J.~-~ .::~f~.~ 
lt.;-: \ 
notify c9,st 
all se~bhd act cast backstage 
get preset on opening sound and lights 
get clearance from props 
2min •. 
flick corridor lights 
give ready to sound and ligJ;lts 
check with baoks~tag~ 
l min.-
·start houss fade dow.a 
elose house doors 
30 se~; •. 
)2euse blakk 
eall places 
get backstage clearance. 
FJ.inally; ; ; 
1: 
,·· j. 
: 
.>' .; 
-~· 
. .. ; 
. .... 
I 
make sure all lights ~Dd sound are offl or put away 
put phone. system away 
Make smre proprs are in order 
'' .·. 
. -~J~.~L ... ·::• 
i. ~ 
. . ~: 
O.{>T't·.' 
<0 
- -
'-. ( 
Stage m { anagers Log 
erit performance 
radio &~ •••• ~too late 
A.el8 one ••.••••• 29 min •. 
10 min •. intermission 
21~ ................. 29 min .. 
1 min ehange 
lGt min. intermission 
31. •••••••• ~ •••• 16 min •. 
Must re-tape rugs 
Get phone fixed. 
MOn •. night performance 
ac:t one........ 3:0 min. 
~0 min ... intermission 
stage left door frame straightenBd 
light eue ~6 •• slow 
21 ••••••• ~. ~ •• .-29 min •. 
1 min.. change 
22 ••••••••••••• 21 min 
10 min. intermission 
31. ••••• • ........... 1.7 min •. 
• ... J "' '4'-,· 
6S. 
Tue Aft ernoon ; 
openi ng light s slow 
11 •• ••• • ••••• •• 32 mj_n . 
10 min i n termi ssion 
21 •••••• ~ •••••• 29 min . 
1 mi n cha.11ge 
22 •••••••••• ~ •• 22 min. 
10 mi n interm~ s s ion 
31 ••••••••••••• 17 mi n . 
strike ••• an d party. 
· . ~ 
/ 
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FINAL HINDSJGHT, AND CONCWSION 
This segment of the paper should, I feel;, be devoted aJ.Jnost exclusive 
to those things I learned. I don't feel that a discussion of other possib 
methods of production i"lluld be very helpful, because for the most part, 
a.J.most any other appi'Oach that was possible Y.Tas tried at one time or anoth 
in our rehearsal. Due to the long rehearsal period (three months ••• Before 
Christmas until March 8) I was able to try aJ.Jnost all possible approaches 
with most of the characters, and admitedly had lit:tle or no chance to 
experiment vdth some others. In many ways this ex}?eriment as to the way 
a scene should go enabled me to fall into one rather old mistake l'lhich I 
became aware of in a personal sense for the first time. I feel that far 
too <h.ften I fail to deal with the spine of a play. I can see the parts, 
but never really step far enough away to see the whole. Thus I find that 
I am often doing something. Which, iAJb.ile nice in and of itself, really has 
little or no value to the over all production. In fact some of' the bits 
(I am thinking of the Englishman in particular) detracted from the produc-
tion. In rehearsal so many nice things happened between Bob and Meryl that 
I simply left all of the bits in. This mad.e the Englisbman far too nice 
for Mr. Hayes's point about the conquerors. Much of what was done with 
him would have been possible if it had been drawn too heavily. If he had 
been very, very maudlin and sentimental, and drunk it might have been a 
more pointed picture. Unfortunately we all lik-ed him too much, and the 
point was lost. .Along the same line it really might have been better to 
have Robert married in the states. In fact this is i;.he subject of one of 
the vignettes in ".All Thy Conquestsn by Mr. Hayes, but we all felt that 
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this would be just too cruel to poor Lisa, and may have added a cruelty 
which might take away from the point about the unthinld.t?B .American. We 
may have been wrong. I think that we were aware of the need for the 
characters to appear as they did appear. I feel th~t we understood the 
relationship of one character to another. The handling of the characters 
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in terms of the play proper may not have been quite as good. (I still don'~ 
feel really sure as to why Mimi appears in the play.) 
I think that part of the reason for my choice of play was a fear of 
handling anything which might require some style Which I did not feel 
myself able to handle. (I cannot say that this was the only reason ••• far 
from it. I like the play and its message. It has the right number of 
sets. It permitted me to experiment in the way that I wanted to ••• i.e. 
playing With 11 the method11 • It permitted me to work, under guidance with a 
genre that I felt I would be dealing with for the rest of my life., and it 
was able to satisfy a need to communicate a problem about which I feel 
rather strongly.) A fear, nevertheless, did e:ldst and it was aggrivated 
by the fact that for two years prior to coming to Boston I was forced to 
deal almost exclusively with plays which requirednstyle11 • Doing this play 
has proven to me that I don 1t have to i'JOrk in realistic settings all the 
time. I think that I would now like to work on something v-mich needed 
more style. (I don't think I would tackle a Greek dram :immediately. 
Checkov, Shaw, or Schnitzler seems to be a more reasonable next step.) 
I feel that this is a very great leap forward for Ivan Cury personally. 
It is one thing to hear someone say rryou should be doing something that 
challenges you more. n, and to know very quietly yourself that you really 
haven't met this challenge yet. I must say that I don't regret having 
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done the play. 
Aside from showing me that I could direct this kind of play~ it pointetl 
. I . I 
out the difference between what one writes about, and what is actually done. 
I had worked over this play very carefully on paper prior to production, 
and was amazed to see how often my ideas as to what the play was made of 
changed. The changes were always in where the points or stress had to be 
made, Along the way some of the ideas I had as to what the play has to 
say are! "You can't take advantage of a situation just because it exists!n t 
nit's impossible to just muddle through all situations !II, none way or anotl :er 
we always pay for our actions !'1 etc. All of these are valid in some ways, 
but still do not come to the crux of the situation possibl:w because they 
tcyetoo hard to give a moral, when the moral is one ,that Mr. Hayes leaves 
for his audience. I believe that Mr. Hayes just w~ts us to see the 
situation, and leaves the d:&cision as to What can be done for us. He also 
leaves us -vlith the knowledge of why people may think of us a.s they do. It 
was also surprising to see the difference between a paper production, and 
one that is actually done. I can offer no concrete examples of this, but 
let it suffice that while most of the thinking was clear, and logical 
and even to some degree usable~ almost all of my blocking, lighting, set 
idea.S., etc. were changed, and/o:r revised for a multitude or reasons. 
I remember feeling rather strange during the conference after the 
p:roduction when someone asked me vlhy I had used the :r;rru.sic (Modern Jazz 
Quartet: Seranade) that I did use. I think that the time to ansi'rer that 
question is now, and I am afraid that for the life of me I cannot offer 
any reason for using that particular selectd:.on. I think that it gave a 
mood, and a particular pauality ·which I wanted, but I don rt know why or 
how. I wish that I did, and I think that this could be the kind of mistake 
that I must always be wary of, and yet I am beginning to realize that the 
I 
real problem is in knol'ring wh<?-t things can be /left 
what things must be very carefully thought out. 
pa;rely to instinct, and 
I found one rather interesting problem arise in the course of work, 
which I had not anticipated, and to Which I still th~~ there is little 
or no solution. Ordinarily extra time can be an advantage, but in some 
cases it is definately no help at all. There were some people involved 
with the production who were "With it from sta:rt to finish, and had to 
sublimate their personal ability to use rehearsal time for growth, while 
a new member of the cast learned his lin.es, blocking, relationships, or 
what have you. After a>vhile this led to a kind of quitting in regards to 
character development which was impossible to respark once the new member 
of the cast had caught up. 
If I had it all to do over again -what I would do is not re8lly very 
much different from what I did do. I really hav.e no regrets other than ca. 
feeling that I may have attacked some problems with a bit too much eager-
ness and zeal. I am very happy 1tJith many of the things which the critique 
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and performances enabled me to see, and act upon. I am. particularly pleased 
with the way most of the technical elements of the show came off~ and 
while I realize that I was blessed with som'e very good people, I feel that 
I can take a very small bow for what >'las eventually seen. I was also 
quite pleased 1-rith some of the performances, and feel that in some instanc s 
personal actors gains are a direct result of my work. 
One of the things which pleased me mo;:>t oi· all was the critique • 
.After a while one sil;!iply stops being very objective about the play, and I 
.....,.,- •. ~--~~------· - -- ~- -- - ~~-~- -
·-
was able to see a number of things which had not been very evident before. 
The first act., due to some changes in blocking_, and attitude, became almost 
a part of aneth er play. Lis a 1 s exit at the end o:t' the play finally b ecam.e 
more clearly defined. Action which once had been lost_, finally did show 
up. I am very sorry that not all the faculty could be present for the 
critique perfonnance_, as I feel that there comments, and probing at such 
a time would have been most advantagous. (Blizzards, I realize_, cannot 
be timed for perfonnance dates ••• ) I was able to try some ne1-r approaches 
to certain bits during the perfonnances, and I think we arrived at some 
answers which v1ere most helpful to the production as a whole • 
• 
7S. 
I would like to include a list of some of the problems 
which :plagyed us that may lead to some answers to problems 
what other productions may run up against. I think it is also 
useful in realizing some of the reasons for the some1vhat 
high-pitched key that I must have seemed: to be working on. 
Lisa 1.vas ill for about one week of rehearsal time, 
which compounded the troubles sin.;e Robert i.vas :involved with 
the major for a month of the seven rehearsal weeks •. He ·was 
finally given to us one week prior to )roduction, not kno-vring 
lines, or blocking ~ith any degree of security, which forced 
the cast to lose much rehearsal time •. We had t1>ro Antonio 1 s 
the last of which had to miss rehearsal on All sat •. and Sun. 
due to a job which he had to be at. We: had tw·o Ugo 1 s the 
last of which had to be absent every night for one week, 
and both nigt and day for another week due to a previous 
comm tment •. ( We wasted three days trying to round up these 
substitute actors •. ) We had three diffJEent asst •. stg .. managers 
which meant that the book vras never rea~ly accurately dept. 
We had four Sc;>ts of crews .. Ou:b faculty advisor became involved 
with a television show during the last month of rehearsal~ 
and through performance. ( He was able to make performance, 
and a fei:J rehearsals of the play ) Props and sound were both 
late for every deadline due to problems with crews, and as a 
direct result 0f the major. I unfortunately never go t to see 
color sketches of the set, and this led to some rather tense 
moments in regards to a green bedroom. Readings -vrere chaotic 
79. 
and had to be extended a full day until such time as we could 
get ansu.fficient number of men to raad. Our stage manager had 
to assume the job of production mangger, .had to miss every 
M0 n.- night rehearsal due to weekly meetings of the Nati?nal 
Gnard, was involved with nine productions at the same time, 
and practically did the complete job of tracking down sound 
The Carabiniere vras not picked until t\vo weeks before productiop_ 
and couldn 1 t reheanse until one week before the play went on. 
Mylo had to walk Dicks part, Bob walN:ed for Bud, and I walked 
every part in the play at some ti e or another .. Platforms were 
used for Detective Story, which held us up some more, along 
with trouble obtaining a truck for prop transfer •. 
/..!J h?tQ 
• 
6 THE GIRL ON THE VIA FLAMINIA ACT I 
ENGLISHMAN. (Playing solitaire. seated in c/zair. 'Q.Q:Qe 
dining table) Scum o' the earth, her Ladyship called us. 
Stood up she did in the House of Commons an' said it: 
scum o' the earth- An' bloody right she was. 1... 
(NINA is Right of bed, packing case.) 
AMERICAN. (Calling uPstage LJfJ~ama! Mama 
Pulcini! How about a bottle of vino? Subito! 
ADELE. ( Q/J.s1age ujJ) Si, si- Un momenta. 
AMERICAN. Un momenta! ( i 
(NINA crosses to table, sits, picks up stocking.) 
(Cm r rt:s dcrnm Lejt) Everything in this country's un 
momenta. How did I wind up in Italy? I wanted to go to 
France. (~t--a=-yoryo a•r i begins plqi1tg.=.witldt) 
_,,. My old man was in France in the last one. (Confiden-
JiJJ.I,h ) You ever go with a French broad, Sarge? 
ENGLISHMAN. No. IJ 1, , AMERICAN. (~Her 'J$.p to chair~~dfning tabfe, 
)'" )'" i1~g) I met a sailor was in Marseilles. He had a girl 
named Marie. He says when he was in Marseilles he used 
to sleep in her house, and in the morning her mother used 
to serve him breakfast in bed. They weren't even mar-
ried, and she was only eighteen years old. How do you 
like that? 
(NINA is putting on stockings.) 
ENGLISHMAN. Eighteen. Me Missus was eighteen when 
we got married. . ~ 
AMERICAN. France- that would have been for me. ' 
ENGLISHMAN. Oh, Rome ain't bad. 
AMERICAN. Rome's a city. Cities are different. But you 
take the rest of the country. Mountains. (~HI tilrtHM 
~) 
ENGLISHMAN. Well, it's a pretty country, except for 
the flies. -
AMERICAN. (Crosses Hp T_ejt izLfuroi.i&HMA.!J) Listen, 
Sarge. Know what they can do with Europe? All of it? 
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(NINA starts second stocking.) 
ENGLISHMAN. (Pushes his hand away) You can get a 
bellyful of Europe. 
AMERICAN. Get? I got! I Listen. I walked up here from 
Anzio. Then at Veletri I fell off a cliff. In the dark. Fell 
off a cliff and bust my ankle. (Lift~ his l&g_up higlt) Feel 
that. Feel that bone. 
ENGLISHMAN. {Touchin f it solicitousl)!) Here? 
AMERICAN. Right there. Feel it? 
ENGLISHMAN. Bit o' somethin' sticking out. 
AMERICAN. (Loudly) That's where it's bust. Off a God- >< DL r L! "i 
dam cliff in Veletri! But nobody believes me. Everybody 
thinks I'm trying to goof off from my outfit. Could I go 
back to my outfit with an ankle like that? ., ... -r ~ t: 
(NINA stands, crosses to bed.) 
ENGLISHMAN. Saw a chap once had his whole foot 
smashed. Bloody gun fell on him. 
AMERICAN. Oh- (Crosse s Le.jLtiLdoor) Hey, Mama! 
Come on bring the wine will ya? 
(ADElE PuLCINI rn.ter.s. e t carr_ · ablecloth 1 The 
Signora, whom ·the boys call Mama, is a woman in 
her late fifties, with a sharp, thin, hard face, a mouth 
shadowed by the suggestion of hair on her upper lip, 
and sharp, hard black eyes.) 
~·-X ,, ,~£ E C~ 
ADELE. (Ignores him) Imbecile! HOw many times have 
I told you not to shout? 
AMERICAN. Who is shouting? 
ADELE. {She puts the tablecM h on the able) Twice 
last week the Carabinieri came in- (.€rosse$4lown;,~ te~Uoze•ed= by-.t\'ME'R~AN, ) (:' '- • _;_~-"'-''-'--;:,._"-1 ..:..1 "'I....Q~~t 
AMERICAN. {Putting his foot on the tablecloth) Come 
here, Mama. Feel this ankle. K -n> r\ n1t. r2 c (.) 
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ADELE. (Pushing-lzi -fuorofj-table) Ankle? What ankle? 
AMERICAN. Feel it. 
ADELE. {Feeling it) So? 
AMERICAN. Busted. 
That's what I get liberating your Goddam city. (~V"Jl••• ' 
4n } IsojJ.) 
ADELE. (Turns) I know. In this house we're all heroes. 
(Calling off Left) Mimi! :')'-•..r 
... c! .F~ 
(AMERICAN sits Left of table.) ~, 
MIMI. (Off Left) Si, signora? 
ADELE. Fai presto! (~S£:L:timtJJ:£ Cettter ttt tahk.) 
MIMI. (~ Si, signora. Vengo subito. 
ENGLISHMAN. Bloody 'eroes. 
~~k.IJ?~·~ ..~~~~--(ADELE crosses Rig~t tr 
AMERICAN. (Crosses above table) Mind your own 
business. FVJ H ' 
(MIML enters Le£1 . She is carrying a bottle of wine. 
She is sixteen years old. She enjoys the soldiers and 
is somewhat afraid of ADELE.) 
(E,:!!lJJEg_JJil !za'l!:fl _oV§! his_jzeart like an o era sin er, 
~ R1gJ.g of tali~e tQJ\1IMI.) Bella mia! 
MIMI. (~ ~ - EL~. The AMERICAN fol-
lows her. Giggling) Che, e pazzo. 
ADELE. Si, un poco. Put the bottle down. 
Mn.n. , puts down bottle. 
G,.,s..,l!s ,., lo sideboard) Si, signora. 
AMERICAN. (Helping ADELE arrange tablecloth) What 
did she say? 
ADELE. She asked if you were crazy. 
AMERICAN. We're all crazy, honey. The crazy Ameri-
cans. (Goes for her.) 
(MIMI runs down Center, fo llowed by AMERICAN. Gets 
tablecloth from ADELE.)_ 
- S...U.I-I.:C.-3_ -
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M S. J. 51o !§ eoAR..D IMI. 1, c:: vero. 
ADELE. Si, e probio vero. Ma Questa e un matto. 
AMERICAN. (/iJrn l d aJ" . l~k) Stop talking 
that language. Everybody talks foreign languages. Come 
on, Bella Mia-we dance. ( rosses to radio . Turn · t 
MIMI. Me permite? 
ADELE. Si. Balla con le. E Bevudo. Umbriago. (Cro ue 5 
up to ddebaar.d.) 
AMERICAN. Who's ubbriago? 
I\ T !I.n!Jokay. I danze. (Grabs AMElUCAN" they, dance 
oUfL~-r 
(ENGLISHMAN rises, picking up his cards. ADELE and 
ENGLISHMAN clear table so that tablecloth can be 
set. NINA comes out of bedroo wit s~ases. 
ADELE takes dishes and ash tray off; puts on chair 
Left of table.) 
ENGLISHMAN. Scum of the earth she called us, her lady-
ship. Right in the House o' Commons-
(Meanwhile NINA enters, crosses down Center. She car-
ries two suitcases, her purse, and coat. Size is red-
headed and trim. In the wintertime hardly any of 
the women of Rome wear high-heeled shoes, but 
NINA wears them. And wears, too, a bright silk 
kimona. -~et:se: uen ~·ht"lE t c;~.) 
• NINA. (After a moment) Did she come, Adele? 
ADELE. Not yet. 
NINA. I'm all packed. (Cra.fNs dg'ltlfl to ror.ka_ K~ 
to adjr1st tme of tl1e suitcases) \'Vhy doesn't she come? 
AMERICAN .. (Abandoning MIMI, he goes to NINA and 
grabs arm) Come on, let 's dance, eh? L 
NINA. (Pushes him awa then era es up to si deboard; 
ms glass) E prohibita. 
AMERICAN. (To ADELE) What's the valise for? • 
ADELE. (Setting tablecloth on table) Nina goes to 
Firenze. 
l'l 'II C '; 
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AMERICAN. To Florence. What's in Firenza? 
NINA. (Gets wine f tlren ·uwse 'jT, ~ 
breakfront foll~ PlJ!:!'RIClm'} Love, caro mio. Love, 
love, love. m'M' ~ , ..,.. ~-rrtJm ~TIFP 
AMERICAN. Hell, in Rome there's love, love, love, too. 
ADELE. She is engaged to an Americano. A Capitano. 
(Crosses Right.) 
AMERICAN. An officer? 
NINA. (With glass of wine) The most beautiful officer. 
AMERICAN. (Croue £ up to NINA's level) Beautiful? 
How the hell can he be beautiful and an officer? 
(ADELE ' starts reading the newspaper which is on the 
pl1011e table.) 
'"I D 6 u:::-:s,,. rcoc~G'~ 
NINA. He is not like you, Lazzarone. He is gentle-
polite! When he smiles-( . . .-) 
Madonna, such teeth! Let me see your teeth. 
(MIMI watches them as the AMERICANwtwli!SWil.b;fl, 
flashes teeth for her.) ~~~ '~ ' 
With teeth like that you stay in Rome. ~ [ a,Q, 
- ) s._ou..ow•..:J<. >Jt~A 
AMERICAN. Look! (HopsJ t11lJj8) I busted an 
ankle in Veletri liberating bella Roma- (Hops up) and 
I'm seven thousand miles from Schenectady, and it's a 
cold night. Where's your gratitude? 
NINA. Ah, babbee, I am so sorry for ~u. But you do 
not have teeth like my captain. (Cr.o.s.s.es ,. ' •) 
Call me when Lisa comes. (Crosses back to arch. To 
AMERICAN} Ciao, poor babbee. (Exits into bedroom.) 
-
(The- ENGLISHMAN picks up.. his wri#i"* kit 'from mntng 
table:) 
o!V s-r€r"S 
AMERICAN. Wait a minute- Aw, they save it for the >< 1. v 
brass. ( G1'6sus d9tiiH lttlliJitfl 18/ne-18 MrMI. )m, M 1 s n~ t> 
ADELE. (To MIMI) Va a Ia cuchina. 
MlMl. Si, signora. (Crosses Left. exits to kitden.) 
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AMERICAN. ( ;X.then t o._ 
Apm E at rocker) Look, Mama 
(Th il a s a "11 • Is l" r!s ert~s-9oJ 
"fl'"f!.~:;;Of-C~~~; f*ln-a ~" r} ll'itv ) 
~ - ) Don't you know a girl, 
Mama, who wants to have dinner with a sad soldato? 
ADELE. Always the girl ~ 
AMERICAN. What else is tliere? I just want a place I 
can take her. 
ADELE. You have a girl borne. 
AMERICAN. That's Schenectady. ( ) 
ADELE. (B j !JJL) But you make trouble. Americani 
always make trouble. 
AMERICAN. I won't make no trouble, Mama-(~ 
~ ) honest to God. Why should I make 
trouble? 
ADELE. ( Lookin~ at him doubt fully) You will be nice 
to the girl? 
(NINA is on bed reading magazine.) 
AMERICAN. Sure! 
ADELE. ~B 1 ! J J j : :j I don't know if I can do it. !) 
AMERICAN. Try. I got money. ( B:t 3oth Lses) Look ~ "f'¥J 
at the money I got. (Takes a thick wad of- lirJ?-Out-oj zis 
pocket) What am I going to do with my Goddam dough? 
Wait until I get back to Schenectady? Go on, Mom-call 
me a girl, will ya! 
ADELE. (~) Va bene. But it's only because I feel 
sorry for you. 
AMERICAN. ( 'Fu;;zs me :t:s8eJ;) Sure, Mama, sure. 
ADELE. (Cm ssbb ts} Jo ):b.as) And remember-no 
trouble! 
AMERICAN. f an knees..) Honest to God. (-
•••••ill• l$ii. He..-.jdloWL.her. eage.rl)l snll' ljyft6 
~h& 18 j& h• ) What is she, Mama? A blonde? Does she 
talk English? What's her name? 
ADELE. (During is c!Latt£~; into phone) Une tre 
quatro septe une- (To AMERICAN) Maria. (l11tJJ.ji.J.OJJ&) 
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Pronto. Chi parla? Maria? Ciao, Maria. E la signora Pul-
cini. Come va? Si-coasa fai? 
( 
• · .) llm£~1/:n,. l..db'">S fl"'Sit J>J.. 'tJ>IU (.. 
Ci quo in casa mia un mericano che vuole fare con te 
un appuntamento-stasera-se tu voi- un po' ubbriago 
rna non troppo-si, un giavano. (To the AMERI~) 
Where will you take her, she asks? 
AMERICAN. ~M phnrFI:88's Q ni If . ~fWh) 
Tell her a restaurant. Ask her if she likes spaghetti. 
ADELE. She prefers meat. 
AMERICAN. All right, meat. She can have anything she 
wants. · "' 
ADELE. (,lnt.o_;p_bone) Va bene. Ciao, Maria. [llan~s 
zw, puts phone back o 1 tYl ls Qt Rigl:t.) 
AMERICAN. Is it all fixed? Did you fix it for me, Mama? 
(''Gz:n;!::s=;;:~a=r=tt::~~) • -
ADELE. (~Writing addr.e.sum b~k.ot envelope) Si. 
I will give you the address. On the Via Angelico. You 
know where? 
AMERICAN. (- ) I'll find it. 
ADELE. You go across the bridge and follow the Lungo 
Tevere. 
AMERICAN. f €5; osses h bBg;) I'll find it all right. I'll 
find it. (< II\ e-omv FK.K _ mAI71M ,.,.o~o. !> 
(ADELE hands him the envelapg, The wind again shakes 
the wooden shutters. The ENGLISHMAN empties his 
glass of wine.) 
ENGLISHMAN. (Rises, crosses up to hall tre§) Time I 
went, too. 
AMERICAN. (.Kim£ AnELE. p '11 I . 1 U) 
Grazie, Mama. 
(DOORREU rings..) 
ADELE. (Sf.aJJ.s-]t.im ) Go out through the garden. 1 d~ 
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not want you seen leaving the house. Come, I'll open the 
gate for you. 
(ADELE and AME.Iuc..w eros 
an i thr 
~it L eft. lt1I.M.I..e_nt ers ..._ ·n 
h arch.) 
ENGLISHMAN. Scum of the earth- (Gets overcoat) In 
the House o' Commons she stood up, her ladyship-- 4 '"1" te t:::: ,-
MIMI. {~ Si. ~ 5 rp, Ca 
(LISA jollo~er.. z~ ith suitcase.) 
Nina has been expecting you. (-&~!Mi .... .__._.,!§ 
i!aJOMI-fl'llh SIJ•-'MI• FWMJiily=:l:e# ) _ 
(LISA~ placing suitcase on floor. 
Signora. Fa fredo, no signora? Accomodatevi, signora. I 
will call Nina. (Crosses to bedroom Right.) v._p sr A \li!.S 
LISA. Grazie. P~-tr ~ o l'tT o .> t.-o It T eA '-~ 
MIMI. The Senora Lisa's here. 
NINA. Thank you, Mimi. (Rising, exits behind screen.) 
(MIMI exits L eft. LISA examines. t k£ room. She is a pretty 
girl, rather tall, with good shoulders, and soft blonde 
hair. She u;ears a raincoat, a grey wool skirt, a wool 
sweater, and because of the cold, tlzick white ski-
stockings and walking-shoes with tasselled laces. sr''~t-;:. "'-" 
AnEr E enten _p sees the girl. L!s• ;t" i" • /' "i6:u: "'td T ~ 
,.8,H #9 wl .ui A~atclti!S::::il.ec.} 
ADELE. Buona sera. (Shiverzn ) Che brutto tempo 
fuori. Even the winters are worse. ( Laaks...inqldrin_gly JJJ. 
tkgirl.) >(t... 
LISA. {117Jldmg ~e.) 1 am Lisa Costa. {'*Nell 
iJIJ~t~e m..;,.! ••ele ) 
ADELE. (Above table- smiling. Shows LTsA to w uch 
J.P.ft) But of course. We were expecting you. oes Nma 
know you are here? 
LISA. The little girl went to call her. ( · 01/.C.h.) 
\ 
\ I 
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The 
And your 
(LIGHTS fade in bedroom.) 
LISA. No, signora. He is not with me right now. ·· •-<""" C. c·-" >~ 
ADELE. Americans-Americans-at night they come .s , r L. 
here. They're lonesome. They drink. I cook an egg if 
they1re hungry. ( · · · . · 
Would you like some vino. They're lonesome. They like it 
here. And the egg I cook tastes- (S~atlitv i gz,._. 
~ better than the eggs of the Army even though they 
have to pay for it. One has only to be a little car,eful of 
the Carabinieri- Otherwige it L not too bad- ·- · 
:-j 
LISA. And your husband? 
ADELE. My husband? Now and then he works- I have 
a son, too-- o one lives-
NINA. (Ca ing from-W.) L sal 
(BP.tl!'i 1 iJee. NrN A enten the....ditJ.in..g.J:IJ.am. 'Fhe.''/ meel 
above dinin ta:bJ,e.. 1-
(~LISA) Cara mia! ou've met Adele? Tl.litr-.> "1'"0 nr:o l-t;. R-
LISA. Yes. ' 
NINA. You'll like the room. Won't she ike the room . 
Adele? · 
ADELE. I had Mimi clean it thoroughly. The Americans 
like everything clean. 
NINA. You'll be very comfortable. You were lucky I 
met you, and that I'm going to Firenza. (Cro sse& Rig!tt, oJt, I"H' 
~8~;,.~ 8~8111fJII~j•rtJ•n Alll'I'IMfl..,-..'"M 'fJ!.M8 filb~ Try , !~'. G' c: 
finding an apartme~H_t~Rome now. ("K'-h :igs tN) It's 
all settled about the ro()m. (126 get rid at AnEr E, ~ 
~!!t~--~~ Adele, go make a cup of coffee. I must 
have a cup of coffee before I go. 
I 
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LISA. Real coffee? 
ADELE. From Nina's captain. 
(i!Ji8.wiN .r.;~· t j a·,·~ · tdlli) . 
What will we do when she goes? My husband- without 
his coffee? x p., "n A~ e. "T""O t ~""~ 
NINA. Lisa's Roberto will bring American coffee. x ,., o•q; 
ADELE. ( · ; ~) Is his name Roberto? 
NINA. Si. (~'dalliiliill!lllllilll-~!dditae;:=Miiiiiiiiiiii..Ailii:LJE;mw­
LlsA. 
LISA. Real coffee? 8 11 J- t.!> •,'.:. ~-~~>J ADELE. {f:niJW""#fiT is II'IN:h.S, 8~ ,, .. , oetl ew 
LeiJJ Wait until you taste it. It won't take long. 
(Se~ ~ l• •uis•h-ei"g 8UPh8tml.) 
NINA. Sits ~t at dining table) I'm exhausted. Such 
a day. Sue excitement. 
LISA. When will he come? 1 A(H. e- tt c.. 
NINA. Who? 
LISA. Your Roberto. 
NINA. Mine? Yours, dear. 
LISA. When will he come? x rn .nol..l' ~r , "HT 
NINA. 'Rises. a;m·lll!f;wse <eAi'ze' ·ail s~.£!2••&t 
osm-etic b411f) I telephoned. · Dio! To telephone an ' 
American! First one answers: who do I want? I say il 
sergente Roberto. Roberto? What Roberto? They never, 
heard of a- {.4b8WB lflble) Roberto in their company': 
Oh, he says-Bob! Si, Bob! Well, he says, this one on 
the telephone, how about me, babbee, instead of Bob? 
Finally he goes. Va Bene. Comes another one to the tele-
phone. Again who do I want. Again the Roberto; again 
the Bob. Then he says: 'allo. 'allo, who's speaking? I 
say Nina. Nina! 
(l#A skyskgf :W"f' llfj MilfltM ~tJtlt'J ~) 
this one shouts, on the telephone. (Loudly) How's the 
old tomato, Nina? Che pomodoro? Who has a tomato? 
But that is how one telephones an American. 
LISA. And when you spoke to him? A) I ,.) n tl ll• 
NINA. Who? 
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LISA. Roberto. 
NINA. He was happy you had agreed. Why not? Look 
how pretty his girl will be. 
LISA. Pretty? 
NINA. But you are pretty. v 
LISA. (Crosses back to dining tabtel'qes, ana this is 
pretty, too. To wait, like this, in a strange house for a 
man I 've never seen. 
NINA. Why do you have to see him? If he's nice, he's 
nice, sight unseen. Listen to me, cara. For three weeks 
he's bother me to introduce him to a nice girl. 
(LISA 4ulws~ J-
Have you eaten today? 
LISA. ( · ~It's not im~t.o tan~, · 
NINA. Have you paid your rent? So?' least ;vidi 
Roberto you'll eat, and you'll have somewhere to live. 
(During the following LISA has to fight back the 
tears.) ... 1~1\ !)l. 
I've told Adele you are married to him. ve explained to 
Roberto how it will be--that you are not a street girl, 
and that the arrangement will be a permanent one. He's 
anxious too. The Army's a cold place. 
LISA. But I can't. 
NINA. You can't what? 
LISA. Make love to a stranger. (U.•!Ug r ;! ' i:h 
slle ea:ases HmM •s :u,ia:llJif'ti:Ji; smea; tlze Jil!'fll peJi•lJ M£ 
i LV g) 
NINA. One learns, 
LISA. Oh, Nina- (·.:;a!el- IIW.i,) 
NINA, V.That do you want me to say? (R8;Mri,.~__,..~-
, I • • -lliO)( '"HQ ,. .. !ll,<;; I h' n . 1 ne 1earns. vne earns everyt mg. rf'l 
Wars are all the same. (.R.f,s-!is) The men become thieves, 
and the women- (~ . .j And it's the 
same everywhere. or.) x OL 1 s, 
LisA. (J r ~ Not in America. -f 1 N A 
NINA. In America, too, if they had gone through what 
we've gone thron!!h. 1-1 C:n T ~:. 1 ~. 
(LISA sits J;iift of dining table.) 
(NINA cross~ to LISA. Gently touching her hrri") No, cara, 
,-;;;- 8E">f: 1:> 
.) 
. '---" 
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one doesn't live as one likes to, but as one must. ('~--­
,., igJ. lt r) Go through the city! On the Corso. on 
the Via Veneto, on all the bridges-it's the same. Every-
where the soldiers and the women. Why? (J'v=a ?"g!c& oj 
· · Because there is nothing else, cara mia, 
~xcept to drink and to make love and to survive. Our 
men ?1 Poof! They guts are gone. Let them whimper and 
shout-the cigarettes they smoke, and the coffee they 
drink, we buy them. 
Lrs'A. ( Loudl · rises I'm not one of the women who 
stand on e n ges. ' 
NINA. Did I say you were? We are all unlucky in the 
same way. We were born, aa_d born women, and in Europe 
during the wars. (Sits above dining table. Clos;n~ her 
cosmetic bag) Besides, who will it harm? Adele will have 
her rent-and if you won't be happier, at least you won't 
be hungrier-
LISA. But what will I say to him? 
NINA. Madonna! 
LISA. I've never gone with a soldier. 
NINA. Ask him how's his old tomato! 
(LISA turns away .-.,; R .J~ 11 • -f-4 • (NINA t~Di'o, you've talked to a man 
before. 
LISA. (Back to NINA) Not the Americans. 
NINA. They speak exactly the same language. 
LISA. (Bitterly) The liberators! n.. 
NINA. (.Rises) We lost the war. 
. LISA. (Moves in to table) Only the war?~1 ~;;~c. NINA. Oh, you make me sick! ( Crosses 1~ c. 
LISA. (Crosses uU to NINA. If · · _ .e) )( 
Yes, he'llTeed me because he's won the war, and that 's 
part of the arrangement, and then after he's fed me we'll 
go to bed, because that's part of the arrangements, too. 
(C-e=aH dgs•w 'Bf~) But why should I be better or differ-
ent than the women standing on the bridges? How stupid 
to think one is different or better. (Ci u.,,;:_s h . ";, c/z, sits 
rieject~ I'll have my American. Everybody has one 
now. 
~10 
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NINA. (En1J1lws.J.;ISA-la ... couch.J.mpat~) No, you'll 
jump in the Tiber. 
LISA. Why not? 
NINA. They'll fish out another fool! 
LISA. There will be one less in the world. 
NINA. ('FH"'" .-.ay) I ought to let you! T Ll 11:.. 111 G A c. I<! 
LISA. It's not important either way. s:A '- & '-'~n 
NINA. (~) Except I went tnrough all the 
trouble of getting you a nice one! 
LISA. You take him. You like Americans. 
NINA. (Crosses down Left, sits n ~ A) 
Like them? Sonfft 1 oiii spit on. You should see their 
officers as I've seen them-what animals! Screaming in · 
the hotel corridors, and such jokes! To them it's a won-
derful joke to hang toilet paper from a chandelier-
LISA. Che brutta guerra. 
NINA. Si. But what shall I do-cry my eyes. out? Or 
jump in the Tiber? There's enough corpses on the bottom 
now-and it's better to eat and f£eart3 &aek~ to go to 
Firenza when one can-
LISA. Or wait for some Roberto. 
NINA. Or wait for some Roberto. 
LISA. But-
(LIGHTS build before ADELE's entrance.) 
NINA. But what?-~ 
LISA. He may not like me. 
NINA. (Looks at her and smiles slightly) Would you 
like to bet? 
ADELE. (£.~r...R~=-Ria~d'm!!Rittrl Eccola! The 
coffee-- Nina, get the cups. 
(NwA..rises; crosses to sideboard far: 
w.ucers.) 
hree cups and 
Sit down, signora. 
-r 
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(Tl!A riw) 
Uco. (Enters tromaz.c.h.) Buona sera. (Cross~ L£jJJ.IJ,.. 
LISA.) 
NINA. Hello, Ugo. O•uua "'"IJ: sJ;W:a 4u=R-tgkF::uf. 
~) ~oc.~ll. 
ADELE. (Introducing tlzeJu_;it.s helo71Ltable. 
NINA also sits.) My husband. This is the Signora Lisa. 
{To Uco) She is taking Nina's room. y S't !. 
(b:sx:sitrf:eft =t•/ I a:bte) 
UGo. Ab! With the American husband- (Shakes hands 
with Lrs~L~~~"" ~· -~ .sitf tJJ~Jl-e; In Milan 
course, it was all before the wa was cqtm1nted with 
an American girl. A school-teacher. At the Hotel Tuscania. 
ADELE. So! 
Uco. An old transgression, my dear. 1920! She was 
making a summer tour. I remember she ate little sand-
wiches, and there was in the hotel a bar with a special 
fountain for American school-teachers-a bar with carbon-
ated water and ice cream-
NINA. Did she enjoy her tour, Ugo? 
Uco. It was 192o-a quarter of a century ago! Besides, 
I bad a great curiosity about American women. 
ADELE. {Rilas IE'i•lt se§es. ,.,; •IIi M!~~ 
Rig/f-. P·itllu "; ,,.,.~eine 9N "9&MfW) Did you satisfy it? 
UGo. To an extent, my dear-to an extent. (.A siglz) 
You see bow far back I have to go to find a pleasant 
memory? (Z 
ADELE. Drink your coffee, Don Giovanni. (~ 
~) 
Uco. Now, of course, the tours are different. There are 
no more school-teachers who eat little sandwiches at the 
Hotel Tuscania. Now there are only soldiers who scratch 
their names on the walls of the Coliseum. 
( 'de--
~) 
I .I 
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(~ t h •u ,,., .. , , t s:c:wxJ:,::ivoka:=sW) Si-among the 
names of the martyrs, and the ghosts of the great gladi-
ators, their names, and some obscure village they come 
from. 
(Il: lA ;j I ; I oN 
ADELE. My husband talks. He talked himself into the 
Regina Coeli once. 
LISA. Have you been in prison, Signor Pulcini? 
Uco. My dear, we have all been in prison. {Rises) It 
was not too unpleasant. ~ 
(NIIl:'t 6;'iXQ(l ' l' &&lJM,) 
My wife used to come with chicken soup- {fA:8:um ~" 
.Jaf:at f Si § ee. ) 
ADELE. While he played cards in his cell. 
Uco. { !Wg'a i t•/ 1•eltQr) Nina, would you possess, my 
dear, an American cigarette? All day long I have smoked 
nothing but N azioJ\Ules. 
NINA. (~~~i&'f h-im pack.) For a martyr? 
(Durin ~ lzer line..tlJe DOORBELL r.iniZ) 1 
Ah! Finalmente-here he is. (Goes to arck: exits. Rig/JJ.) 
' Ni-NA ~lm, Roberto. 
Uco. Your husband, Sig- You're late. nere w~re 
nora, does he like Italy? you? We're-ail waiting fcrt 
LISA. I don 't know. you. 
c. RoBER • smcy:-
ADELE. I'm sure he likes America better. 
Uco. Some of them like Italy. 
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Uco. Buona sera. 
NINA. (Taking RoBER.T's_al tevtion 
Signora Pulcini- Fl 
(RoBERT shakes ADELE's ....w.wow.-~o~-• ollol-.1~~.__. 
ROBERT. 
Signor Pulcini-
ADELE. Sit down. (.• ·' 7 ' ' :.) il 
NINA. (Down to rocker) This is Roberto. Guarda! 
(~~iiiPI'!!:,.f'l'!a"""'os;,.·,ubllfl!o~'lliL:.u~f~•-~~•;,_' ,_,~lia!lrJ) Isn't he intelligent-
looking for an American? 
Uco. I was asking your wife, Signor 
before you c;.a~me , if you like Italy? 
RoBERT. (Xo LISA) Do I? 
(Sh e. daem't answer.) 
Yes, I think it's pretty nice. .v 
Uco. But very much destroyed, no? 
ROBERT. No. Surprisingly. I didn't expect it to be as 
nice as it is. As a matter of fact- ( .o t J .-ISA) it's 
much prettier than I thought it would be. rv '"' 
ANTONIO. (Enters from arch) Mama- Ma chiamato 
quicetundo? 
ADELE. No-
Uco. (StoPs ANTONIO: RoBERT rises) Antonio-
ANTONIO. Scusi. 
ADELE. This is my son, Antonio-
ROBERT. Hello. (!19j;1:s od Jh tl.) 
ANTONIO. (Curtl:;t; at sideb11ard, getting cup,-tlumrsit-
ting Uft:JJ~~) Hello. • 
NINA. (Looking at.her watch) Dio l The timet ld.!o~~""-'-==• 
~t=I;Peom;h.) My captain will kill me. (~~ 
-tabl a izrmd ri) U go, arriverderci. Robert--
arri verderci-
ROBERT. Goodby, Nina-and thanks. 
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NINA. ( -~ Be good to her- Until I return. "~D~&.~;;u.;.:.~::::.::r 
(Cz:a.ues ta ANTONIO) Come, I'll kiss you, too. 
ANTONIO.(~) No, grazie. 
NINA. Not even a little one? 
ANTONIO. Save it for the Alleati. 
NINA. What a grateful son you have, Adele. r~ 
'{Jn-~J::J:c;'..ill'r.) ~ E T U7 T 0 · • 
ANTONIO. I kissed better girls in the Libyan desert. 
NINA. But dirtier. 
ANTONIO. Only the skin. 
NINA. Are you insulting me, caro mio? 
ANTONIO. Who could insult you, carissima? 
ADELE. Hurry, you'll miss your train. (Pushes suit-
cases out to her) Adio! ~0~';,..:1:.;.· ~;.;..;...l..:~• 
(NINA takes suitcases. They wave goodbyes. She gnes, 
~')! Ani:L.¥, ofl...11zwWuJ,r.c.h..) 
Uco. Firenza .' Ho;_, far is it? A hundred and fifty kil-
ometers! But now it's a tremendous journey. 
(A paz'tSe.) 
ROBERT. (Crosses ~lw•'e dining ~ttble, SlltJ" down to 
UGo) I'm sorry- (Offering one) Cigarette? 
Uco. (Takes one) Grazie. 
RoBERT. (To ANTONIO) Smoke? 
ANTONIO. (Taking a blue crumpled pack from his 
pocket) I prefer these. 
ROBERT. (Keeps holding cigarettes out) Nazionales? 
Pretty bad, aren't they? 
ANTONIO. But they are ours. 
(ROBERT looks at him, smiles, shrugs a bit, takes a cig(Z-
rette. Moving slowly down to couch.) 
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Uco. What a day it was the day you took Rome. What 
a celebration! (e. aa ¥4 ,-.aa ' tuMr ) Were you 
here that day, Signor Roberto? 
RoBERT. (As lze sits qn couch) Slightly. 
Uco. What a festal Do you r~member, Antonid, how at 
three o'clock in the morning the people were dancing in 
the streets? Nobody could sleep-
ANTONIO. r~·m,' Iii,, l \ gill,. Flit) Per-
haps we celeb~ted too soon, Papa. 
Uco. I remember at midnight on the third of June--all 
day the columns of Germans passing and passing. For 
ten hours-uninterrupted! The Via Aurelia full of soldiers 
and machines, all going North. c. 
(ANTONIO crosses down to rocker; · ) 
Then in the morning, closer, closer. Nobody sleeps, 
nobody could rest- And that evening- (RiJ!':;s c,,tS"n 
~~ · · ablt; to Tejl:ofdt;) dark-I am 
in the house. One o'clock- I slept, and then a noise out-
side my window. I stuck my head out. Outside, on the 
street, an armored car. I thought-a German? Or per-
haps- perhaps I And I ran down into the street. What is 
it? I shouted- English? And somebody said- No, no , 
Americano! 
(ROBERT laughs.) 
And the men are from Chicago I A thousand things ran 
through my head- I was crazy- and I shouted, because 
I could think of nothing else to shout-
(ROBERT laughs.) 
Vive la Chicago! \Vhat a celebration! What a fiesta it 
was that day! 
ANTONIO. (Interrupting) Yes. We are liberated, no, 
Signor? X R --1-i ~ 
.. 
RoBERT. Sure you are. 
Y 
A~TONI~. ( Ru:&:£.eh"S,Ii4lrf'lr0u'"'~" es~q'"'P""C~etfmtt~err ;thholds «f kciga(rEett~ )~ ~:;11 ' ' 
ou re qmte ng t. r c1gare tes, ey stm . xtts \l'IIJL e::. 
!:!J!.) -
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UGo. (Looks after the boy, troubled) Scusati. Antonio 
-Antonio, wait- ( Crosses up Left and follows him out.) 
(There is a brief pause. LIGHTS start to fade, leat'ing 
tlzem in pool of light.) 
I 
RoBERT. (~6t1 filr~) Six months. You wouldn't 
think it had been that long. (Crosses to phone table to 
put-out his cigarette.) 
LISA. What? 
RoBERT. The liberation. It's only six months. (Crosses 
back to couch) We're coming to the first Christmas we've 
had since it. 
LISA. Have you been in Italy Ion ? 
ROBERT. Long enough. (..SH ~l.ISA) 
Doesn't it ever snow in Rome? 
LisA. No. 
RoBERT. Never? 
LISA. If you like snow you should go to Switzerland. 
RoBERT. I might at that. One thing about a war, you 
travel. Switzerland ani:l snow. Have you been in Switzer-
land? I:;)IC. reo . 0- . s .... 
LISA. (Rising.) Before the war. ( CnlsJ.£.s_ to~Center,T'f'l e t-1:-
belMtr table.) 
RoBERT. (Rises) I meant before the war. Nobody 
travels nQ,Y£ but thl( armies. And that's no way to travel. 
(W.OSsd-tu 'fr 9 What did Nina tell the Pulcinis? That I 
was your husband? \ 
LISA. Yes. l ) 
ROBERT. When were we married? 
LISA. (Forcing joviality) A year ago. 
RoBERT. Oh. (Pause) Was it a nice wedding? 
LisA. I don't know. I wasn't there. -
RoBERT. Do you ha1re " ~arn :l ,· ? 
LISA. ( . .). My father. 
RoBERT. In Rome? 1 1 • I 
LISA. No- In Genoa. (Sa palitel'JI1 You bombed 
Genoa and my father thought I would be safer in Rome. 
• 
• 
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ROBERT. Who, me? (Crossincr u above table I didn't 
bomb Genoa. 
A YourcountDnUen. ~~~_.~~~ 
__, .................. "9t6'll~T:. Oh. (Slight pause) Genoa's in the north, isn't 
it? Where Columbus came from? 
LisA. Yes. , - ._ 
RoBERT. Sure, I rememberAHe used to sit on the dock 
and look out at the sea. I read that somewhere-in high 
school. 
LISA. Have you been in Europe before? 
ROBERT. I haven't been any place before. I grew up 
when Americans considered it was unpatriotic to travel to 
Europe. 
LISA. Unpatriotic? 
RoBERT. Europe was- (Searching far ward) decadent. 
A good American stayed home and discovered the beau-
ties of Buffalo. 
LISA. Buffalo? But that is an American animal. 
RoBERT. (Laughs. b'of~JJes &Man'tl table to Right) It 
was. Now it's just an American city. 
LISA. (~mtm-to:::rock-er-, s#s) America is SO rich. 
ROBERT. The country is. 
LisA. Are you? 
ROBERT. Am I what? 
LISA. Rich. 
RoBERT. No, I'm one of the poor ones. (SUs Rigli f 
dining table) Why? Are you disappointed? 
LISA. I? No. Why should I be? 
RoBERT. I thought Nina might have said I was one of 
the rich ones. 
LISA. Do you like Italy? 
RoBERT. There's a lot of churches. 
LISA. America has many churches, too, hasn't it? >(OtC 
RoBERT. Yes, but we scatter them more. ~ I .. 
LISA. St. Paul's very beautiful. People come from all 
over the world to see the cloisters at St. Paul's. 
RoBERT. Well, St. Paul's- 1 ( 
LISA. Don't you like St. Paul's? 
ROBERT. Oh, I like it. But nothing happens to me when 
• 
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I see it. (~SSMAgfJ lima~ I mean, I look at it and 
there it is-a church. How old are you? ~-..~o....;-.-c&.a.. 
LISA. Why? 
ROBERT. I've been standing here t,rying to guess. 
LISA. It doesn't matter, does it? 
RoBERT. No, it doesn't matter. (G1ass8s ;, a oJs1) Two 
things sumrised me. You're young and you're pretty. 
LISA. Shoula I have been old and ugly? 
ROBERT. Well, I just didn't think you'd be that pretty. 
Do you know many soldiers? 
LISA. What do you mean? 
RoBERT. Nothing. But there's so many soldiers in Rome. 
LISA. Are there? 
RoBERT. A lot of the girls like the soldiers. C:J 
LISA. (Coldly . ~) How fortunate for the soldiers;~ ~-­
RoBERT. Well, a lot of them do . ..,._.u... .............. ...._..~ ........ -.4.. ....... ..__--..;'-= 
ADELE. (Enters from arch. She is surprised to see them 
still in the dining room. Crosses down Center) Oh, I for-
got. Nina did not show ou the room. I'll show you. It's 
up this way. " .-
(ABBU 8,.9SS88 18 8a.-ah, jottrJwerJ by !R:8til!RI. 6e•6 
etJa•s, tttt 1:s·up ftJ t::tS+t.) 
The doors back there lead to the garden. You can come 
in that way if you wish- Are these things yours? 
(~~>u fJf6lis ..; Lls,..'s SNi6e~. 
~ 
RoBERT. Here, I'll take that. 
ADELE. Here-this must be yours. (To LISA) Tell me, 
Cara, where were you married? In Rome? ' 
ROBERT. In Naples. 
ADELE. Really? 
LISA. Yes. In Naples. -~ 
ADELE. (Crosses ·~C.~) Bella Napoli. Is it as 
destroyed as they say? 
LISA. Terribly. (Crosses tq AmLE.) 
ADELE. ( k_she ent bedr. om. LIGHT, 1ad~· 
b d~jade au.t..i.u.iiiiiii!,g.w.JJ.Jn) Once upon a time. 
]Joe •<. clo) 
WJ.1 1~11..J:1T' ~.~:-t. 
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how they sang! (Crosses to to straighten it.) 
(They follow.) 
RoBERT. (~e , they ~n't sing now. 
ADELE. (At foot of bed, picks up magazine) Here it is. 
Not much, but clean. 
ROBERT. What's out there? (Indicating window. Puts 
bag on chair, cap on table.) 
ADELE. The Via Flaminia. And the river. 
(l.IeA ePtJJJes belzintl sc; een l!Jtd tif's;s 1101 Qtul g'o2l££ 
O"-'tabl, t-~:rerl~f!km.) 
Well-if you need anything, call me. 
LISA. Buonanotte. 
(ADELE exits. Crosses to living room with magazine she 
has taken off bed, puts it on sideboard, exits Left.) 
RoBERT. It's cold. (Takes scarf off, hangs it on screen, 
then puts suitcase Right on trunk, takes out packagev "\ 
then crosses to table Left) There's a big villa at Anzio. I~ 
the pine wood. Do you know it? I guess it belonged to 
some duke. The duke has quite a library. Or he had. H~~u )( v 
probably doesn't have it any more. ~ J:.. 
LISA. (~iH Rit,M "n heri) No? Why? Ill ~~'tt. 
ROBERT. ( fuftin g thin gx qn tqhle l Oh, • when I was. 
there, there was a lieutenant in the library. The lieuten-
ant was cold. He was feeding the duke's nice Latin 
illuminated manuscripts into a cozy fire. 
LISA. Yes? · 
ROBERT. Nothing. He was feeding them into the fire. 
He was cold. 
LISA. It must be wonderful. _ 
RoBERT. What? 
LISA. To be an American and to be the conqueror of 
Europe. 
RoBERT. (Taking off jacket) It's all right. 
LISA. Wherever you go, flowers, and the people cheer-
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ing. You are the liberatori. And drinking wine. And then 
the girls, every place. 
RoBERT. I missed a couple of places. (Crosses Center, 
'9ft let~el with Lr~.) 
LISA. Did you know girls in Africa? 
RoBERT. Yes, I knew girl s in Africa. 
LISA. In Naples? 
RoBERT. Yes-in Naples. 
LisA. Where else? 
RoBERT. Caserta. 
LisA. I think the Americans are liars. 
ROBERT. ( eross~s, . t:t ) Why do you say 
they're liars? 
LISA. They make many promises. But they don't keep 
them. 
RoBERT. Depends on the promise . . 
LISA. I think they are~up4t,( f O. - - L 1 
RoBERT. Oh, come on a t!tWe-tJtt t>f ~verytTiltTR'"". !;;L..Qo..L. .. '-~...-il.. 
-Listen. L..:i-. 
(~ L9!J:JL) 
( Cro wle., Qpens package, picks up cake...l!11:fi: 
kni e) Would you like fruit cake? My mother keeps send-
ing me fruit cake, and I hate it. 
LisA. ( -R:f5.Bs, CYJ.SM:.1 k, puH pttne sn sttitcllSe) 
What does your fiancee send you? 
RoBERT. My what? -L~~~--~~~~ 
LisA. Your fiancee. 
RoBERT. She neglects me. 
LISA. Does she? 
RoBERT. Well, if I had one, she'd neglect me. (J2JJ.ers 
cake.) 
LISA. (I gn111ing cake) I think the people despise you. 
(Throws coat on suitcase.) 
RoBERT. Do they? 
LisA. You are arrogant and loud and stupid, and they 
despise you. 
RoBERT. It's pretty hard despising a Sherman tank. 
LISA. The Conquistatori! · 
RoBERT. Baby, it's better than being defeated. _ 
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LisA. Italy is not defeated. 
RoBERT. No? She's giving a pretty good imitation of 
it. (~ses rrmk-) Wouldn't you like to try my moth=t ~ · • u 
er's fruit cake? -+J:\d~ 
LISA. Italy has been invaded by barbarians before. 
ROBERT. BywhatL~~~~~~L-~~~~ 
LisA. Barbarians! 
ROBERT. Now I'm a barbarian. 
LISA. You are giving a good imi 
ROBERT. (Nettled) Look, bab·-", ~~_,;~ave Leon-
ardo da Vinci, but we've got U. S. Steel. 
LISA. Steel rusts. 
RoBERT. Da Vinci peels-
LISA. It lasts longer than metal! )<: «' · • J i. ·-
ROBERT. But it ain't so hot on a tank, now, is it? (JlJJ::: 
ha-ppil:Jl,) How about some chocolate? Wouldn't you like 
some chocolate? ( G;auef,.ta table ) Q 
LISA. (Starting to take oft sweater. crosse.)' u.Ji"i1rteettd 
~) Why do the Americans boast so much? 
RoBERT. (Starting to take of!_ tie) 'Why do the Italians 
complain so much 
LISA. We've suffered! 
RoBERT. We didn 't cause it. 
LisA. You've bombed our cities. 
ROBERT. The Germans were in them. 
LISA. And now you! 
ROBERT. (Trying not to be angry) Be grateful. If we 
hadn't walked up here from Salerno, you'd still be doing 
the Jerry's laundry-
LISA. Perhaps it ·would have been better! 
ROBERT. Would it? 
LISA. (Crosses down to trunk. readiu.s.tiJJU£ Whe.s) 
Yes! 
ROBERT. I'll invite the Jerries back. 
LISA. We don't wanlfi'H&~ of you! 
ROBERT. (~ llii13j"No? 
LISA. No! (Starts Putting sweater back on.) 
RoBERT. ( Q;_oss s t ' lowl _ Maybe it was easier 
sleeping with a kraut-
r l r 
Q 
0 
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LISA. That's a lie! 
ROBERT. (Cez:tz:.q,nting her. ) Don't tell me you ate 
bananas out of t: e anana trees while the Jerries were 
here. 
LISA. We fought them-! 
RoBERT. Where? In bed? ("t;:4 £"~,...slaps /tim OBERT, as r 
sWs 'Jler~ ; g at trunk.) 
Baby, I told you--=you lost this war. Where are you 
going? 
LisA. Out. rz e c,!?. ~a" 1 ~!l "'"~ »\~ tJ 
RoBERT. (Pushing her down on bed) There's nothing 
outside. -
LISA. Let me go, please. 
ROBERT. God, you Italians have a temper! Do you 
always blow your to like that?_/ 
(The LIG TS flicker. This happens frequently in 
this city of broken power mains. The LIGHTS 
flicker again.) • 
Oh my God. I think we're having powerhouse trouble 
again. Why don 't you people get your city fixed up? You 
don 't happen to have a flashlight, do you? I think we're 
going to need one. (Goes Left to table.) 
(The LIGHTS dim, qnd go out.) 
(RoBERT li_ghts candle GNable with his lighter.) Lisa-? 
(There is no answer from LISA.) 
I'm sorry about the slap. 
(A pause.) 
Lisa, can you hear me? I'm sorry. And it's not true. About 
the girls, I mean. (He waits.) It's been a long time. A 
long time since I've been with a girl. And I'm noty our 
enemy. Lisa! (Whistles. Picks up a small package.) ·no 
you know what this is? (Crosses to bed) Soup. You 
wouldn't think they could put soup into a little package 
like this, and send it all the way across the ocean. (Kneels) 
All you have to do is drop it into a pot of water and boil 
it five minutes and there it is-soup. My mother sent it. 
LISA. (Slowly) In such a small package? 
RoBERT. Sure. (Tentatively) Wouldn't you like me to 
-r-
~ ,.0 
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cut you a piece of the fruit cake? (Crosses to table, gets 
cake and extends it to her.) 
fMIJSIL.stmts..J 
Please. 
LISA. (Taking it at last) Grazie. 
RoBERT. Taste it. It's real good. I don't like cake, but 
when my mother sends something it 's pretty good. (He 
watches her taste the cake.) Isn't it good? 
LISA. Bonissimo. 
RoBERT. (Moves ~closer, next to bed) It came all the 
way from America. '~ 
END OF ACT ONE 
ACT TWO 
ScENE I 
TIME: Early evening of the following day. 
AT RISE : ANTONIO is sitting on rocker. Finished with his 
meal, he is now reading a slim book. 
LISA is in bedroom by table. 
On the table in the bedroom, where he left them 
the previous evening, are RoBERT's gifts. LISA now, 
after a moment, begins to gather up the food from 
the table. She carries it into the dining room~ 
LISA. (Se ~TQNIO) s fusati. I was looking for you 
mother. ( T•<rn to le e.) ~M-!s'T::! ~ ~ ~ rl 
ANTONIO. Aspete, Signora. (!dJJJ,jj Mama.~~ •I 
ADELE. Che e? 
ANTONIO. E la, Signora Lisa. 
ADELE. (E11tet:s fJ.i) B o2,a s ra.f> T' t r--.-:- 1 
LISA. (Cross es down J ' .o ) Buona sera. Will 
you take these, Signora?-Ther~'s to~much. 
ADELE. (Pleased) 'fi rat ie. 'Mff . A:nd coffee-guarda, 
chocolate, too. ( AJ,.-.dining 00/, , i~~60ltete 
bfU' f&d ofje1' some t :ANT6NIO>.) What is this? (Holds 
up _smallj ackage.) 
LISA. Soup. 
ADELE. Soup? But how? In a package? 
LisA. It is dried soup. 
ADELE. Another miracle. They put everything in pack-
ages. (Shakes the package) Well-one can't die from it. 
Sit down, Signora. (~) Have some coffee? 
LISA. No, grazie. ..5 J ;. " 
32 
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ADELE. I just made it. (Craues to sideboard , gets clean 
cups. Puts up dirty plate and cup.) 
(LISa e: DJ:Jes. R~lm;#tmUy sits abD!It: •ttble.) 
Did you sleep well? Did the room please your husband? 
LISA. Yes. r ,-.._,,_ _ _ 
ADELE. (Pours coffee) In the ol<Ul~~I~'{<l.tli~t have 
thought of renting a room. But no# 11it!~ fhe last of 
Nina's captain. 
ANTONIO. Good. 
ADELE. (Craue s to ANTQNIQ u#h c~) Why? Good we 
had the coffee. You drink it. 
ANTONIO. (T.ake t cUft),R_eJuct?,Qtl • 
ADELE. ( Cro_s.s~~ 'Rfe~~fi!i., -b'i!tM~~,...~ 
ANTONIO. Scusa. Do you know Leopardi? t 1 
LISA. Leopardi? The poems? 
ANTONIO. Si. 
LISA. I know very little poetry. 
ANTONIO. 0 patria mia, I see the walls and the arches 
and the columns and the images anrl the he11aldic shields 
of our ancestors, (. · , , .f.IN: 2D D~· tab"te) but the 
glory I do not see. '('l' · ~ d-) A captain's coffee I see. 
(P-6UIS a J:inlf) Signor Roberto is a Sergente, isn't he? 
LisA. Yes. >L • 
ADELE. Al!mult1 nrt!'irtis that in our Army he was an 
officer. That is something to boast about. 
ANTONIO. ( Lo~ii ,I am not boasting, Mama tx. •• • 
(ADELE to · !fl .) 
'{(ir01r:. .. · · · · · . ~) It doesn't matter 
what I was. What I was exists only in the Libyan desert. 
I only meant a girl like you, Signora, might have married 
one of their officers. 
LISA. Was I unfortunate? 
ANTONIO. No. I suppose their corporals are richer than 
our colonels. :> .,.,-
(:biBJ\ I iJt:J.) 
What does your husband do, Signora-in America? 
LISA. In America? 
ANTONIO. Yes. When he is a civilian. When the war is 
over. 
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LISA. He is studying to be a lawyer. {Gfcesses Lef~.) 
ADELE. A lawyer? Very good. 
ANTONIO. (r;.,.6sses to usA Le-f~, a~~­
-Polit~) He doesn't look like a lawyer. But then, even 
their priests-have you noticed their priests?-they don't 
look like priests either. Their priests look like soccer 
players. 
(LisA etrmes t~fJ by Righ~ ehair by-sidefHJar~.) 
ADELE. The military one 
ANTONIO. {To ADELE ~Dn:o-"'!w~e'-:e~v~e:::r-:s~e~e.,.a~n==y~ing but 
their military ones? u::f::rsA~J:;eans=:bac-k) Do you 
know, Sianora whe I left in my transport from Augusta 
to sail for nca, tliere was a time when I thought I would 
enjoy the war. I thought war was something like fire 
fighting: a great blaze, j nd t ~,.ru ~fLU together, work-
ing to put it out. But how w'll ng !'was. War is the opposite 
of men working together. It · ore than ever only men 
trying to save themselv~ll e rately. At Bardia I was 
cured of being a fool about war forever. (GFgsses Ri~bt 
to plume table.) 
L~sA. (~s) Were you at Bardia? (Crosstl$ down to 
Rk/!t o nmg t@l, .) 
ANTONIO. Yes·. 
LISA. During the great retreat? (bf=gues tg Att'F()mo.) 
ANTONIO. ( IS~ Nineteen days. From 
December fourth to the twenty-third. See how I remember 
the dates? Everything in history vanishes but the dat,l!: - l... 
I tell myself it is pointless to remember any of it~ 
the tanks burned at El Aden, how the Britifib st rafed us 
at Bir El Acroma. Nevertheless, I remember.T tell myself 
that I am no longer the African lieutenant ; my war is 
over; there was nothing in Africa but sand and death and 
illusion. Nevertheless, I remember. You see, Signora-! 
envy an American like your h,.1~~~.<> "!i .' ..,. ~ 
LISA. Envy him? (~ove dtninl! tabie ~a>.) P-... 15E= S~"'r' ~ tJ ~{.,""' v _.• 
ANTONIO. ( ~ ~ He nas an army he IS not 
ashamed of. I env him the fact that he has not had to 
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endure a defeat or remember a desertion. (Abruptly) Are · 
you happy, Signora? 
LISA. ( ~ Happy? 
ADELE. Why shouldn 't she be happy? 
ANTONIO. I m,with a foreigner. 
LISA. (P!~&h _.., t(J;bte) They are generous, and 
not all of them are alike. (Gf<-9sses r:ep Right.) 
ANTONIO. I simply asked. (b¥oHes 1'f le gel 68(!;~ f1'9M 
hell-mt:) 
(DOORBELL rings.) 
ADELE. Your husband, Sign ta J. 1 z tl 1 c. v " 
ANTONIO. Scusati. (Exits , b~lh him.) 
ADELE. Now he'll go to the hotel and play billiards .) 1 ~ 
(BoroGININI JWieJ:S from arclt . He is carrying a carton of 
cigarettes which has been torn open. MIMI, who has 
opened the door for him, follows him.) 
BoLOGININI. (Putting carton on dining table) Guarda! 
Look what they have done to me! 
ADELE. What is it-cigarettes? 
BOLOGININI. (Holds up contents of Cfr4D~A_st g_wJ~ 
Dung! Disguised as cigarettes! Two thousand hre ·r paid. 
ADELE. But how? '"'f--o C:.. 'IJ{l).. 
(RoBERT enters arch.) 
BoLOGININI. In the cafe. There was a soldier-from 
Brooklyn-
ADELE. And you bought them from him? 
BoLOGININI. Can I distrust the whole world? (f,;ro~ses­
Rigltt:o:te=get=t'kth<et= ADI;;r;;F-j Two thousand lire I paid! 
And when I opened it up-this! (Throws down the carton 
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on dining table. Sees LisA, takes off hat; to LrsA) Bolo- .( 
ginini is my name, Signora. Bologinini. • 11 • I! 
LISA. Yes? 
BoLOGININI. Say it! Say it aloud! 
LISA. Bologinini. 
BoLOGININI. Eh! (Kisses fingers) There it is. She says 
i . Does' it s<;rqnd like the name of a fool? Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt- Winston Churchill-Joseph Stalin-Enrico 
Bologinini! Is there a difference? ( To RoBERT) Names! 
>( ~y should Bo oginini be the name of a fool? Explain it 
fdf d'le. Have I t "eyes than they have? Less fingers? 
The organs of my body are different? Explain it to me! 
{To ALL) Why should Bologinini be the name of a fool? 
(Exits arch.) 
ADELE. (E llows him up and off) Stai tranquillo, Signor 
Bologinini. Succeda a tutto quando. ~ 
Q.e>J.. "' 1(1:) 1PI• L ~ t& , ,.. AP' t 
(RoBERT laughs, while MIMI piles everything from table 
onto tray, also tray and dishes on dining table, and 
exits Left.) 
LISA. The man paid for them. There isn't much to 
laugh at in that. . ., ~ 'l '" 
RoBERT. Well, it must have been pretty funny when he 
opened that carton. 
(LISA crosses · past ROBERT up Right to corridor to bed-
room. LIGHTS fade up in bedroom and out in dining 
room.) 
LISA. I don't think so. "+o 
RoBERT. (Crosses up to bedroom) All right. It wasn't 
funny. I bought a clock so Adele won't have to knock on 
the door in the morning. See. (Sounds alarm, puts clock 
on the table.) 
(LISA sits Right on be , takes off stockings.) 
That looks almost matrimonial, doesn't it-the clock and 
the bed? That's your valise, isn't it? ('P~. 
vP 
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'Et1:1ee {}-etmt tntd-ptlt$ it on screen. Takes · et'mcmt 
jr.om coat-pocke1.} 
LISA. (Makin.g_th.e_hed) Yes. 
ROBERT. Why don't you unpack it? 
(She doesn't answer. ) 
(He crosses down to table with bottle of Vermouth.) Do 
you know-! was afraid, when I came here tonight, you 
might not be here. (At table, pours two drinks.) 
LISA. Were you? 
RoBERT. I was afraid I'd arrive and there would be 
nobody here but the Pulcinis and some excuse. 
LrsA.. What would you have done? 
ROBERT. I don't know. 
LISA. You would have found somebody else. There are 
other girls in the city. 
RoBERT. (Cro....s. to bed) Want some of this? 
LISA. I don't want any. 
RoBERT. (Pours her drink into his) What did you do 
with the stuff I left here this morning? (Cr~ack to 
nrrrre . .. ~• u.t ft9'1t!C1's-~lfftl:l:-;tttritnv~t.J 
LISA. I gave them to Adele. 
RoBERT. Oh. (Drinks the Vermouth. R.fse$, ~!es 
ight) You were sleeping when I woke up. You were all 
cuddled up. (Sf r You looked cute. 
LisA. (Taking off her stockings) Cute? 
RoBERT. Carina. We say cute. ..._., 
LISA. Cute. What words they- (Rises. Crosses I::t:# to 
wash stand) use for endearments. Babbee, darleeng, (Ex-
amines stockings for runs) cute. What a language for love. 
Everything is said with the teeth. The, the- (Throws 
stockings in basin, crosses down to table, picks up soap.) 
RoBERT. The-the- It doesn't sound hard to me. (He 
rises.) 
LISA. (At wash stand, pours water) Italian is soft, and 
musical. And the language says exactly what it means. 
The! (Contemptuously) What is it? Masculine? Femin-
ine? 
RoBERT. It's neuter. 
LISA. (Rubbing soap into stockings) The! In Italian 
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nothing is neuter. The article agrees with the noun. Mascu-
line or feminine. 
ROBERT. That's fine. I like that. I don't think things 
should be neuter either. 
LISA. I mean the language. 
RoBERT. Lisa, I was pretty happy-last night-,-
LISA. Grazie. I'm glad you were pleased. 
RoBERT. Weren't you? 
(She doesn't answer.) l 
(He opens tie and collar, sits on bed.) Do you know 
Piombino? A little town, up North? 
LISA. Why? 
RoBERT. They billeted me in a shelled house in Piom-
bino. There was an orchard outside. It had fig trees and 
peach trees. And a vegetable patch with tomato vines. 1'1 
ate more tomatoes in Piombino than I ever ate in my life . • 
Salt and fresh tomatoes-they were wonderful. (~ 
a inle.) 
(A pause.) . 
That house in Piombino was the only time I ever slept in a 
bouse in Italy before. I put my army raincoat under my' ' 
blanket and used it as a pillow. Last night I thought: here 
it is, a real pillow in a real bed, and both of them clean. 
( Finlm rin-tl, 'C'Fosses ttJ tab'ti , 'fJUts J 
(A longish pause.) 
LisA. Antonio asked me today what you do in America. 
(~~~ 1 
RoBERT. (!fan tri mu•ett8 hg~ What did you say? 
(~rm· ack o~.) 
LISA. That you were studying to be a lawyer. 
RoBERT. Who, me? I'm no lawyer. I'm not even an 
engineer. (Sits rmrbed) I used to work for a newspaper. 
LISA. (Hopefully) A journalist? 
RoBERT. No. Not even a journalist. I used to sell ads. 
LISA. Ads? 
ROBERT. Advertisements. Like these. (.Rises; crosses 
down 'R1ght to .t • gets newspaper; indicates ads in 
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JLewspaper. Crosses to her.) That isn't much to boast of to 
Antonio, is it? 
(A pause.) 
What are you thinking? 
LisA. Nothing. 1 
RoBERT. {Takes clothesline frrJ'm Iter) ' Here. (~ses 
up~'"''With-ti11,£; sets it in up Right corner.) Would you 
have liked me to be an officer and a lawyer? 
LISA. Non importa. 
RoBERT. You always say that. 
LISA. What? 
RoBERT. Non importa. 
LISA. (Shrugging) But nothing is. You are not a lawyer. 
{Hangs stockings on line.) I am not a prima ballerina. 
(Crosses back to wash stand.) 
RoBERT. (Crosses down Right of bed) We're only like 
the two things in y~ language: masculine and feminine. 
ISA rosses Set' . ~~ tJJll&. ..;..ller 
~eeves:) 
Do you go to church Sunday? 1 
LISA. Why do you ask? 
RoBERT. I thought you might like to go to Lake Brae- 1 ~ 1"1 "' '~ 
ciano. I could get a jeep from my company. Would you like 
to go? If you don't go to church, that is. 
LisA. (Wiping hands) I have nothing to go to church 
for. 
RoBERT. Well, people go to pray. 
LISA. I'm in anger with God. (Puts towel on screen.) 
RoBERT. (Amused by the phrase) All right. We'll go to 
Bracciano. 
(~tmes -down~ight ttrSit-an~runk.) ;< 
You're not in anger with Lake Bracciano, are you? (T?J 
. . P-tJ'Ufs dn'ltk..) Y'know, there's a fellow in 
my outfit in love with a girl. An Italian girl. He's mar-
tied. But he's going home and he's going to get divorced 
ll.nd then he's coming back for her. _ _ -c-_ 
LISA. ( Artrunk, takes out como 
believes him? 
RoBERT. Sure. 
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LISA. What a fool. He'll never come back. 
RoBERT. (~) He might. Boats go both ways. And 
he says he will. >< 
LisA. He won't. e 1 use her and that will be all. 
ROBERT. (Sits chair Left with glass) You don't trust 
anybody, do you t You don't think anybody keeps a 
promise. 
LISA. Words don't make flour. 
RoBERT. What the hell is that? A proverb? ~ 
LisA. Yes. 
RoBERT. You seem to know a lot about men and their 
promises. 
LISA. You know how experienced we Italians are. 
RoBERT. How many men have you known? 
LISA. Hundreds. 
RoBERT. (Smiles) I wouldn't be surprised. ~ ..> 
LISA. Of course. I have a different one in every city. 
Rich, too. Doctors, lawyers, engineers. That's why I'm 
here in this room with you. Because I know so many men 
and I've had so many lovers. 
RoBERT. Do you have a proverb about happiness? 
LISA. Only that God sends flies to the starved horse. 
(P-HI'fas ;ttt;es uf Magam,re.) 
ROBERT. How about a proverb about how happiness 
doesn't gather moss or something? Don't you have a 
proverb like that? 
LISA. No. 
RoBERT. Too bad. Happiness isn't neuter. How's that 
for a proverb? L..• ' 1 ~ 
LISA. ((M~Uifrlo bed-ln..a~arMie, Jits, lies down) 
You're drunk. 
ROBERT. I'm not drunk. (Puts do'IIJ7J gkus.) 
(Pause.) r• . r 'O 
Last night I knew you didn't want me. I thought you ' 
would-later. But that wasn't important. It was just the 
fact that you were here. And I couldn't tell you that. I 
thought you wouldn't understand-how tremendous it 
was, just your being here-- Besides, you didn't run away, 
and I was afraid you might. 
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LISA. I did run away. {_Rises to ~) This morning. 
(.Wit~~~.) 
ROBERT. (Turns .. lt:ttt Settred:=J . ~ Why? 
LISA. Because I saw myself in that mirror. 
RoBERT. 'Where did you go? 
LISA. (~ .B.EB.X) Do you know the French 
hotel on the Corso? 
RoBERT. No. 
LISA. It is very elegant. The French military have it. 
Isn't it funny that I should think a French hotel would be 
different than a hotel run by the English or the Americans? 
RoBERT. Go on. · _ \"' 
LISA. He was a French major. ·He admired Siena. Have 
you seen the Pinturicchios in Siena? 
RoBERT. No. 
LISA. They have real gold and real jewels, the Pinturic-
chios in Siena. ( &un~Hltmm!'UJ~II=-kne~ls on-it) The 
major admired painting of such wealth. 
RoBERT. (Rises to C£.nta) What did he want? 
LISA. Want? 
RoBERT. The Frenchman. What did he want? 
LisA. ( A:t:tmi4#:-'luitls Mtl!'ft~~ f! mu) He .wanted 
to know if I was married. 
ROBERT. Why? 
LISA. Marriage is such an inconvenience. With no hus-
band, one is independent. 
RoBERT. Did he admire independence? 
LISA. Yes, he admired independence, too. 
RoBERT. What else did he admire? 
LISA. My talents. 
RoBERT. Have you any? · t< J ._ 
LISA. All women have. 
RoBERT. Do they? 
LISA. There are few jobs and many girls. The girls are 
all anxious. Well, one should take the most anxious and 
the most independent, shouldn't one? If one is fortunate 
enough to be a French major. 
RoBERT. (Grosses~ You're not that inde-
pendent. 
, 
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LISA. (Sits~ No, 1 am not that independent. 
So you see? 1 ran in a circle. Back to the mirror. And you 
are not even a lawyer. 
RoBERT. ( · • No, I'm not even a 
lawyer. 
LISA. You are nothing. 
RoBERT. Practically nothing. 
(A pause.) 
LisA. Will you go out for a moment? 
RoBERT. Out of the room? 
LISA. Yes. 
ROBERT. Why? 
LISA. Please. 
RoBERT. All right. (Standm~) I'll go smoke a cigarette. 
(Exits.) 
(LISA-jnllo'Ws tP hen sits on chair Left. LIGHTS fade 
in bedroom. Single SPOT comes up on rocker in 
dining room. LISA, in bedroom, puts head down on 
table and weeps. l.UmERT~ on .,e:tfit1 . ..;E:#M~s 
t1M't')lJMI :) R. {) ~ ~ 'l:..,... L 
(LISA gets newspaper from bed.) 
Uco. (Smiling) Va bene. Roberto. 
arm, hears 
(LIGHTS fade all way out in bedroom except for moon-
light through window.) 
RoBERT. Cigarette. (Gives him one and lights it for 
him) What do you have there? 
UGO. It Tempo. 
<... ... ' 
~ ( '"'•"' 'I 
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ROBERT. I haven't read a real newspaper in two ears. 
What's Il Tempo have to say? t l -r A~c.:; L - P'r' 
Uco. (.i;i;n,saeszmi£1,- iks eltair Riglz~ The usual. 
The war will end soon: the war will not end soon. One has 
a choice. 
ROBERT. Oh, it'll end. Two things are always sure about 
a war: they begin them and they end them. 
Uco. Yes. It's the time in between that nobody under-
stands. How is your Signora? 
ROBERT. Fine. 
Uco. She's a fine girl. I like her very much. She is the 
only girl who has been in this house my son Antonio has 
liked. 
(During Uco-RoBERT scene, LisA carries bottle, two 
glasses, and musette bag behind screen.) 
ROBERT. That's a compliment. Antonio must be hard to 
please. 
Uco. I'm afraid he is. 
RoBERT. Well, what Antonio ought to do is fall in love. 
He's old enough. 
Uco. There was a girl once. My son never talks of her 
now. You know, after the peace was signed-he deserted 
from the Army-so not to have to fight for the Germans. 
I hid him-
RoBERT. Hid him? 
Uco. Yes. It was necessary. For two months he was 
hidden in the cellar in this house-
ROBERT. And the girl? 
(LISA comes out from behind screen, puts out the light. 
Pulls bed covers back-gets in bed.) 
Uco. She fell in love with a German. (Pauses) She 
worked in the telephone exchange, and when the Germans 
retreated she went north with them. 
(Rises. ROBERT also rises. Bo~ter.) 
Nothing has turned out like we expected- We thought 
... 
I 
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that if the Fascisti were gone--well, the Fascisti are gone, 
and now? 
ROBERT. What are you, Ugo? A Socialist? Y -o t..c &. o 
UGo. A kind of Socialist who is more of an old man 
than he is a Socialist. Buonanotte, Roberto. 
RoBERT. Goow ght-Ugo. 
( GO exits~. BERT e::its=rd; enters the dark 
bedroom. LIGHTS fade out .in dining room.) 
Lisa? 
LISA. (In the darkness) Si. 
RoBERT. Where are you? 
LISA. Here. )( '"" tt. 
ROBERT. I can't see a thing. ~ueenJ You've 
unpacked your valise. 
LISA. (Without committing herself) Si-
RoBERT. Lisa- (t:r~JSS' , · ·~ E¥J.) 
LisA. Yes? 
RoBERT. We'll go Sunday to Lake Bracciano. All right? 
LISA. Va bene. · 
RoBERT. (Bends down to kiss her, then lights his 
lighter) Christ, you are beautiful. 
LISA. (She blows the light out.) I'm not an animal in a 
stable. 
RoBERT. I didn't mean it like that. 
(A pause.) 
What are you thinking about? 
LisA. Nothing. 
RoBERT. You're so quiet you must be thinking about 
something. 
LISA. About God. 
RoBERT. God? 
LISA. Yes. That He has a lot to forgive me. And I have 
as much to forgive Him. 
END OF SCENE I 
0') 
<l t "J 
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ACT TWO 
SCENE II 
SCENE: The Pulcinis'. Nothing has changed. The weather 
is as cold, the spring as jar away. 
TIME: A jew days later. It is New Year's Eve. 
D.:: 
AT RisE: ENGLISHMAN is stage Center He !;.as wine in 
his hand. Mau enters Left i h clean"('tabledoth. 
ENGliSHMAN f'Jtr:nsxon..uuiia, Jze r.asses up Left. 
ENGLISHMAN. How old are you, Mimi? 
MIMI. Seidice. 
ENGLISHMAN. I've a little gel in England. She's only 
eight. 
(Mng c•c•ssPs zlmew,.) ;.,.. P\o 
Want a piece of chawklit? 1 1 "!<. v '-' '"t Aat 
MIMI. (S ' ) Si. 
ENGLISHMAN. Like chawklit, do you? (Grosses, sits-in· 
chaW.-aboYJ6-dining'"tr!bte:) Well, then, come along and give 
us a kiss for it. 
MIMI. No, no. E prohibita. 
ENGLISHMAN. An' who says a bit of a kiss is prohibita? 
MIMI. Si. La Signora dispiace. X -r C.... 
ENGLISHMAN. You tell the old bag to mind 'er own 
business. Now, come on, give a chap one. (~!' efmcrilate 
o~.) t--1 1,...! 1 ·' r, 
MIMI. (Giggling, gives him a birdlike kiss, then picks 
up chocolate bar, crosses Left) Molti grazie. (Gobbles 
chocolate.) ')( 1- r tJ /.. 
ENGLISHMAN. That's better. (~os~ zrp-t ilte 011 ll 
g< w , Cia s Ri ht to radio.) Well, it's tonight being 
New Year's made me feel like having somebody kiss me. 
(Turns up radio.) 
( IMI i s Left.) 
/ 
L 
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Ay, they must be having a proper time for themselves 
tonight in Piccadilly Circus. You know, Mimi-
(But MIMI is gone. ENGLISHMAN turns off radio. UGO 
ente1·s Left with tray of glasses and dishcloth. Crosses 
~iJ71:1'Jl,) r ,.., , c.. 
U Go. Buona sera. 
ENGLISHMAN. 'Ullo. Have a drink of vino? (Sit§:.lti'[kt 
of itining=/AJ!Jte...) 
UGo. No, grazie. '- +tt 
ENGLISHMAN. Fun y how you blokes never drink the 
vino you sell us. S• .S R. ~ 
UGo. {Starts to dry glasses) But this is a vino dei cas-
telli-
ENGLISHMAN. Is it? 
UGo. A good wine. s 1 u 
ENGLISHMAN. Oh, vino 's vino. Pop it into you, puke it 
out-
UGo. Before the war you should have gone to Frascati. 
There was wonderful wine-famous! - I .... 
(RoBERT enters bedroom.) r r ' II r (_ AI(... 
ENGLISHMAN. You know, you're not such bad chaps . 
considerin' you Eyeties. Bunch of excitable johns, though. 
Always full of the bellyache. Always cheering a bloke or 
shootin' him. 
UGo. (Smiles) There are many we would like to shoot 
we will not have the pleasure of shooting. 
RoBERT. (Ent~r_s dirzing room. He has a bottle of cognac 
he has just uncorked.) Ugo. 
UGO. Si? 
RoBERT. Did Lisa call? 
UGo. No. 
ROBERT. Where did she go? 
UGo. I don't know. She'l be home--:-
RoBERT. Oh, I forgot Jv€ some cognac. I bought it 
to celebrate New Year's. (e+t~s-sa=k d,j,~Jmi.) 
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UGo. Grazie. (Brings two glasses down to table.) 
RoBERT. ( I!.JmLs..) How about you, England? 
ENGLISHMAN. No. Vino's fine for me, Yank. 
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RoBERT. If you can still see out of one eye after you 
drink this, it's a good cognac- (Gives UGo a drink.) 
(ENGLISHMAN rises. ALL c "nk glasses.) 
ALL. Happy New Year. 
UGo. ( T.a.stiJJ,.g..J.,..lt.iS-j.o.ce...puck.er.s.) And you paid for 
it? 
RoBERT. Eight hundred lire-
(ENGLISHMAN . .) 
UGo. The bottle? 
ROBERT. What did you expect, the gallon? 
UGo. This i:m't cognac like we once had-
RoBERT. They ain't lires like you once had either-
(UGo sits Left of table. RoBERT crosses to ':!!..uch.) 
ENGLISHMAN. They must be having themselves a 
proper time tonight in Piccadilly Circus. 
UGo. You wish to be home? -
ENGLISHMAN. Ay, I'd like to have a go a the Missus 
again. 
(A pause.) 
Had a letter. She writes: "I don't know what you're eatin' 
tonight"-mind you, what I'm eatin'!-"but what I'm 
sit tin' down to is codfish roes an' potatoes." Codfish roes! 
She hates codfish roes, me Missus. 
LISA. ( e t'JIIUJ3 Die Ut'""'tif:le tw6h. S/tes~~e1"-€ootG_~TE ~ 
an4 • .1~er. heeks are "ftufflt!d~tft*'ctfld.) Buona sera. (~/: o;q 
C'f:OSS&=d&wn=t f'PJNJek"e,.-;j 
UGo. Is it cold out? r ~ GIIJC. 
LISA. ( 'iitti.r:M 11fj .IHJ¥._coat.) Brutto. It is so dark in the >< C. 
streets one is almost afraid to walk alone. 
LIT 
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RoBERT. (U.P-fJJ:.QJJJld._..dining tg,ble) Where have you 
been? (Crosses Right to LisA.) 
LISA. (Not looking directly at him) A friend's-x '+rJ c".,.l. 
RoBERT. She kept you sort of late, didn't she? 1 
LISA. We talked-
ENGLISHMAN. (Lifting bottle) Have some vino 
Ma'am? <- . , 'I 
LISA. No, grazie. (Sitx ro'ekei. 
ROBERT. (Looking at hi~ "~' (' tr h ) l.:t's almost six o'clock 
in New York now. They re pro!Jably dressing for dinner. 
Big night. 
ENGLISHMAN. Bloody big night. 
LISA. While you are having such a dull night in Rome. 
(ANTONI 
U GO. If only the war would end-
ANTONIO. God pity Italy-when the war ends. 
ENGLISHMAN. Oh, you chaps are always complainin'. 
ANTP~IO. (In to table) Don't we have the right to com-
plain? )( "''oO Rl A· 
ENGLISHMAN. You're always fightin' the bloody war. 
Give it a rest. . ..; 
ANTONIO. Have the English now forbidden us to speak? . L · 
ADELE. (Enters a,rclz: stand elzi z Uco at eft of 
tabl~) Antonio! .. ,..,. 
RoBERT. How about some cognac, Adele? A ~ J:!.;;:. · : I>UJ 
ANTONIO. (Etl •xbotrr te:h/:e) I was playing billiards $. 1 ... C... 
tonight. An Americari came into the cafe. A lieutenant. 
He was with a girl. · 
ADELE. A signorina? (~ • 
ANTONIO. (Facing ROBERT) Also an American. A 
woman in uniform. They had been celebrating. He was 
teaching her to play billiards. Do they permit women 
into your billiard rooms in America? 
RoBERT. There's no law keeping them out. PL.; 
ANTONIO. But do they frequent billiard rooms? 
RoBERT. Of course not. 
ANTONIO. No- In Italy they feel free to. (~es 
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~'liJ.e!f.) It's nothing to come in, a little drunk, and 
lean over a table, and laugh loudly, with her skirt up to 
herl, and to have a good time. After all, who will object-
those Italians sta~ing silently against the wall? 
ADELE. ~lffse.!Ji'tk:: ' Q]Jfh) Eh, it's not that important. 
ANTONIO. No, Mama? ·~ .. 
ADELE. Of course, I wouldn't go. But if she wants to . 
and she doesn't mind-
ANTONIO, (~ They have already 
taken over our houses. Our hotels. Our stadiums. Our 
restaurants. And now, our billiard rooms-
(RoBER 'JJJJ,J:.is_tn...lLnswer him.) 
ENGLISHMAN. (Interrupting) Shove off, Mate. It's a 
bloody party. · L Ji.~Q ~Jrl..! ~t1-l 
ANTONIO. (,Cwm - ble. 'Po ENOJ:<:Itt.tfM~ It's 
an army of parties. 
ENGLISHMAN. Look here, Mate. There's a lot of ourK R ,. f1\'t. 
chaps lying out there dead from El Alamein to Tripoli. 
And it ain't Jerries' bullets in them-
ANTONIO. No, they are ours. 
ENGLISHMAN. Bloody well right w yrs! ~~ 
, ANTONIO. And our dead?\With whose bu4\ o they 
lie in the desert? Whose wound did I carry from Bardia to 
Marsa Matruk? 
ADELE. Basta! "){ -4-Q ll"'-f~'VI. 
ANTONIO. What do you want? When they talk like 
that it is impossible for me to be silent! (Che voi? Quando 
parlane cosi e impossibele che me chiudo Ia boca.) 
ADELE. I don't want you to quarrel in my house. (Non 
fa Ia chomedia in mia casa.) 
ANTONIO. (Restraining himself) Va bene. (To the 
ENGLISHMAN, bitterly) Excuse me. (=u , n) u:zMl siAs 
ia cllaidJ~ll'I3J...) ~ ;. 
ENGLISHMAN. That's all right, Mate. Just hold your 
water and ley.~ have a party. ,_ 
ADELE. He--atways oses his temper_l_ 
ANTONIO. Mama, per f:orej finito! No? 
:X LI C. ~ 
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ENGLISHMAN. Let's have another bottle of vino. (~s, 
c:ttt~Up~.) Mimi! Veniqua! 
MIMI. (Off Lefll Si, si- Vengo-
New 
~ ho)l'~ 
seated. &6BER~osseS' lnzr:: to tmrle 
for buttl~) 
A~(L.t 'IC. 1.1 J.. -t 
ANTONIO. (To LISA) It is dl erent\for you,- Signora. 
You will go to America with your husband when the war 
ends. But for us? We will be punished! 
ROBERT. (Holding bottle) ~Jnished!? 
ANTONIO. (~own bejlij -es, · punished! Why? 
Because we made the war, we supported the regime! But 
how do you punish us? Do you go and pick out the guilty 
one and say: he's guilty, him we shoot? This is the bad 
one, he is responsible, him we imprison! No!-The axe 
on all our necks! 
RoBERT. Don't look at me. I'm not responsible 
ANTONIO. (<Crosses ~ o :f-'n~F.~'F) Who is? · '"-
RoBERT. (~rseg frlt) Christopher Columbus. How 
the hell should I know? 
ANTONIO. Oh, the magnificent promises the radio made 
us! The political paradise we were promised! Wait, wait! 
There will be bread, peace, freedom when the Allies come! 
But where is this paradise? 
ADELE. Enough! V ~ Gl} I 
ANTONIO. I must speak! It 's choking me! 
ADELE. (Rises f1(;11<+ E<x~) Basta! Va ventro-
ANTONIO. The liberation! ( Lau lzs · a.lhQr/ hard, quick 
-' 
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~-) Yes. I'll spoil the party. The Alleati must have 
their parties. 
ADELE. (.Btt'l.~Ui~~im.!::a:~j Basta. Enough now. 
( flmLJ:ONIIJ2X;its . 'J;zf.t.) _/" 
ENGLISHMAN. Now there's a bloody unhappy bloke. 
(Outside, in the dark, the sudden sound of BELLS 
and of PISTOLS being fired.) 
Midnight. Happy New Year's. (S1JmdiJJ,g) Come on. Let's 
go out into the garden and see the fireworks. Listen to 
them. It's a mutiny. It sounds like a bloody mutiny. 
(Exits uickl Y...f:&t.) 
(~:E:jnds-wiue g.la~s-oH &ititJh88,.8. UIJsLfollows slowly. t 
ALL exit except RoBERT and LISA.) e1B )I' 5 m o.o 
RoBERT. (l2our-iff~k at -ta&t'e'j Would you like some 
cognac? Ugo think~ I was overcharged for it. !>( C.o" L 
LISA. No. 
RoBERT. Why not? It'll warm you. (Gnssas #a Jdlli) 
Besides, you ought to celebrate the New Year's. 
LISA. You celebrate it. 
RoBERT. The bartender said it was pre-liberation 
cognac. 
LISA. I believe you. It is ve~-y goorl cognac. But I don't 
want any. • · ' 
ROBERT. Okay. (Drinks, listening to bells.) 
(LISA takes coat from chair.) 
The priest, up there in the church tower, ringing the bells 
must be cold tonight. ( KaeeJs Jii1ight Bj 1 Be I'm'.) Lisa, -
usually we kiss at mignight on New Year's in America. 
LISA. No. 
RoBERT. Why not? 
LISA. (Rtsu,;otJ()SSes up to arch) I'm tired. 
RoBERT. (Follows her with cognac and glass) Who was 
the friend? The one who talked so much? 
LISA. (.l:n=co:mitlta1!j:CLJJ.J:sin.g.;:Jtp) A friend. (a I ;J I:, 
------ -
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(T-heYc-g.o int.o....b~mom. IJ£;JJX.S-faf]~..up-in b7J7Jr7lomand 
fade out in-dining 1'oom·.) 
RoBERT. When I was a kid New Year's we'd leari out 
of the window and blow a tin hom or rattle a cowbell. 
(LisA sit x an be4, A pause.) 
Does your friend have a mustache? (At table.) 
LisA. What? 
RoBERT. (& zos Righ') Maybe your friend sings 
arias through his mustache. 
LISA. (Falls back on bed) Why should it matter? 
ROBERT. It doesn't matter. No tin horns, no cowbells 
and a girl who 's too tired to kiss me. (6 sua .Jrs ts9li) 
No, it doesn't matter. Except you know how the Americans 
are. (Drinks.) 
LISA. No. How are the Americans? 
Ro'J3ERT. Suspicious. r ' 
LISA. Really? 
RoBERT. And jealous. 
LISA. What a surprise. I did not think the Americans 
were capable of jealoU£y. 
RoBERT. (~) They're capable. Where were you? 
LISA. It does not matter. 
· RoBERT. If you say that again, !'II-
LISA. Yes? , 
ROBERT. Break your neck. .. 
LISA. It does not matter. 
RoBERT. Goddamnit! (Puts down glass.) 
LISA. Are you angry? 
RoBERT. No! (Takes oft iacket , puts it on chair1 rolls 
up....slee:J.Jes.) 
LISA. I thought you were angry, But I forgot. The 
Americans are above anger. Only Antonio is stupid enough 
to get angry. IJ ·I 
RoBERT. ( re you rying to g~t me to blow my 
cork? 
LisA. Che dici? 
RoBERT. Blow my cork! Steam me up! 
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F .A. I? Impossible,.(~gs::f44 I'm just a girl. 
An , talian girl you met in a war. An adventure. 
~OBERT. Go on. ' 
IJSA. If I annoy you, I'll stop. (~) 
)toBERT. Don't stop. It'll kill me if you stopped now. 
Gil on. You were being an adventure. 
LisA. (.RitJ<U !Ehi3• wmzt Clllil'lliif.) It will amuse her. 
RoBERT. Who? '>< "'\ -z, 
LISA. Some American girl. Your fiancee. The one you 
pretend not to have. It will amuse her when you are in 
bed together. Your story about the Lisa you met in Rome. 
RoBERT. She'll love it. 
LISA. It will be very funny. 
ROBERT. She's just dying to hear it. 
LISA. She'll be beautiful, won't she? 
RoBERT. They're all beautiful. 
LISA. And perfect. 
ROBERT. Of course. That's the only kind I sleep with. 
LisA. (Rapidly) It will be, so amusing. How once in 
Rome during the war you lived with a girl because she 
was-unlucky. 
RoBERT. Are you finished? 
LISA. I'll make a very funny story, won't I, Roberto? 
RoBERT. I can't wait to tell it. 
LisA. You see? Then why should it matter what I do 
or where I go? (Crosse rotm e lP'ttp 7Ug1lt 
~) 
RoBERT. Except it happens to. 
LISA. Really? Why? 
RoBERT. I happen to like you. 
LisA. Should I be flattered? Yes, I'm flattered. (Crosses 
to window.) '- oJ<.5 \A"r"'" 
ROBERT. think I .. lftl~ l;l;t,;eak your neck. t ~ ;,) Q_ 
/ LISA. ( .z;...w.ttUfl''aU.C.i-•inrl'9w) You know, perhaps this 
winter it will snow, too. Just for the Americans. 
RoBERT. Lisa, what do you want? )( +v 1-..1 SA 
LISA. (@n13SBS sawn :Ri§!L' L f tad) I? Nothing. I have 
everything, haven't I? You heard Antonio-how lucky I, 
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am! I'm going to America. They won 't escape, but I will. 
Che buona fortuna! (~zcu;.;o;#SJ!fJ1r'it .) V. P -
ROBERT. Tell me the truth, Lisa- )( 0 (t 
LISA. The truth? ") 
RoBERT. (SiJs s.1 bed) Do you like me at all? 
LISA. Cosi-cosi-
RoBERT. The truth! 
LISA. Does it matter? 
RoBERT. Yes-
LisA. (Slow) I think I hate you."\ ( .J ~ i)~ 
RoBERT. But why? I didn't think I was that bad- u !3 C• 
LISA. It was not possible. 
ROBERT. ·when did it begin not to be possible? 
LISA. From the beginning! From Lake Bracciano!-
RoBERT. Bracciano? ._ 
LISA. That Sunday. Sitting in the jeep- with the people 
on the road looking at me-then shouting-
RoBERT. What did they shout? They were only peas-
ants. They always shout. But he lc;.tc was beautiful. 
Didn't you like the lake--all blue and the mountains? 
LISA. And the waiter. 
ROBERT. What waiter? 
LISA. Who wouldn't serve us. 
ROBERT. All I wanted was eggs. 
LISA. All the>: ha'::e t~ ... e~- 1~ e&gs. . 
RoBERT. All nght. The'w'a.litet£'d1dn't hke me. The people 
on the road shouted at you. Lake Bracciano was a disap-
pointment. You think you hate me. Then why did you 
start? 'Why did you tell Nina yes? Why did you have me 
come here? loll 
LISA. Because illought othing was important any 
more. Because I thought everybody had a soldier. The 
Americans were rich, they had so much, I thought why 
not? Take one, too. It's so simple! 
RoBERT. Wasn't it simple? 
LisA. No! 
ROBERT. But it is simple. I was lonely, you were 
hungry. What could be simpler? I didn't ask you to love 
me--
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LISA. No. Just to go to bed with you. 
RoBERT. Yes. 
LISA. How simple! 0 ~'- <:.. 
RoBERT. Yes. I thought it was simple. 
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LISA. You should have found someone who thought so,x '1\) 
too. You were kind enough even generous-you brought c. H 1=\ t 
the food, and I had real coffee, just as we had arranged. 
And you asked so little-
RoBERT. I wanted a girl. 
LISA. And it was not important 'ow. Or what she felt. 
So little-that she should be warm, that she should be 
here when you wanted her-
RoBERT. Is that wrong? 
LISA. No. Why should it be wrong if you don't think 
it's wrong? 
RoB T. You needed the food. · 
LisA. The food! Yes.'Didn't I? I did not need anything 
but the food ! I( "" (t, -n> lb 
RoBERT. (Pauses-slowly) I don't think care any 
more about the other things. I wanted a girl. I don't think 
I wanted love. I wanted a girl because I didn't want to 
have to stand under the trees on the Via Veneto or to go 
under the bridges. I wanted to get away from the army. 
I wanted to havtl B house I could come to, and a girl there, 
mine. I tea 1t' as simple as that, as simple as it could 
possibly be. And I thought I would just be exchanging 
something somebody needed for something I needed. 
Something somebody wanted for something I wanted. 
LISA. (Quickly) The black market. 
RoBERT. Yes. The black market, if you want to call it 
that. Everything's on the black market now. But you don't · 
want it simple like that, do you? That's wrong. That's 
ugly. You have to complicate it with something else. Oh, 
you'll climb up in the hayloft all rigp.t, but .YOU have to 
be in love before you use the ladder, don't you? 
LISA. You are so delicate! You understand a woman so 
well! 
RoBERT. I'm a dumb American. You said it before . 
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LISA. From such a great country! With such sympathy 
for human unhappiness I 
RoBERT. We do all right. 
LISA. Yes, and you will make Europe so grateful to you! 
RoBERT. I'm not interested in Europe. 
LisA. What are you interested in? 
RoBERT. Me. 
LISA. (Taud"4r; thro'UI$ 21p .b.and 'i) ravo 
RoBERT. (Looks at her) Okay .. This finishes it. I'll 
figure out some excuse to tell the Pqlcinis tomorrow. (~, crosses Left to table; puts o~ 'iiis jacket.) Tell 
them my outfit left town. We moved up north somewhere. 
( ~k.) 
Would it be all. right if I kissed you Happy New Year's 
anyway? ..f..-vv'-""1 ~ '-
(~it~.) 
I ought o ki ,somebody a Happy New Year's. (RonERT 
exits. 2 t II\ . 
LISA. (Seated on. tr'IU/I.k.~Jed..), Yes? 
ANTONio. (Qpenwg -He &ear) Signora- (Hesitates) 
-Are you ill? ~ b ..,...c \ I' ~ ,,... 
LisA. {Turning) No/ ,.,~ 1 . .:--
ANTONIO. (~IMJ3 dorztrz) I wanted to apologize-
Your husband is an American- DC.. 
LisA. He was not insulted. 
ANTONIO. (M-}1 9f uttuh stvrtd) They an; not all bad 
-but it's hard for me to distinguish. I am always angry. 
Besides, our women-they're worse than the soldiers. The 
soldiers have some excuse. 
LISA. Perhaps our women have, too. 
ANTONIO. Some excuse? (Pausing) If they were all like 
you, Signora-
LISA. Like me? 
ANTONIO. One should respect one's «ountrywomen-
LIT 
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Not to feel they are degrading you- Isn't that true, 
Signora? 
LISA. Yes. 
ANTONIO. I wanted to tell you this because-
LISA. Why? 
ANTONIO. Because I respect you. 
LISA. What are you holding? 
ANTONIO. (Glancing down) A souvenir. (CJ:Qsses to 
LISA,JVith a flattened bullet.) A British one. A Bavarian 
surgeon took it out of me in Tripoli. On Christmas Eve. 
It's all I have of my war. 
LisA. We all ~~ ~ur souvenirs. 4- ; 
ANTONIO. I was wroil.g. My mother thinks anyone who 
escapes is lucky. She's right. Go away, Signora--do what 
they tell you. Go to America- At least there one can 
stop one's memories. And ask your hu::;band to excuse me. 
LISA. There is nothing to excuse. 
ANTONIO. ( · ~ As for me. who knows? 1 
Perhaps I'll turn thief. Stealing is fashionable. And with 
a gun-well, one is a little more equal. I could steal tires. 
That's an ex-soldier's profession now-stealing the tires 
and changing their treads. Perhaps I'll learn to steal tires. 
Or who knows? Go north- rediscover my courage--and 
die in the hills, frostbitten, with the look of a patriot. A 
frostbitten patriot. Well-buonanotte, Signora. (Crosses 
to door.) 
LISA. Buonanotte, Antonio . 
.ANTONIO. (Crosses lfi!I!!!!!!Jt:JJJ..1JJJl.l&) And remember-go 
to America. (Puts bultetontabl~ In the end one is hap-
piest far away from ilie scene of one's mistakes--or one's 
suffering-~) 
(LIGHTS fade up in dining room. ENGLISHMAN, ADELE, 
UGo and MIMI enter from the Left. The bells have 
stopped ringing. The shooting has died away.) 
d!{Nr..WSHMAN. Show's over. ( 
~'ilining table.) 
UGo. Beautiful fireworks- Roberto, you coming in? 
~--...J...:Li:::_:::.&-..::0~. L I \. s lT 1:::i ~.~ )t, ~ ~ 
Am l c!.At., -1--o 
/l pf! ,· -~~'"' 
,.. 
bl 
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RoBERT. (Off Left) In ·a minute. 
ENGLISHMAN. Were you scared, Mimi? Go on, Mimi-
bri gus another bottle. :..M:...:'.z-.:..L...::~o-.~::::::::.....__ 
ses o table, looks at bullet, crosses Right to 
bed, falls on it.) 
MIMI. Tutti i soldati sono pazzi, non i vera, Signora? 
ADELE. Si, tutti. 
(MIMI pickr u~y wine bottle. $liB statts tlF 
~~ the DOORBELL rings. T.1firirjrft~ 
-lry tm i::l}dll·u, K!lffJ& lH¥6.) 
Mimi, answer the door. 
(MIMI puts the bottl§ down and goes_ out arch.) 
ENGLISHMAN. I've got a gel in England. She's only 
eight. Still has her pigtails down, me Missus says-
(The; e is the hBise ej l'OJCE@ i:s ~-) 
it of a row sounds like.) 
(AMERICAN and CARABINIEBE enter arch_ t.O down 
!> rn 1,.,... 1 tO e c H 
AMERICAN. Is Is e place. Just make sure you do 
something about thi . (Pointing at ApELE) That's her! 
CARABINIERE. Calma. It will be taken care of. (.Pus es 
AM,.ERI cker Turns off radio.)"-<'Everybody sit ' 
down. (To AMERICAN) You too. n- 1 " ~ 'ft'1t · 
(AMERJC siil._) 
Now which is the one you said telephoned? 
AMERICAN. (Ris~a,itJJ~_t.a_f»l~) The old bitch. 
ENGLISHMAN. (~~.) Here now, Mate-take it easy 
with the names. 
AMERICAN. You keep out of this. 
CARABINIERE. (To ENGLISHMAN) I told you to sit 
down. 
(BOTH sit.)tJ..,.·,~~ ... 
(To AMERICAN) And you sit down too,- Signora? 
ADELE. (Sits on o c ) What does the drunkard want? 
"'"~" 
s ou tl> 
rr.<J, -=..:=-...;~-.;.._~--~~ 0"' 
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CARABINIERE. Did you solicit- (.LC:t;r:aas.:~ s~e:s •. :iij~iM-
~.) 
( ApE-T-;-E- ri.Y·<a,) 
for this' American a woman named- (Consults a small 
black book.) Maria Galluzo who lives at the Via Angelico 
Trento Otto? 
ADELE. (Gr-osses up.-two ste.p Hf<P above ·table) I solicit 
for no one. 
._,_.~..., .IN.IER.E :pushe.s_ltim..h.ac 
rocke1. .) 
AMERICAN. That's a goddam lie! She telephoned that 
whore up! 
MIMI. Signora, che case succede? (~.) 
ADELE. Niente. Stai tranquillo. (Crosses Left.) 
CARABINIERE. Did you telephone, Signora? 
ADELE. Yes, I telephoned. The drunkard whined to me 
how lonesome he was. 
ENGLISHMAN. ( · ·) He asked her, 
all right. I heard him ask the old lady. (Cd!~sb IJIJd. 
si/wr),. 
ADELE. Now the drunkard comes to my house with 
accusations. 
AMERICAN. ( Il.Wng) She was sick. 
CARABINIERE. You sit down here and let me take care 
of it. (PJJ.skes E cAN,.intq r.ocker.) 
ADELE. So? It was probably another American who 
made her sickX J> "19 1'i 
(RoBERT enters Le t ;_r;ppze :fl. to able.) 
CARABINIERE. (To ADEIE) Did you know for what 
purpose you were telephoning, Signora? 
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ADELE. I knew nothing. I telephoned. What the girl 
does later is her own business. (-€: oJSos e•f> Left.) 0 tt 'f' 
CARABINIERE. And of the police. 
ADELE. Then go to Maria Galluzzo! My house is a good 
house. 
CARABINIERE. One must look for the source of the 
infection, Signora. 
AMERICAN. (~ She was in on it! They're all in on 
it! 
CARABINIERE. (Pushes AMERICAN back_ intp_r.oc$er) 
Calmo, amico. 
(ROBERT sjts chajr o f table J 
(To ADELE) Then it was simply to introduce him, Signora? 
You did not know the profession .gf ~ Maria? 
ADELE. She's a girl without wo~ jdeboard.) 
CARABINI~E. Si, si-they are all girls without work: 
(Cross es up a £idehaard) Exactly, Signora, what kind 
of a house do you have here? 
ADELE. A house like any house. 
CARABINIERE. And the soldiers? 
ADELE. (-tJwsseul h r · f!,;l4MI.e) I serve wine and 
eggs. Is that a crime? • 
CARABINIERE. (Crosses down ~ One has not yet 
said there is a crime. (Indicating MIMI And this one 
here, the little one? c.-
ADELE. (Crosses downJ:e;ft..to_Mr:ML) She is my maid. 
CARABINIERE. She lives here? 
ADELE. No. She lives with her family. 
MIMI. Si, si. Con mi familia. En T[i~~e: .. 
CARABINIERE. Show me the housr, 1 ° . I here are 
other rooms, I suppose. 
ADELE. Si, come this way. {Crosses up Rigbt , follo:w..ed 
.b.y, CARABINIERE Gn RQmT.) 
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(The AMEEICAN ytarts to go with them.) 
CARABINIERE. You stay here. (H,e_g.aes_u.JI to the ctJUi-
daL..witk...ADELE.) ~f\l(.~t.J ~11"!1 ft. G 
Till..... L 
(RQl!EET follo31J~gp. ri~s _s;rosses ufl r8MIIirt8 'rtsm tJhro ~€1SM'&ii; j;;;f.ks an 6;draam door. The 
LIGHTS fade up in bedroom.) 
LisA. Come in. 
( TJJ.ey,_en1ex.) 
ADELE . . (TQ LI~A) Don't be alarmed, cara. 
CARABINIERE. Ah. Buona sera. Do you live here, Sig-
norina? + 
ADELE. The Signora s the wife of this American. 
CARABINIERE. So? Congratulations. Your identity card 
please. 
(LISA..GtQSStlS to trunk, getx ket.. pur.xe and takes,.a 
S'UJnll ' ar.Q.zj,-omAt; ~and h~...u; tJ..e C AP A-
BINTERE.} 
Gra2;ie. (Examines the card) You are then this American's 
wife? 
LisA. Yes. 
CARABINIERE. You have the documents, of course. 
LISA. The documents? 
('tz dining l'flSIU AJIEHI@A}l fl'73f !fTTf! ;, ei9Zf11! lryt+he 
rttt kerr lilMG:ca:sam · E 
- btJwtwdFLeft>) 
CARABINIERE. Of the marriage. One usually has such 
documents. 
RoBERT. No. I have them. But not here. I have them 
at my billet. 
L IT 
-----·---
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CARABINIERE. So? How unfortunate. (Begins to write 
in a black £umman~ book) But tomorrow you can exhi6TI 
them to the magistrate. 
ROBERT. What magistrate? 
CARABINIERE. At the Questura. The Signora is aware 
of the address, no? 
ADELE. (&; S33CS up As tis#) Si. I know it. 
CARABINIERE. So I thought. (Finishes the summJJ.1ls, 
tear it out o book.) At eight o'clock. (Starts ta '.J!,'lli;., ) 
RoBERT. (Intercepts summilnS) Wait a minute. Why 
should she have to go to the Questura at all? I told you 
we were married. 
CARABINIERE. Do I question it? But there has been a 
denouncement against this house. Unfortunately, the Sig-
nora lives here, and she does not have her marriage docu-
ments. 
RoBERT. We have a room. 
CARABINIERE. Of course. A room. Rome is full today 
of just such rooms. Tomorrow, Signora-at eight o'clock. 
(Rommi laok.wLLLrsA.) 
May I suggest you search well for the documents? He 
is hard, the magistrate- (Leaves bedroom ~
To ADELE) Buena sera, Signora. 
( A ERI AN has run up to him in corridor.) 
(To AMERICAN) Andiamo. 
(hi& p(l(;esy..the~Z--f~n. out-oj-bed,oom.) 
AMERICAN. Ain't you going to do anything about the 
old bitch? 
CARABINIERE. ( AsJ hey exit off ) When the nature 
of the house is proved, arnica. Come on. 
(UGo and An~LE cross down 'fo din~z r~pm. MV'1? croues 
down Rtg,ht. ADELE crosses :s bsA 
returns, then rosses to living room, sits-i lmir 
Right- of table . ..E.l:mERT #~, sits- Left rff table. 
UGo sits Left of sideboard.) 
,/.,; . 
--- _bl _ __ '};; 
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ENGLISHMAN. Nasty bloke, that Yank. 
(l\im:z sits rm 11 1 •f • ''"' J X .:.o~ 1" 11- At"--
Time I shoved off. Come aloniJM.imi. Show us the aoor. -
MIMI. Si, Sergeanto. ,.--
ENGLISHMAN. Bloody party it turned out. (Exits Le fl. 
with MIMI leading.) 
(UGo, sitting in chair by sideboard, pours wine, but bottle 
is empt'V.) 
no~ ; ~ ~ 0 ~~ 
UGo. Chi disgrazia! T_?c£Ome into QPI!;~ house-
ANTONIO. (&tering ~ cro ues f~Cente.t:) Mama, 
Mama, what .t}i.Q.~ "PWice want here? 
LISA. (Ri5 ¥,4:ff!iiii ii?l:sjt) I'm not going! 
(ltLfiti riset 
ADELE. But, my dear, you must. 
ROBERT. Why? Why must she? V ,..GI j z_ 
ADELE. It is the police-
ROBERT. The hell with them! 
ADELE. But they will come here for her. 
ANTONIO. Mama, I don't understand! Che e? 
LISA. I won't go! (Grasses to couch fis • fi ~" r,), 
ADELE. My dear, it is worse not to go. 
ROBERT. What can they do if she doesn't go? (€~s 
Ill') 
ADELE. To you?-nothing. You are a soldier-the 
soldier is always innocent. But the girl-
RoBERT. What happens to the girl? 
ADELE. If she does not report, they will come here and 
arrest her anyway, and take away her identity card-
RoBERT. Let them take it away. ).. 
(UGo rises rom his chair.) 
vc 
J,, 
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ADELE. You are an American-you don't understand. 
In Europe, without an identity card, one doesn't exist-
Uoo. (Gto3se3 ttJ LeH of rti1timg mb~e) But, my dear, 
there's nothing to worry about. G QIJ c:,.. t, 
ADELE. No. Tomorrow you both go to the Questura-
Uoo. And there one simply shows the Magistrate the 
marriage documents. 
ADELE. They'll dismiss it. A mistake-
LISA. But I've done nothing-! 
Uoo. Of course, my dear. It's a formality. 
ADELE. They always make trouble for the innocent and 
not for the guilty. 
ANTONIO. (~89-) Che-e Mama- · ;J 
ADELE. It's nothing« must not look so worried . . 
Mistakes happen. Ugo, go make a cup of coffee. 
Uoo. Don't worry, cara. It's really nothing. (Exits 
Left.) 
(ANTONIO crosses up; sits Right of sideboard.) 
a 
ROBERT. (In the pause) Adele-)1.. 
ADELE. Si? - ~ 
RoBERT. What if we--? mean, wliat if I can't find the 
certificate? If I can't prove our marriage? 
ADELE. (Slowly) That would be bad. 
RoBERT. Bad? 
ADELE. For Lisa-
RoBERT. Exactly how bad? 
ADELE. Tomorrow morning she would go to the Ques-
tura. There she would be questioned. If she could not 
prove she is married, or that she works, then she is taken 
away from the Questura in a police truck-
RoBERT. Where? 
ADELE. To the hospital for the doctors to examine. 
ROBERT. (Ji!.iue) Examine? 
ADELE. To see if e is sick. 
(:.4,w;.w:w~..,. 
And if she is sick, then one goes to San Gallicano. 
RoBERT. What's San Gallicano? 
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· ADELE. A terrible place, Roberto. 
ROBERT. And then? 
ADELE. If it is the first time, she is given a small sen-
tence. And cured. And then, later, when she is released 
she is given a card. The small yellow card. One gets a 
card of the professional. It is stamped officially. One 
reports every week. One has to carry it, always. Wherever 
one goes. 
ROBERT. But what if she's not sick? What if she's 
innocent? 
ADELE. Do you know the European police system? 
RoBERT. No. 
ADELE. Once the doctors examine them, there are no 
innocent girls. Sick or healthy, innocent or guilty-the 
yellow card is given to them all. You see? It wo_ul~ 1j.l! 
very bad, Roberto, if you and Lisa were not marr~ 
RoBERT. (Painfully looking at LISA) Adele-
ADELE. Si? 
ROBERT. (Looking at LisA) There aren't any marriage 
documents. >( AoE.ue 
ANTONIO. ( Cl Olj8§ '" AnEI:E'; teiHe/;y) Che dice? 
Mama, che dice? 
ADELE. None? 
RoBERT. None. ·(.,.. 
ANTONIO. (€ lu3ti ttJ ABEf:'E) Mama, what did he say? 
They are not married? 
ADELE. No. They are not married. 
ANTONIO. (Grer§BB Is J.tJj; lYo::'eu) It's true, Signora? 
(Crosses to IJsA; loudly) Is this true? 
(M81t< I iS6fj 6t'6H~/>' l#jl.) I 
'" ADELE. Let her be, Antonio. N 
ANTONIO. Another one! And this one I thought 
good! This one I apologized to! (Bangs table.) 
RoBERT. Shut up. r;;;J /) ,., i C/t"' 1 a 
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ADELE:(~) Antonio, she suffers! 
ANTONIO. I suffer, too I 
ACT 11 
RoBERT. Adele, get ~m out of here. 1- · t 
ANTONIO. (Vicious/)! 12-LISA) Did they ··pay well, the 
Americans? Tomorrow you'll see how well they pay! 
ADELE. Antonio! · ' 
ROBERT. (Shouting) Getllirn out of here! I t' I · 
ANTONIO. (As he exits 'iifc'IJ..) Putana, disgraziada- r 
ADELE. (To UGo) What are you standing there with 
the coffee for? 
RoBERT. Adele, what am I going to do? )... 
ADELE. ( rosses to ROBERT) You? She's the one Will 
suffer, not you. 
RoBERT. (Crosses quickly to LISA, seated Left v:j:4:cJJk 
Md I &~) I'll go to the Questura with you. You're my 
girl. A guy can have a girl in this Goddam country, can't 
he? Adele, I can tell them she's my girl, can't I? 
ADELE. Si. ' 
RoBERT. (Holds h er tightly) They can't bold her if 
she's my girl. They can't send her to San Gallicano or 
whatever the name of it is, if she's my girl. Can they? 
ADELE. (~. puskes-chairs into aitfing table) They 
are afraid of the disease in the city. 
U Go. In the Piazza Colonna last week they arrested a 
hundred girls on the street. 
LISA. (In a dead voice) Adele--
ADELE. ( AfJUMJ tam.) Yes, dear? 
LisA. Why does he hold me, Adele? Why does be bold 
me? 
ADELE. (Eea,ting ovet.:talJb:.) Roberto wants to help you. 
LISA. (The shaking does not stop.) He is only holding 
me for San Gallicano. He shouldn't bold me. 
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ADELE. There is no place to go, my dear. 
LISA. There is always a place to go. Please, Adele. Tell 
him not to hold me. 1 f L 1 
RoBERT. No. , J.. l 
( Sll6-#ntggl .) 
I said no. 
(She falls on table, begins hopelessly to cry.) 
ADELE. Idiot! 
(Uco's face is full of an old man's sy.mpizthy, and 
an ola man's impotence.) 
(Cross o Uco.) Go warm the coffee. 
Uco. (Shaking his head, he picks up the tray again) 
Che mondo. (. xits Left.) 
ADELE. (~~s dm1m to trdJle: ) Madonna mia, what 
is the disgrace? You crawled into bed together. That 
should be the least of your. sins I 
RoBERT. Lisa, Lisa--...A~~.....u...o....L.__-
ADELE. vVhat fools! What fools I'm lost among! To 
throw oneself into the river because of the police! If I 
bad gone to the river each time they knocked, I'd be dead 
and drowned a hundred times! And you- (To ROBERT) 
Now you've got her into trouble, take her in your arms. 
(B - lit.) She's frightened-she wants 
to be Tosca! Take her in your arms! 
(ROBERT puts his arms about her.) 
Listen to me. Tomorrow Lisa will go to the Questura. 
LISA. No! 
ADELE. Yes. Then we'll see. What fan they do? You 
crawled into bed together! ( trllinl) -'-Ugo'! MtiSt I do 
everything myself? Com~ with the. coffee! (oflidtr-JtP 
·cushi , pu ts # · rJrcker.)- Is she still ~r~~ Well, let 
her cry. Tomorrow we'll have a festa."1!V'!fetl ~he comes 
home, free, and it's all nothing, we'll have a festa.)( 
Madonna, they bomb each other, they destroy cities-
but a girl in bed is a crime. 
(.4" slte o/tolri's'-t!~, MUSIC begins.) 
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BLACKOUT 
END OF ACT TWO 
ACT li 
ACT THREE 
ScENE : The dining room. 
TIME: The following day-afternoon. 
RoBERT. (St!lfll#ng) What time do you have, Ugo? 
UGo. Five--a little after. 
ROBERT. (C·f!:IIW~IJ~:trF'li;,i~hl lllll~l!r~ ms) It gets dark so 
early. You don't think she'd do anything crazy, do you 
' ' I 
). Who knows? ~ ~ ;r 
BERT. I went to my C.O. today. e said there was 
•• ..., . ing I could do. I should have gone with her. 
UGo. And confess she lived with you? The police would 
t.-tke that as proof. No-alone, there is a possibility. ( . . ' . :J I 
•1berto-
RoBERT. ('Cums a Siileboa ) Yes? 
U GO. Do you love Lisa? 
RoBERT. It's not a question of love. 
UGo. Excuse me, but what is it a question of then? 
ROBERT. She was hungry-! was lonely. That's the 
story. (Crosses down Right of table.) 
UGo. Then why are you so concerned? 
RoBERT. I don't like feeling like a heel. 
UGo. Only that? 
RoBERT. That's the story. 
69 
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Uco. In what book? 
ROBERT. My book. (~ .} 
Uco. Listen, Roberto-the clock str:kes. But time 
doesn't end. Only a day. 
RoBERT. So? 
Uco. Yesterday was a crisis. It turns out tomorrow is 
also a crisis. What will Lisa do tomorrow? 
ROBERT. That's not my responsibility. 
Uco. Whose is it? 
RoBERT. Hers! 
(A pause.) Ad 
God's! The world's!f\ ow o know? 
Uco. You see? It i_s. a question of love. 
ROBERT. ( Crosses _downt~) Look, Ugo. I'm four 
thousand miles away from the Statue of Liberty! This 
isn't my country ; these aren't my people. I went to bed 
with a girl. All right-! didn't lie, I didn't say I was in 
love, I didn't prooise her a villa. I played it straight 
' didn't I? I wa.nted to make a deal, a simple deal. All right 
it didn't work out. Perhaps you can't make that kind of 
a deal, or the kind of a girl you can make it with I 
wouldn't want, anyway. Now- (C1·osses ~-) Lisa's in 
trouble. All right, what I can do to ~dP J.<i I'll do; money 
or whatever she needs or wants. Btl! Cllri~ !mighty 
don't put the responsibility for what ha~o ~ 
Italians on my round shoulders. (Crosses ~0-~o· 
trrbte'. ) 
Uco. And when Lisa comes? 
RoBERT. I just said I'll try to help! 
U co. What a hard people you are. 
RoBERT. (Crosses down)4l.Wbat a sentimental people 
you are. 
Uco. It Italy we say: when the wife sins, the husband 
is not innocent. 
RoBERT. I'm not her husband. 
Uco. What are you? 
RoBERT. n conquistadore! (Cro ses up to bedroom, 
takes off jacket, crosses to bed, lies down.) 
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(Uco si hs, and peels the af!:PJ! · NINA enters corridor.) 
NINA. (Calling) Ugo! Adele! Where is everybody? 
Uco. Nina! In her~ "-~', 11 , 
NINA. (Enters living robn :) Where are the flowers? 
The musicians? The tr!lVeller's hofu~, U go. 'It's good to 
be back.(~& u }t::Jo put do~ca:se-nexHo cou.ch.) 
Up north-wh1,1t destructionL We're the only city left in 
It 1 ' ~ II ' ay. __..-, -; f'" 
Uco. F1renze? · , ~ 
NINA. Cold, and full of soldiers. (Crosse~ up Right.) 
ANTONIO. (Enters arch) Where did you come from? 
NINA. Heaven! 
Uco. And y~ur c,<wtajn? ~ 
NINA. ( Sits Right l ta le-) Who knows? In hell, I 
hope. (~'w ~ skqiMb) 
AN:{ONIO. (In rocking chair, snorting) Hal 
Uco. But what happened? 
NINA. He left me. )( (l 
ANTONIO. Remember, apa? Such magnificent teeth! 
Uco. But how! It was such a great love-
NINA. How does a man leave you? Opens the door, and 
he's gone! _ 
Uco. (Shaking his head) Nina, Nina- 1\ ~ <:.rr Q.oc..r< rz_ 
NINA. Suddenly-a tremendous confession. He's mar-
ried! And his conscience bothers him! His poor wife-
waiting faithfully somewhere in-who knows-Ohio! At 
six o'clock in the evening when I'm in a hJt bath he has 
to start feeling guilty! And it was such a lovely hotel. 
Uco. What did you do? 
NINA. (Turns) Threw his toothbrush after him, and 
slammed the door. Wet as I was! (W iggling toes) Then 
I went downstairs and ordered a big dinner. 
ANTONIO. On his bill? 
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NINA. (To UGo) Of course. And in the dining room, 
fortunately, there was a British major- (-e:.t~e.) 
ANTONIO. With magnificent teeth? 
NINA. (Turns to ANTONIO) And a magnificent staff 
car going back to Rome. So---
UGo. Here you are. 
NINA. Here I am. 
ANTONIO. ·what army comes after the English? t. · o· 
NINA. You're very funny, carissimo. 
ANTONIO. How about the Poles? (R ises, crQJ.SJJS41.fr"to_ 
le8,., pas~.) They have magnificent teeth, too. (Exits 
ar-6lf,. ) f: I ' eJ ! II . <. • ' 
NINA. I prefer you. (~...t:&lli11g ajt.J}.r him) Because 
you have such a sweet disposition, Antonio mio. {.T o UGo) 
I'm starved. Is there anything to eat in the kitchen? 
UGo. I'll make you something_l<. l 
NINA. ( G1-:Msin -eft) How is Lisa? And Roberto? 
Come, U go-talk to me. I'm dying for news. 
UGo. (~g':LeJt with NrNA) What news is there? 
Just bad news-
MIMI. Oh, Signora! You frightened me- _ 
LISA. I'm sorry- (Gros.se~phon~table; .s)JJ.J l.JX1c:. '-
MIMI. Did it go well? (Cr "ght ta. I .rsa..'frvf!Fr 
they bad, the police? I hope it went well-
LISA. Yes-it went well. 
MIMI. Povera, Signora! But you must not worry. I 
do not worry. I am frightened all the time but it only 
makes me giggle. 
LrsA. ( Rises.) Yes- (r;r..!?.!.JE ; rifs -Right of dining 
table.) no 
MIMI. (Qjjers her an apple) Shall I cut you a piece of 
fruit? If you eat something perhaps you will feel better. 
LISA. No, grazie. .s 1 · J,. T'A ~ 
MIMI. ( e r.osses Rigltt.) You must not look like that, 
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.. 
Signora Lisa. (.sits-abo.ve abl£,.,.) Is it true you are not 
married to Signor Roberto? I heard Antonio talking. He 
was very angry-
LISA. It is tru~ 1 "'11 
MIMI. But I do not agree with Antonio. Antonio talks 
because he is unhappy. I think it does not matter, the 
marriage, if one is in love. Do you love Signor Roberto? 
LISA. Please, Mimi I , . c IIJUQ~ 
MIMI. He is simpatico. -4. ~ • , ' 
(AN:l.: 10 ente s at arc;.h, then stops.) 
For an American, he is very simpatico. Look, Antonio. 
The Signora Lisa is home. ._, :.J ll 
ANTONIO. I see she's home. 
MIMI. (:Rise .) The Signora Lisa says everything )Vent .J 
well with the police. Isn't that nice? ~ l · » -tl>teL til 
ANTONIO. (Crosses above table.-UJ-l.&ft-of-ft..) Go away, 
Mimi. 
MIMI. But I was to clean the room-
ANTONIO. Go clean some other room. Go away. 
MIMI. Va bene. (Crosse ~ Rjght.) But I was to clean 
the dining room- ( EziJ.,s lU:ti L) 
ANTONIO. (Putting out cigarette at table) ere they 
pleasant at the Questura? 
LISA. (Dully) What? 
ANTONIO. I asked if the police were pleasant. (Grosses 
R~gh rep.) They have a great reputation for being 
pleasant to girls they arrest. 
LISA. What do you want, Antonio? - r -
ANTONIO. I? Nothing. I'm looking for an honest 
woman. 
LISA. Go away. 
ANTONIO. I'd marry an honest woman. I'm almost 
twenty-five. I should get married. Shall I marry youR Tell 
m~l'm your countryman. I liked you. You're very 
·-.,. pretty. Shall I marry you now the Americano has finished 
with you? 
LISA. Pleas~ X +-o ~ 
ANTONIO. ~ows cloS: to able-) Of course there are 
disadvantages. I can't take you to a hotel like the Excel-
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sior, or drive you to Lake Bracciano in my jeep. No 
cigarettes-no genuine (Moves away.) coffee for my nice 
Italian friends. 
(-his-A 1is~, erm es-;u.fr. slpwly-ta: leroe b':L_arch.) 
What have I? A wound~ 't\Jait, Signorina. Stay a 'While. 
(Pushes her into chair which he pulls from Right of table.) 
tt•s early yet. Business isn't good on the Via Veneto until 
it's quite dark. 
LISA. What do you want of me? _ s , s c; ? ,. r 
ANTONIO. To be a woman who doesn't dishonor her 
country. 
LisA. I haven't .cl!?e9-!ll{t:ed her! 
ANTONIO. Yes~ ha~.1 1\li , f£lr hat? Is it so diffi-
Cl:llt to be hungry? Is it slFdiffi:cuft o be 'oor? What is 
it the Americans give away so gem!rously? A piece of 
chocolate? A pair of silk stockings? (Pulls at her skirt.) 
Tney can afford it. They have so much chocolate it rots 
in their W&teh O!!S.es.l ~ )f J' 
LISA. (Drops heqd to her knees.) Antonio, Antonio, let 
me be! 
ANTONIO. (.Pulls he,...up..lry-the-lw.i¥) And now the drram 
comes to its ugly finish. The police! What is one Ameri-
can? There will be dozens. They'll come to you-dnmk, 
stupid, ugly. In some room somewhere. At night. They'll 
drop their big boots on the floor, sprawl in your arms-
the conquerors! And you? Every week to San Gallicano! 
Every night on the Via Veneto! 
LISA. Antonio! (+ urns l::ejt'. ) fl l' " p 
ANTONIO. (Crosses beft of haif'.~ Yes, cara mia-that's 
what you can look forward to. Yes, S:hi eallicano, that's 
your paradise!. i)nd what shall I say? What shall I feel? 
( Rit. 1m dteHfJ .. I'll see you drinking with them in the 
cafes. I'll see you walking with them on the boulevards. 
(Looking into her face.) 
(LisA, to a oid him, looks down.) 
No. Don't look down. Don't look away. Look at me! 
(~arcin~ ~ 
LISA. You're hurting me. (Her purse drops on floor 
below chair.) 
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ANTl'lNIO. Am I? Not much. Not enough. But one must 
pay a little; one must suffer a little. Is it just that the 
decent shou!e,~~J)le suffering, and you nothing? 
Yesterday-f~) in the bedroom, I believed 
you! You wer~ one of the good ones! I wa~ez:ks_i ~~~ t'iffi-rd no? I was easily deceive . ecause I 
could not $ . ~ s:6.oufd be abl~ to tell, isn't that true, 
Signorina? You shouldn't be allowed to deceive people. 
(.Crosses UP. o sideboard.j When you walk in the stn~fts 
people should know. (Gets a knife and returns to LISA.) 
LISA. (Crosses up, the do.wn around teble to ~Jt, 
.then-IHJGk-ujJ--Genter;-tlten-down-Right- to-roeker. Leaps 
~inter-rot<) Antonio! (.X mbie!) Antonio! 
enters 
eft qj 
.ANToNio. W4o,~ Antonio? There is no Antonio. 
(LISA ~~of table.) 
There is only a man with a wound-who will cut your 
hair-so that when you walk ~n ~e I~t:~ple will be 
able (~r-t lsefh) to tell- ( NT N · - , in f?, osition 
Jor. OB~.) 
MIMI. Signor-Signora! Aiuto! Antonio is hurting the 
Signora Lisa! No, Antonio! No! 
(ROBERT knocks the knife out of ANTONIO'S hand, Cen-
ter, hits him in stomach, knocks lzim down. Vco and 
NINA come .rushing in from Left. LISA crosses to 
couch, sits.) -~ ..J.., ..., 1 ~ ""'" c y 
ttJA 'oe:.:. ' C> C.C:OUG!1 
UGo. (_Crosses up to ANTONIO. Frightened) Che cose 
succede? 
(RoBERT goes to LisA:) 
MIMI. With a knife, Signor Ugo! He wanted to cut her 
hair with a knife! 
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NINA. (€iJifflaB~4) Madonna! :>rr L() 
ANTONIO. (Picks himself ufl. from th§... j]oor. Cross~ 
• "#~) Wasn't it tru~norina? The people should 
be able to tell- (]};z.i,ts_ .) 
F' 
(MIMI crosses Rigk.t and pushes chair in to table.) 
NINA. Poveretta! Did that animal hurt you? 
UGo. (Bewildered) We were talking-in the kitchen-
ROBERT. It's all right now. " .•.. 1· .... Plc.. ll P I 
NINA. He needs a keeper, that animal! 
Uoo. (Suffering for his son) He's ashamed-X --rc., 
NINA. Ashamed! Some day he'll kill somebody with 
that shame of his. Go bring a glass of wine, Mimi. 
(MIMI goes to the_sjdeboard and p_ours a glass of wi~.) 
Uoo. When will there be peace? (Sits up.p ~~ 
couch.) 
NINA. When all the animals are in the zoo. 
( MIM! retums_with...tku,vilJ&.) 
There, cara-drink. fJ _ 
LisA. (Ri3es, o (}5989 £ef~ Cett6e1·, jmlowed by RuBERT) 
They would not believe me at the Questura-
NINA. (Rises, t-o...J:ejt-of-dmmg-t~) Shh-don't talk 
now-
LISA. But why should they have believed me? It was 
true. I was what they said I was. 
RoBERT. You don't have to talk about it. ,; f. "' ~ 1 
LISA. Then afterwards. they put all of us into a big 
truck. There wen~ so many girl" 
NINA. (~ ' c) i\ oesn't matter, cara. 
LisA. When wlt a.;ove brough the streets everybody 
looked at us in the truck. Then some of the girls shouted 
and some spit at the people in the street and some cried. 
There were so many girls. -
UGo. Eh-! J. • 
LISA. (Cr,l' , :flt'u ~ Were they all bad, 
Ugo? All of them? 
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UGo. (ffi9'HS his- head mvay) No-
LISA. (.C.xos~--#fl-~ sideb~ Then in the hos-
pital they put us into a big room and they said undress, 
and we undressed, and they examined us. Have you ever 
seen, Nina, many girls tog~ naked in a big, cold room? 
NINA. (~PPCitt!iP 8~tmng~ I don't want 
to see it. 
LISA. I was so afraid of touching anything. I was so 
afraid of the disease. 
(ROBER'f 11tt'J!leS iBW(J;rd her.) 
(~ws..s.es_..t_a.&oBERT~nter.) It will be so much easier 
now. 
RoBERT. (61t'Jsses u; e s~etr.) What do you mean? 
LISA. It will be so much easier now that I am what the 
others are. 
UGo. But-
RoBERT. Ugo! 
UGO. Si. 
(MIMI i 
RoBERT. Take Mimi and Nina and go out, please--
UGo. (€1-essiHg t9 !.eft 9-~) Mimi, Nina, let them 
alone. 
(NINA rises ~r9SSBs 18 "biSA, ste;s, exits Left. MIMI and 
UGo exit Left. LISA crosses to Left of dining table.) -
RoBERT. Lisa-if there was anything I could have done, 
(~Righ~tt~b-leo.) I'd have done it. 
LISA. Would you? 
RoBERT. But Ugo and Adele said I shouldn't go to the 
police. It would be worse if I went t: tr l' n0li r.e too. 
LISA. (~eM Atp.f"to-R6B-ER1'.) T fit e 'w re so many girls. 
But where were the soldiers? There must have been 
soldiers. 1-
RoBERT:-'Tiiey dOn't arrest the soldiers. 
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LISA. Why? Shouldn't they arrest the soldiers too? 
RoBERT. They don't. 
LISA. Only the girl ~ 
RoB~T.isa-any limg you want, ask me. I'll do it! 
L T1 b' • ISA. y ould you do anythmg? 
RoBERT. Because. !:'"ow... ow i, 
LISA. Because of pity? 
ROBERT. Call it what you want. 
LISA. (Takes the yell(J'U),..I;a.t.d t;/16 p;#M ituDOJ~~"' 
-fr'e-'flflJ#nw fJUI~) And this? Can you do anything about 
this? ' 
ROBERT. Put it away. 
LISA. Why? They gave it to me to show- (SttJdr:. 
~ Dj Jfl'iJ4fp, ) 
RoBERT. Lisa! (flollo?W. .) 
LISA. To my customers. In case there's any doubt. 
RoBERT. Give it to me. · 
LISA. No. 1.. 1 • 
RoBERT. Give it to mel 
LISA. Go home! Take your tanks, take your money, 
take the coffee and the sugar and all your generous gifts, 
and go home! 
RoBERT. It's four thousand miles away. 
LISA. The dancing in the streets is over. The celebra-
tion is finished. Go home. (G tJSSBs r~op Cemet.) v r 
ROBERT. ~g-til-ch~jt~ . trrp ISA 
witJt..line.) Lisa, do you remember what ou said about , 
FD L.I..D.,J ~ 0'-D MC . SHO~V ·:, 
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Americans the first time I met you? When I came to the 
house? 
LISA. What did I say? 
ROBERT. You said they were stupid-
LISA. Yes. 
RoBERT. They were too rich-
LISA. Yes. 
RoBERT. They were liars-
LISA. Yes. 
ROBERT. What did I say? ,, 1 r,) "1" e 
LISA. I don't know. 
ROBERT. I said they were a little bit of everything. Do 
you remember? 
LisA. Yes, I remember. 
RoBERT. You hate us now. And maybe you're right-
you, Antonio, the kids who threw rocks at our jeeps-
maybe we ought to be hated. I don't know. I'm not much 
of an American, anyway. 
LisA. It doesn't matter any more. 
ROBERT. Except that it might have been different. Who 
knows? Perhaps if I'd met you when there was no war-
LISA. (~ • :# s 'n;;s a defr.) We wouldn't have 
met. 
ROBERT. We might have. .) 
Lisa, what did you do before the war? 
LISA. (..Sits..ffl chair--alwv.e...table.) Please-
RoBERT. Did you go to the opera? 
LISA. Yes-
RoBERT. We'd have gone to the opera. Which opera 
do you like best? ( (#9sset in a rt.ep.) 
LISA. Oh, Roberto- :.:; · $ 
RoBERT. Which opera do you like best? 
LISA. (J.ggf75 e"{>.) Traviata. 
RoBERT. We'd have gone to Traviata. Then we'd 
travel. (Cro.sses up a step.) 1.. 
LISA. Roberto, please-.....£I 
RoBERT. We'd have seen all of Italy. Both of us. What 
town do you like best? 
LisA. Roberto, stop I 
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ROBERT. Come on, what town do you like best? I'm a 
stranger here. 
LISA. Portofino. 
ROBERT. Portofino? Where is it? 
LISA. In the North. By the sea. 
RoBERT. All right-we'd go to Portofino, in the North 
by the sea. 
LISA. I was very happy there once. 
RoBERT. Once? 
LISA. When I was seventeen. 
ROBERT. (Sits:-cluJW. eft uj-table) Would I be happy in 
Portofino? 
LISA. Roberto! Please stop--
RoBERT. Would I be happy in Portofino? 
LISA. I don't know. 
RoBERT. I'd be in love. You're supposed to be happy 
when you're in love. Would I be happy? 
LISA. (Des erately) Y I - "- f. ~ ,. 
RoBERT. Then, after PoH.ci ho , nd at r being in love, '-
we'd go to the States, wouldn't we? To America. Just to 
show them how pretty an Italian girl can be. Besides, I'd 
have to show my mother who ate her fruit cake. Would 
you have made a good wife? 
LISA. Yes. c- • 
RoBERT. How good? 
LISA. Very good. 
RoBERT. All the Italians make good ones, they tell me. 
But you'd have been one of the best, wouldn't you? 
LisA. Yes--
RoBERT. Guaranteed? 
LisA. Yes, yes! 
ROBERT. We turned out to be great liberatori didn't 
we? (~e_flolic card out ot her hand.) 
LISA. No, Roberto--give it to me. I) 
RoBERT. (R:es~, e•~~se down beft'.) Give you what? 
LISA. The card! (Crosses down to RoBERT.) 
RoBERT. (Tearing it up) What card? I don't know of 
any card. 
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LISA. Roberto, you mustn't!-you mustn't do this to 
mel 
RoBERT. Do what? (Drop_s the pieces.) 
LisA. (Kneels to pick up pieces.) This-! 
ROBERT. (Kneels to hold her; holding her wrists) Why 
not? Blondie loves Dagwood, doesn't she? Everything 
happens to them, but she loves him. Doesn't Blondie love 
him? Doesn't Blondie love him? 
LISA. Roberto! 
RoBERT. Doesn't she? 
LISA. Yes, yes! 
RoBERT. Say it. 
LISA. She loves him. 
ROBERT. Then kiss hilll,d e just came orne from a 
tough day in the office. Kiss him. 
(And she does at last, crying a little. ~h~r.ise; cr{)ss to 
couch,· sit. ADELE comes in jr..om arch carrying a net 
shopping bag.) • 1 
ADELE. Lisa, when di<j Y,OU et here? ~ow did it go at 
the Questura? (Crosses U fi 1 bove couch.; 
ROBERT. All right. 
ADELE. No trouble? She's free? 
ROBERT. Yes, she's free. 
ADELE. (Puts bag on table. Taking off coat, hangs it 
on hall tree.) What did I say? I said it would go all right, 
didn't I? You always imagine things are worse than they 
are. A little courage, that's all one needs. Where is Ugo? 1 ( C"fflsse aek t table.) .:;;.,::;.:..;;o.::.:.....;. 
RoBERT. (.Holding. ISA) Inside. Nina's here-51,- 1 J.. 
ADELE. Nina? Dio, so quickly. But, good-we'll make 
a fine festa. J nrmnisefl her a festa yesterday-wine, and 
macaroni!- The Americans like macaroni, no, Roberto? 
RoBERT. They love it. 
ADELE. We'll make a fine festa. But remember-no more 
tears. 
RoBERT. No-no more tears. 
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ADELE. (~e6Mg-t1Qfllft) Music, a little wine, macaroni 
-and no more tears. (.Exits. Le!J.,) 
ROBERT. (Rising) ee, baby( Everybody loves you. 
LISA. (Rises:fDif e g~ now, Roberto. 
RoBERT. ( i ~ · .) First let me look at you. (He 
turns her to face him.) You're beautiful. (Touching her 
nair.) 
LISA. I'm not beautiful- (Tries to go up Right-picks 
up purse from table.) · <J._.Q-. 
RoBERT. Where are you going? (He stops her ~ 
table.) 
LisA. To wash. 
RoBERT. Okay-but one kiss first. 
(L A ermits him to kiss her slowly, picks up her purse,, 
sl9;s ;,. .. ~~~.4;k-4~ OBBM'. RoBERT 
crosses to Center. LISA therJ walks slowly into th'e 
bedroom, throws down her purse. RoBERT kneels; 
picks up pie.ces of card. While he stands there, LISA 
runs out up Right. UGO enters from Left with dust-
cloth. ROBERT turns on radio.) 
UGo. (To sideboard) Where is Lisa? 
ROBERT. Inside-she's washing. Prettying herself up. 
UGO. And-? 
RoBERT. She's all right. She's fine now. 
Uco. And you, cortquistadore? How do you feel? 
RoBERT. Me? Great! 
Uco. (Removing tablecloth from table) Ah-! 1<0 • 
RoBERT. I'll make them hang out flags and throw 
roses- I'l~akcr t em yell Vive la Chicago again! 
U Go. So, itf tfi:e end, after the tempest and the tears, 
everything turns out well. A little love and the world 
runs smooth. ( 6#'~&& up,.to-sid&Jotwd.SitakeNJU~·d,oth.) 
RoBERT. How's the macaroni? 
Uco. (Folding cloth) The macaroni's fine. We'll have 
a real festa. In Italy we say: macaroni and matrimony, 
if they're not served hot, they're no good. 
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RoBERT. (Sits i14.4ii.leb•Mrlabl~.) Were you ever 
in Portofino, Ugo? 
UGo. (Crosses down Right, puts Gl9tlt on ~l•e Ill""' sf 
lze-r(J~j Portofino? Many. times. X o 
RoBERT. Is it beautiful? 
UGo. (~) Very beautiful. Th~ sea 
is all blue there, and the .town is white. (-&frlsses to-table.) 
But why, suddenly, Portofino? )( r> '1""1).1!)1 E 
RoBERT. (Leaning confidentially . toward him) I'm 
going to be seventeen years old in Portofino one of these 
days. 
UGo. You're crazy. ~ ~·!") G 
RoBERT. Sure. )( >•ll 
ENGLISHMAN. (/l,.tJUrs k:Jt) Buona sera. 
UGo. (Picks up last jew dishes.) Ah-you're in time~ 
ENGLISHMAN. In time? What for? ' .,. 
RoBERT. We're celebrating. 
UGo. It's a fest to\light at the Pulcinis'. 
RoBER't. yo\1 think we ought to invite England? 
UGo. Do those islanders like macaroni? 
RoBERT.1Do ou like macaroni? ·· 
ENGLISHMAN. Hot? (Crosses to hall tree and hangs 
up coat.) 
RoBERT. (I'o- UGO) Hot? 
UGo. Always hot. 
ENGLISHMAN. I like. ( sses down to table.) 
UGo. Then we invite him. , 
RoBERT. That's right. He is a kind of ally. 
ENGLISHMAN. (Throws down cigarette) I say, Yank-
wasn't that your gel I saw outside? 
ROBERT. Outside? ( €rosSJ . ~.) 
ENGLISHMAN. She was in a awful.hurry. Didn't even 
have her coat on. "Where's the fire?" I said, but she was 
rushin' so, she didn't se£!!1 to .hear me. 
RoBERT. (Tense.) Whe re did she go? 
ENGLISHMAN. ( firo-sses up Center) Down the Via 
Flaminia, last time I saw her. 
RoBERT rushes out up Right IlGO-e,t:Qs s up.) 
--- ---
... 
\ 
/ 
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UGo. Roberto- ~ R 
ENGLISHMAN. (Crosse efi,. lights cigarette) NoVJ 
what's wrong with liim? What'd he lose? 
UGo. What we've all lost, my friend- To ENGLISH-
MAN) Viva la Chicago. (Starts to wipe ta le. 
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